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About the CSR Report

Evergreen Marine Corp. (hereinafter referred to as Evergreen Marine) has issued the Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) Report since 2013.  The CSR Report covers the actions and achievements of 
Evergreen Marine with regards to its economic, social and environmental aspects from January 01, 2019 to 
December 31, 2019. All the local or important operating bases disclosed or referred to in the CSR Report 
indicate those in the Taiwan area.

To completely disclose relevant performance information, the information of the fleet regarding the 
environment and educational training also involves our subsidiaries in Britain and Singapore. The information 
about the expatriates covers the individuals under the centralized management of the Evergreen Group
(Evergreen International Corporation).

Evergreen Marine is continuing to monitor all CSR-related issues. Open channels of communication are 
maintained with each stakeholder to incorporate their concerns in the corporate governance, economic, 
social and environmental aspects into our business strategy and options. The publication of this report is also 
used to examine our practices in sustainable development. The editorial structure of this report adheres to 
the “Core” options of the Global Reporting Initiative Standards (GRI Standards) to ensure a full disclosure of 
CSR accomplishments made by Evergreen Marine and the outcomes of stakeholder communications.

We commissioned Deloitte Taiwan to conduct a limited audit of this Report in accordance with the ROC 
Statements of Assurance Engagements Standards No 1. “Assurance Engagements other than Audits or 
Reviews of Historical Financial Information.” The letter of assurance is included in the report annex.

If you have any questions about the CSR Report, please contact us:

Evergreen Marine Corporation
CSR Committee
Address : No. 163, Sec. 1, Xinnan Rd., Luzhu Dist., Taoyuan City
Contact number : 03-312-3123
E-mail : csr@evergreen-marine.com

Ŗ�Previous version : September 2019

Ŗ�Current version : August 2020

Ŗ�Next version : Scheduled at August 2021

Editing, issuance and scope

Editorial policy

External assurance

Contact information

Introduction
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Looking back on 2019, the global economy was hit by high uncertainty arising from the China-U.S. trade war, 
Brexit, trade protectionism, and geopolitical tensions, which took a heavy toll on the global shipping industry. 
Despite an ever-changing business environment, we took on every challenge actively based on our business 
philosophy of integrity. We continued to deliver the best performances in terms of fleet upgrades, route 
QRVKOK\CVKQP��VGTOKPCN�GHſEKGPE[�KORTQXGOGPV��KPHQTOCVKQP�UGEWTKV[�WRITCFGU��CPF�SWCNKV[�EWUVQOGT�UGTXKEG�

About 70% of the surface of the Earth is covered by oceans, and 90% of global freight transport are through 
shipping networks. As an ocean carrier, Evergreen Marine supported 17 Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs) issued by the United Nations. Our attention was centered on three major issues, namely, green 
shipping, ethical corporate management, and social care, and our efforts were made in the aspects of 
environmental protection, corporate governance, and social prosperity.

Green shipping involves striking a balance between operational efficiency and environmental protection. 
In the day-to-day operations, it is embodied by applying modern technology to the entire shipping supply 
chain. From building next-generation green ships, improving port efficiency and navigational safety, and 
integrating procurement logistics to digital services and electronic document solution, a set of sustainable 
and environmentally-friendly shipping models have been established from a perspective of environmental 
and corporate sustainability.

Ethical corporate management is the fundamentals of Evergreen Marine's sustainable development. 
Evergreen Marine has ranked in the top 5% of listed companies in Taiwan many times, showing that our 
long-term endeavors to implement corporate governance have been recognized by the competent authority. 
We have established a good corporate governance system to clearly stipulate that employees are required 

A Message from the Chairman

Introduction

Anchor Chang, 
Chairman of Evergreen Marine Corp.

to act in consistence with the code of ethics when performing their duties. To minimize operating risks, risk 
management mechanisms were also in place to systematically assess and plan for expected or unexpected 
risks in the business environment. Since shipping is an international industry, complying with local laws and 
relevant anti-trust regulations is often the focus of our self-evaluation.

Social care is the value of our existence. As a public entity in society, Evergreen Marine takes care of every 
employee and creates a safe workplace while providing care for and engaging with communities. While 
organizing various philanthropic activities with Chang Yung-Fa Foundation, Evergreen Marine endeavored to 
forward industry-university cooperation programs, so as to establish a maritime talent pool for the sustainable 
development of the shipping industry. We also teamed up with the Evergreen Maritime Museum to introduce 
the development of the shipping industry and marine culture to the public.

The global economy is facing an unprecedented health and economy challenges in 2020. The COVID-19 
pandemic has triggered the deepest global recession in decades. In response to the impact of the outbreak, 
we have imposed necessary contingency measures. We believe our competitiveness could be further 
strength by actively improving operation performance, and implementing the company's core values of 
"creating profits, caring for employees and giving back to the society" are the best solutions to meet the 
challenges of 2020. Let us work together to create a better and peaceful society.

About the CSR Report Introduction About the CSR Report
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Corresponding
to the UN's 
Sustainable

Development Goals
(SDGs)

SDG 3
Good Health and
Well-being

SDG 4
Quality Education

SDG 8
Decent Work and 
Economic Growth

SDG 12
Responsible 
Consumption and 
Production

SDG 5
Gender Equality

SDG 13
Climate Action

SDG 14
Life Below Water

SDG 17
Partnerships for 
the Goals

1. Draw up an occupational safety and health management plan
2. Provide free physical examinations
3. Provide 24-hour medical advice by the dispensary

1. Organize the Post-baccalaureate Marine Engineering Program
2. Continue the operation of the Seafarer Training Center
3. Continue onboard internships to train maritime talent
4. Strengthen employee training and encourage employees to attend internal and external training courses

1. Draw up the human rights policy and human rights risk assessment and management mechanisms
2. Implement whistle-blowing and protection policies and measures

1. Continue the evaluation of the Board performance and target a 100% achievement rate
2. Invest in the research and development of ship types and technologies
3. 1RVKOK\G�VJG�HNGGV�UVTWEVWTG�D[�TGRNCEKPI�QNF�UJKRU�YKVJ�PGY�QPGU�CPF�KORTQXG�VJG�QRGTCVKQPCN�GHſEKGPE[�

with state-of-the-art technology
4. Improve shipping services through joint cooperation
5. Undertake industry-university cooperation and talent recruitment on a regular basis

1. Strengthen the CSR-based supplier screening system
2. Establish a reasonable, fair, and transparent supplier cooperation and communication system
3. Optimize the evaluation system to rule out suppliers with poor performance
4. Follow the instructions on the Inventory of Hazardous Materials (IHM) and create an IHM in 2020
5. Comply with the Hong Kong International Convention for the Safe and Environmentally Sound Recycling of Ships
   (Hong Kong Convention) and EU Ship Recycling Regulation (EU SRR)
6. Adopt water-based paint in the container coating line to reduce VOC emissions

1. Develop more service loops and direct-call ports
2. Develop joint operational models
3. Participate in the research and development of maritime technology
4. Comply with local laws and regulations
5. Implement more social feedback 

1. Strictly manage ballast water discharges
2. Dispose of ship waste according to the waste management plan  
3. Decelerate ships

1. Build a green container fleet
2. ESWKR�VJG�ƀGGV�YKVJ�VJG�.QCF�5VCDKNKV[�%CNEWNCVKQP�5[UVGO�CPF�9GCVJGT�0CXKICVKQP�+PHQTOCVKQP�
90+��

System to optimize the sailing speed and monitoring of fuel consumption
3. Monitor sailing schedules and adjust sailing schedules and calling order flexibly
4. +ORTQXG�VJG�QRGTCVKQPCN�GHſEKGPE[�QH�VGTOKPCNU
5. Adopt shore power
6. %QPVKPWG�VQ�KPUVCNN�CPF�WUG�UETWDDGTU�KP�VJG�HNGGV�VQ�TGFWEG�UWNſFG
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1.  The fleet's CO2 emissions were reduced by 1% from 2018 and 36.9% from 2008.
2.  60% of fleet desulfurization was completed.
3.  100% of our ships underwent dry-docking and maintenance.
4.  Announced the Green Ship Recycling Policy in compliance with the Hong Kong Convention, EU SRR, and Inventory of 

Hazardous Materials (IHM)
5.  Signed the "Arctic Shipping Corporate Pledge"
6.  Promoted retiring of old containers, optimizing the process of container repair /  maintenance and routing of empty 

reposition.
7.  Waste disposal at Kaohsiung Container Terminal was reduced by 7.3%.
8.  The supply mains vs. the fuel-powered operation of gantry cranes at Kaohsiung Container Division increased from 85% 

to 86%.
9.  The replacement of lighting equipment at Kaohsiung Container Division saved 21,852 kWh of electricity annually, reducing 

carbon emissions by 49,000 KgCO2e.
10.   Kaohsiung Container Division reduced ozone-depleting substances by replacing 70 sets of R-22 air conditioners.

1. Completed ISO 45001 / CNS 45001 transition.
2. Achieved 100% of the occupational safety and health management plan and internal audit.
3. No violation of gender equality, sexual harassment, infringement, compulsory labor and child labor took place in 2019.
4. Sponsored the “7th Paint a Marvelous Ship - National Elementary School Maritime Drawing Competition” held by the 

Evergreen Maritime Museum.
5. Sponsored 30 elementary and junior high school students from disadvantaged families to participate in the summer camp 

held by the Evergreen Maritime Museum.
6. Sponsored the Post-baccalaureate Marine Engineering Program launched by National Taiwan Ocean University in 2019.
7. A total of 1,455 ship crew members completed 29 training courses held by the Seafarer Training Center in 2019.
8. A total of 450 students from three maritime universities completed the onboard internship in 2019, with the total number of 

training hours reaching 65,600.
9. Donated 12 20-foot containers to the Adolescents' Home, Taoyuan for use as temporary housing, storage, and talent 

classrooms.
10. Called on our employees and family members to participate in coastal cleanup initiatives in North and South Taiwan,      

Singapore, and India.

1. Revenue and volume in 2019 increased by 12.6% and 7.8% respectively.
2. Ranked in the top 5% of the listed companies in the 6th Corporate Governance Evaluation.
3. Selected as a constituent of the FTSE4Good TIP Taiwan ESG Index.
4. The Board members held a 3-hour refresher course every six months, with a 100% achievement rate.
5. The attendance rate of the Board members averaged 92.98%.
6. Formulated the "Standard Operating Procedures for Handling Directors' Requests��HQT�VJG�HWNſNNOGPV�QH�VJG�$QCTF�

members' duties.
7. 100% of the Board performance evaluation was implemented.
8. Appointed a EQTRQTCVG�IQXGTPCPEG�QHſEGT.
9. Established a risk assessment program for ethical corporate management.
10. Signed the "Statement of Commitment to Ethical Corporate Management".
11. A total of 3,192 employees attended the training courses on anti-trust law, economic sanctions law, and anti-bribery /

anti-corruption, as well as Personal Data Protection Act in 2019.
12. Enhanced spot checks and inspections of highly sensitive areas and high-risk cargoes subject to economic sanctions.
13. Provided each branch's material with regard to personal data protection (e.g., "Employee Notice / Consent / Consent to 

Recruitment") in the EU.
14. Formulated and disclosed the Supplier's Code of Conduct��YJKEJ�URGEKſGU�VJG�TGSWKTGOGPVU�HQT�UWRRNKGTU�
15. An anti-corruption clause was incorporated into suppliers' newly signed or revised contracts.
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Chapter 01

1.1 About Evergreen Marine Corp.

Green Shipping

The Evergreen Marine Corp. was founded by Dr. Chang Yung-Fa on September 1, 1968. Primary business 
activities included domestic and international sea freight, shipping agent and container terminal operations. 
Since establishment, Evergreen Marine has set many milestones in the shipping industry, including being the 
ſTUV�UJKRRKPI�EQORCP[�KP�6CKYCP�VQ�GUVCDNKUJ�TGIWNCT�HWNN[�EQPVCKPGTK\GF�UJKRRKPI�NKPGU�DGVYGGP�VJG�(CT�'CUV�
CPF�VJG�7�5��'CUV�%QCUV��GUVCDNKUJKPI�VJG�YQTNF	U�ſTUV�GXGT�TGIWNCT�HWNN[�EQPVCKPGTK\GF�TQWPF�VJG�YQTNF�UJKRRKPI�
lines in the east-west direction, and became the No.1 container shipping company in the world in 1985.

In addition to continuous improvement in operations, Evergreen Marine has committed to talent cultivation, 
development of next-generation green fleet, and launch of e-commerce platforms. Embracing its role as 
“a guardian of the green earth,” Evergreen Marine has taken the initiative in responding to international 
environmental trends and regulations. We have actively participated in many environmental protection 
programs. Low speed sailing is used to reduce the GHG emissions and improve the air quality around the 
port. Such initiatives also contributed to the conservation of endangered sea life by reducing the risk of 
EQNNKUKQP�YKVJ�DNWG�YJCNGU��JWORDCEM�YJCNGU��ſP�YJCNGU�CPF�QVJGT�NCTIG�CPKOCNU�

)WKFGF�D[�QWT�EQTRQTCVG�RJKNQUQRJ[�QH�ő%TGCVKQP�QH�2TQſVU��%CTG�HQT�'ORNQ[GGU��%QPVTKDWVKQP�VQ�VJG�5QEKGV[�Œ�
and dedicated efforts to achieve the business scale today together with all our employees, Evergreen 
Marine aims to keep in line with the changing world with the Evergreen's spirit of “Challenge, Innovation 
and Teamwork” and will continue to make a contribution to the world by promoting the development of trade 
through the provision of reliable transportation services. For more information about the history of Evergreen 
/CTKPG��RNGCUG�TGHGT�VQ�QWT�QHſEKCN�YGDUKVG�

Evergreen Marine Corp. was officially formed on September 25, 1968. Approval for becoming a public 
company was granted by the Securities and Futures Commission (SFC) of the Ministry of Finance on 
November 2, 1982. SFC approval for Category A listing was granted on July 6, 1987, and Evergreen Marine 
YCU�QHſEKCNN[�NKUVGF�QP�VJG�6CKYCP�'ZEJCPIG�QP�5GRVGODGT����QH�VJG�UCOG�[GCT��2TKOCT[�DWUKPGUU�CEVKXKVKGU�
included domestic and international sea freight, shipping agent and container terminal operations.

1.1.1 Introduction to Evergreen Marine Corp.

1.1.2 Organization Overview

'XGTITGGP�/CTKPG�QHſEKCN�YGDUKVG

AUDIT COMMITTEE

REMUNERATION COMMITTEE

Evergreen Marine organization chart
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PRESIDENT
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Introduction to Evergreen Marine Corp.

Name Evergreen Marine Corp.

Location of 
headquarters

1-4F., No. 166, Sec. 2, Minsheng E. Rd., Zhongshan Dist., Taipei City 104, 
Taiwan (R.O.C.)

Industry Shipping industry

Primary business Shipping carrier / shipping agent / container terminal operations

Quantity of products /
services provided

7,084,500 TEU (standard 20’ shipping container)

Number of employees 1,844

Local and overseas 
QHſEGU

Primary base of operations is Taiwan; 320 cities in 118 countries

Capital (NT$ thousand) 48,129,738

Fleet size

QTYShip type Length overall
 (LOA) Capacity

E
type
ship

S
type
ship

L
type
ship

T
type
ship

B
type
ship

G
type
ship

At the end of 2019, Evergreen Marine operated a total of 201 fully containerized ships with a capacity of 
1,283,000 TEU. The main ship types by build year are as follows:
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EVERGREEN LINE

Service network

Evergreen Marine now has a worldwide service network stretching across five continents, with a total of 150+ 
service loops or more.

2 loops 
Trans - Atlantic

12 loops
Asia - Europe

1 loops
North America - South America

4 loops
Asia - Africa

7 loops
Caribbean Feeder Service
South America (West Coast)

150
+

Service loops

2 loops
Asia - Australia

81
+

loops
Intra - Asia , Persian Gulf

7 loops
Asia - South America

20 loops
Asia - North America

13
+

loops
Mediterranean Feeder Service 
Intra - Europe Feeder Service
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1.1.3 Advocacy and Public Engagement

Name of the organization Membership

National Association of Chinese Ship owners 
( NACS )

Managing Supervisor, Director / Supervisor, Members’ 
Representative, and Convener, Chairperson, and 
Member of Professional Committee

Taipei Ship owners’ Association (TSA)
Managing Director / Supervisor, Director / Supervisor, 
and Members’ Representative

Association of Shipping Services, R.O.C. 
( AOSS)

Managing Director, Chairperson, Representative, 
Managing Director, and Director

The R.O.C. National Association of Shipping 
Agencies

Members’ Representative, Managing Director /
Supervisor, and Director

Taipei Shipping Agencies Association (TSAA)
Managing Director, Director / Supervisor, and 
Members’ Representative

Foreign National Seafarers’ Employment 
Affairs Commission, R.O.C.

Chairperson

General Chamber of Commerce of R.O.C. Group Members’ Representative

Taipei Chamber of Commerce Members’ Representative

China Maritime Institute Group Members’ Representative

Chinese Maritime Research Institute Group Members’ Representative

The Association of Marine Affair Group Members’ Representative

Chinese National Association of Industry and 
Commerce

Type B Group Members’ Representative

%4�%NCUUKſECVKQP�5QEKGV[ %NCUUKſECVKQP�%QOOKVVGG�/GODGT���$QCTF�/GODGT

Asian Shipowners’ Association (ASA) Member

ICCO Box Club Member

American Bureau of Shipping (ABS)
Chairman of Taiwan National Committee / 
Technology Committee Member

ClassNK Taiwan Committee Chairperson

DNV GL Business Assurance National Committee

Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance Asia Shipowners Committee Member

Through Transport Club (TT Club) Director

Participation in public associations

Name of the organization Participation

World Shipping Council (WSC)
President Hsieh, Hui-Chuan served as Board 
member of WSC.

Clean Shipping Index (CSI)

In 2019, Evergreen Marine had 60 ships 
registered with CSI, which would score 
RGTHQTOCPEG�KP�ſXG�CTGCU�QH�GOKUUKQPU��PCOGN[��
SOx and particular matter emissions, NOx 
emissions, CO2 emissions, maritime chemicals 
and maritime wastewater & waste control.

Environmental Ship Indexl (ESI)
Evergreen Marine currently has 136 ships 
registered with this environmental protection 
platform.

%NGCP�%CTIQ�
XGTKſECVKQP�

The environmental protection information of 178 
UJKRU�KP�VJG�'XGTITGGP�HNGGV�JCXG�DGGP�XGTKſGF�
by a third-party (ClassNK of Japan) to be in 
compliance.

%CTIQ�+PEKFGPV�0QVKſECVKQP�5[UVGO�
%+05�
#U�QPG�QH�VJG�ſXG�HQWPFKPI�UJKRQYPGTU��
Evergreen Marine has served as the chairperson 
of CINS since 2020.

The International Vessel Operators Dangerous 
Goods Association (IVODGA)

Member

Digital Container Shipping Association (DCSA) Member

Participation in international platforms
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1.2 Operating Strategies
In 2019, ever-changing global economics took a toll on the shipping market. Alphaliner statistics indicated 
that over 1,000,000 TEU were delivered in 2019, the second lowest in the past decade. The number of 
TGE[ENGF�UJKRU�FGENKPGF�UKIPKſECPVN[�KP�������CU�C�TGUWNV�VQVCN�URCEG�KPETGCUGF�D[����EQORCTGF�YKVJ�������
Particularly, the Far East-European route contributed a 4.8% increase due to the delivery of large new-builds. 
As no front loading containers were scheduled in response to high tariffs, shipments in the Pacific route 
dropped in 2019 compared with those in 2018, even although there were more blank sailings conducted. The 
average freight rate rebounded by the imposition of emergency fuel surcharges at the end of 2019. However 
the annual average freight rate was still lower than 2018.

In response to the above changes in the shipping market, Evergreen Marine plans to take the 
following measures:
1. Continue to provide customers with better direct shipping services by improving space utilization and 

lowering transshipment costs under the framework of OCEAN Alliance
2. Continue to manage capacity and optimize fleet deployment.
3. Cut the inland transportation ratio in the United States and utilize vessel space and container equipment 

GHſEKGPVN[�VQ�TGFWEG�EQPVCKPGT�UWRRN[�HCEVQT�
4. Install scrubbers in the fleet in line with the new regulations of using low-sulfur fuel and impose a low-

sulfur fuel surcharge starting from the end of 2019 to reflect costs
5. Set the goals and cost monitoring mechanisms for revenue, freight, shipments, and contracts

Since global population continues to rise amid the increasing popularity of free trade agreements, global 
trade demands are expected to increase in the future. As one of the important members of shipping, 
Evergreen Marine aims to provide sufficient space to meet customer requirements by building new eco-
friendly ships while enhancing our quality of service through shipping alliances, cloud technology, and 
network platforms to promote smooth global operations.

The IMO low sulfur rules, which will take effect on January 1, 2020, could have an impact on some ships 
sailing at sea at the end of 2019. To this end, we installed exhaust scrubbers and imposed a low-sulfur 
fuel surcharge on some routes. Regarding climate risks, we use the Weather Navigation Information (WNI) 
System to strictly monitor extreme weather such as typhoons, and take measures such as slow speed for 
late arrival, skip calling, change the port berthing sequence in response. Evergreen Marine demonstrates its 
commitment to sustainable development with concrete actions. In 2019, we signed the "Declaration of Refusal 
to Sail the Arctic Circle" to support the "Protecting the Arctic" initiated by the Ocean Conservancy and Nike.

Competition in the main traditional sea freight markets has been dominated by the three major alliances of 
2M, Ocean Alliance, and THE Alliance since April 2017. The Ocean Alliance, made up of Evergreen Marine, 
COSCO, CMA GGM and Orient Overseas, jointly operated 39 lines with 330 ships totaling 3.88 million TEU 
under the "Day 3 Product" plan in 2019. 

%QPUKFGTKPI�KORCEVU��KPENWFKPI�TKUKPI�HWGN�RTKEGU�CPF�EJCTVGTKPI�EQUVU��UKIPKſECPV�TGFWEVKQP�KP�TGE[ENGF�UJKRU��
intensive delivery in ultra-large ships, China's waste import restrictions, the decline in average freight rates, 
the use of low-sulfur fuel and ballast water discharge in compliance with new regulations of the IMO and 
impact of climate change, Evergreen Marine will enhance its joint cooperation with Ocean Alliance partners 
in the future to strengthen competitiveness and reduce environmental damage; moreover, we have decided 
to extend the cooperation agreement with alliance partners for another 5 years to the end of March in 2027 
in hopes of expanding the coverage of service networks, increasing load factors, reducing costs, sharing 
resources, and facilitating environmental protection. In addition to Ocean Alliance services, the construction 
of a complete global service network through the development of regional niche market is one of the 
cornerstone for our sustainable development.

Global partnerships

1.3 Operating Performance
In 2019, even though fuel price decline, but due to chartering costs up, and average freight rates down on 
#OGTKEC���'WTQRG�TQWVGU��CU�C�TGUWNV�QHHUGV�VJG�DGPGſVU�QH�HCNNKPI�HWGN�RTKEGU�� KP�&GEGODGT��VJG�HTGKIJV�TCVGU�
on Far East-Europe routes rebounded slightly due to favorable conditions such as installation of scrubbers, 
withdrawal services and blank sailings, imposition of a low-sulfur fuel surcharge on some routes, and route-
EQPVTCEV�PGIQVKCVKQPU��+P�IGPGTCN�FWG�VQ�VJG�FTQR�KP�HWGN�RTKEGU�CPF�CP�KPETGCUG�KP�HWGN�GHſEKGPE[��VJG�QXGTCNN�
operating performance of ocean carriers in 2019 was better than that in 2018.

A total of 7,084,500 TEU were shipped in 2019, an increase of 511,900 TEU (7.79%) from 2018. Capital 
was NT$48,129,738,000 and consolidated revenues were NT$190,589,281,000 in 2019. In 2019, the net 
RTQſV�FGETGCUGF�D[�CRRTQZKOCVGN[�06�����OKNNKQP�HTQO������OCKPN[�FWG�VQ�VJG�CFQRVKQP�QH�+(45������.GCUGU�
starting from 2019. Since the amount of lease assets depreciation plus the interest expense on lease 
NKCDKNKVKGU�YCU�ITGCVGT� VJCP�VJG�QTKIKPCN�TGPV�� KV�JCF�C�ITGCV� KORCEV�QP�RTQſV�QT� NQUU�� VJG�ICKP�QP�FKURQUCN�QH�
assets also decreased from 2018, together making non-operating expenses higher than those in 2018.

Operating revenue 150,582,692 169,236,653 190,589,281

Operating costs 139,693,568 161,771,163 176,017,661

)TQUU�RTQſV 10,889,124 7,465,490 14,517,620

Pre-tax income (loss) 7,447,549 1,195,404 778,900

Income tax expense 785,928 1,116,903 1,001,913

Net income (loss) 6,661,621 78,501 (223,013)

Net income attributable 
to shareholders of the 
parent company

7,005,171 293,919 112,519

Net income attributable to 
non-controlling interests

(343,550) (215,418) (335,532)

Earnings per share 1.88 0.07 0.02

Financial performances in the past three years
Unit: NT$ thousand

2017 2018 2019
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1.4 Sustainability Strategies
As the world's leading container transportation and shipping company, Evergreen Marine shoulders the 
responsibility for promoting corporate citizenship in addition to providing quality services across the globe. 
With our corporate social responsibility centered on the aspects of environment, society and governance 
(ESG), we expect ourselves to strive toward the mission and vision of corporate social responsibility with 
concrete action.

To secure long-term viability, Evergreen Marine is striving toward the Sustainable Development Goals, 
which are the blueprint centering on environmental protection, social inclusion, and economic growth to 
achieve a better and more sustainable future for all. We have formulated the "Corporate Social Responsibility 
Best Practice Principles." The Corporate Social Responsibility Committee is also in place to be in charge 
of promoting CSR and sustainable development. The Corporate Social Responsibility Committee reports 
the results of CSR practice to the Board of Directors every year. In the face of global warming and climate 
change, Evergreen Marine has referred to the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) 
to identify climate risks and opportunities and draw up corresponding management approaches. Please refer 
to 2.3.3 Risk Management and Response Measures for Climate Change.

To achieve corporate sustainability, we have set the following short, medium and long-term goals 
and strategies:

Corporate sustainability strategies

1. Enhance joint cooperation and open up 
niche routes

2. Optimize fleet deployment and strengthen 
core routes

3. Invest in green ships and upgrade shipping 
equipment

4. Control various costs and R&D of 
e-commerce

Short-term goals and strategies Medium- and long-term goals and strategies

1. Invest in strategic locations to build a global 
network

2. Continue to upgrade the fleet to comply with 
environmental regulations

3. Leverage digital platforms to develop smart 
transportation

4. Strengthen industry-university cooperation 
to cultivate seafaring talent

E
nvironm

ental P
rotection

S
ocial C

om
m

itm
ent

Reduce the fleet's CO2 emissions by 1% or more 
in 2020 from 2019
Continue the installation of scrubbers on the fleet
6JG�GPGTI[�GHſEKGPE[�QH�(�V[RG�UJKRU�VQ�DG�
delivered in 2020 meets environmental regulations 
2 years ahead of schedule
Implement the Green Ship Recycling Policy in 
compliance with the Hong Kong Convention, EU 
SRR, and IHM
Optimize container repair / maintenance and 
increase the percentages of directly retired old 
containers and directly released empty containers 
at the terminal
Reduce waste disposal at Kaohsiung Container 
Terminal by 2% annually
Improve the rationalization of storage spaces 
at Kaohsiung Container  Terminal to reduce the 
shifting by about 10% and save energy by 5%
Increase the supply mains for gantry cranes by 
electricity-powered operation against fuel-powered 
operation at Kaohsiung Container Terminal by up 
to 87%
#RRN[�HQT�+51�������EGTVKſECVKQP
Expected to participate in Ship Recycling 
Transparency Initiative (SRTI) in August 2020

Reduce the fleet's CO2 emissions rate by 40% 
in 2030 and by 70% in 2050 from 2008, with the 
overall CO2 emissions reduced by 50%
Continue the installation of scrubbers on the fleet
The EEDI of 23,000-type ships delivered between 
2021 and 2022 is ahead of EEDI phase I & III 
standards
Implement the Green Ship Recycling Policy in 
compliance with the Hong Kong Convention, EU 
SRR, and IHM
Optimize empty reposition arrangement and 
increase the percentages of directly retired old 
containers and directly released empty containers 
at the terminal
Reduce waste disposal at Kaohsiung Container 
Terminal by 10% in the next 5 years
+ORTQXG�GPGTI[�GHſEKGPE[�ITGCVN[�CHVGT�VJG�
relocation of Kaohsiung Container Terminal to the 
newly developed 7th Container Center between 
2022 and 2023

Apply for the comprehensive ISO45001 / CNS 
45001 transition

  Draw up the human rights policy and human 
rights risk assessment and management 
mechanisms
Conduct employee satisfaction surveys
Continue to implement whistle-blowing and 
protection policies and measures
Continue to sponsor the maritime drawing 
competition held by the Evergreen Maritime 
Museum and organize coastal cleanup and 
book donations
Continue to sponsor the Post-baccalaureate 
Marine Engineering Program, and onboard 
internships in 2020, to organize training held 
by the Seafarer Training Center, and onboard 
internships in 2020

Fully implement the ISO 45001 / CNS 45001 
management system
No high-risk cases found in human rights risk 
assessment results; cases with moderate risk 
account for less than 25% of the total cases; 
CPF�PQ�OCVGTKCN�XKQNCVKQPU�
UWDLGEV�VQ�C�ſPG�QH�
exceeding NT$1 million).
Maintain the starting salary of new hires in the top 
25% of the domestic shipping industry
Keep the turnover of staff below 8%
Continue to sponsor philanthropic activities such 
as arts and cultural activities and coastal cleanup
Improve training courses held by the Seafarer 
Training Center and onboard internships for 
maritime talent
Provide a more user-friendly learning environment 
and shape a corporate culture of cross-disciplinary 
learning and continuing education
+ORNGOGPV�TKUM�EQPVTQN�CPF�JC\CTF�KFGPVKſECVKQP�VQ�
achieve the goal of zero accidents through early 
prevention
Roll out more employee assistance programs to 
help the staff achieve work-life balance

Short-term goalsAspect Medium- and long-term goals
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Increase revenue and volume by fleet upgrades and 
joint operations
Strengthen the performance of the Board of Directors, 
with an average
Check for any potential violations of anti-trust laws 
by E-mail Auditor System and raise the employees' 
anti-trust law compliance awareness through internal 
training and other methods
Assist contracting departments in drafting/reviewing 
the sanction and personal data protection clauses. 
Signing up the personal data protection clause for 
cross-border transmission of employee data
Publish anti-bribery/anti-corruption Policy on 
Company’s website
Keep conducting compliance trainings
Promote the use of the Supplier Code of Conduct 
as the criteria for selecting and evaluating suppliers 
and encourage purchasing units to conduct on-site 
auditing at the time of supervision and acceptance
Continue a variety of e-commerce services such as i-B/
L, i-Dispatch, and GreenX (digital booking platform) 
and provide ShipmentLink that connects customers 
CPF�DCPM�RCTVPGTU�HQT�VTCFG�ſPCPEG�UGTXKEG
Update the Company’s Website Cookie Policy

%QPVKPWG�VQ�KPETGCUG�TGXGPWG�CPF�XQNWOG�D[�ƀGGV�
upgrades and joint operations
Elevate the level of corporate governance to 
protect the rights and interests of investors
+ORNGOGPV�'�OCKN�#WFKVQT�5[UVGO�VQ�INQDCN�QHſEGU��
agents
Pay close attention for developments of economic 
sanctions/ anti-bribery/ personal data protection 
laws around the world and adjust the Company’s 
relevant compliance policies and procedures in a 
timely manner
Outstretch the anti-bribery/anti-corruption policy to 
global agents
Conduct compliance training in accordance with 
the changes of the relevant laws and practices.
Evaluate and manage the suppliers from ethical 
and sustainable perspectives to promote 
sustainable procurement
Continue a variety of e-commerce services such 
as i-B/L, i-Dispatch, and GreenX (digital booking 
platform) and provide customers with one-stop 
logistics services
The ethical corporate management evaluation 
results show no high-risk cases; cases with 
moderate risk account for less than 25% of the total 
cases; and there are no material violations (subject 
VQ�C�ſPG�QH�GZEGGFKPI�06���OKNNKQP�

C
orporate G

overnance

Regarding environmental protection, the IMO low sulfur rules, which will take effect on January 1, 2020, stipulate 
that ships will have to use fuel with a maximum 0.5% sulfur content. Since 2018, Evergreen Marine has started to 
install scrubbers in new or existing ships to remove sulfur from the ships' emissions, which helped combat climate 
change (SDG 13 - Climate Action) and conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources
(SDG 14 - Life below Water). The "Green Ship Recycling Policy" in compliance with the Hong Kong Convention, 
EU SRR, and IHM and the "Declaration of Refusal to Sail the Arctic Circle" also corresponded to SDGs 13 and 
14. In addition to corresponding to SDGs 13 and 14, our delivery of next-generation green ships was to build 
resilient infrastructure and foster innovation under SDG 9.

In terms of social commitment, we completed ISO45001 / CNS 45001 transition to ensure our employees' healthy 
lives and promote well-being at all ages (SDG 3) and to ensure safe drinking water and sanitation for all employees
 (SDG 6). No violation of gender equality, sexual harassment, infringement, compulsory labor and child labor took 
place in 2019, which echoed with SDG 4 to ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong 
learning opportunities for all and SDG 5 to achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls.

As to corporate governance, our revenue and shipments grew in 2019, and 100% of our employees complied with 
occupational safety and health regulations and completed related training, which promoted sustained economic 
growth and employment in line with SDG 8. Evergreen Marine established a risk assessment program for ethical 
corporate management, signed the Statement of Commitment to Ethical Corporate Management, and provided 
judicial access to everyone, which echoed with SDG 17 to strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize 
the global partnership for sustainable development. Enhanced training, the operation of the Seafarer Training 
Center, and industry-university cooperation were responses to SDG 4 - Quality Education.

1.5 Achievements
'XGTITGGP�/CTKPG�JCU�DGGP�FGFKECVKPI�VQ�KORTQXKPI�QRGTCVKPI�GHſEKGPE[��RTQXKFKPI�JKIJ�SWCNKV[�UGTXKEGU��CPF�
maintaining a green environment, which have long been recognized by customers and port authorities, and 
has been praised and encouraged by relevant units for its commitments and contributions to the economic, 
social, and environmental matters.

Home Depot
Ocean Carrier Partner of 
the Year 2019

Hillman
Ocean Carrier of
the Year 2019

AFLAS
2019 Best Shipping Line - 
Asia Europe

Agriculture Transportation Coalition
2019 AGTC Annual Ocean
Carrier Award

Short-term goals Medium- and long-term goalsAspect
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Maritime and Port Authority of
Singapore (MPA)
Manpower Recognition Award

Kenya Ports Authority
Safest Operations
Container Carrier

Lloyd's List
Europe Award 2019
Excellence in Environmental 
Management

Vancouver Fraser Port Authority
2019 Blue Circle Award

TWSE
Top 5% of
Corporate Governance
Excellence in 2019

Commandant of
the United States Coast Guard
Automated Mutual
- Assistance Vessel Rescue System
(AMVER) Shipmate Award for the 14th time

United States Coast Guard (USCG)
Quality Shipping in
the Twenty First Century
(QUALSHIP 21) 2019

Taiwan Society of Naval Architects 
and Marine Engineers

Ship of the Year 2019 
(EVER BOOMY)
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Corporate Governance

Ethical Management

Risk Control

Information Security

Protection of Personal Data

Compliance

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

Ranked in the top 5% of publicly-listed 
companies in the 6th corporate governance 
evaluation
Conducted the evaluation of the Board 
performance, with a 100% achievement rate
3,192 employees participated in related 
compliance training in 2019
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LEGAL DEPT.
(COMPETITION COMPLIANCE TEAM INCLUDED)

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY COMMITTEE

2.1 Corporate Governance

Chapter 02
Stable Operations and 
Ethical Management

In 2014, independent directorships were introduced by Evergreen Marine as part of our corporate 
governance efforts. Accountants and attorneys were invited to become independent directors in order 
to further strengthen the Board of Director’s management and supervisory capabilities through their 
professional background and independence. Information transparency initiatives include regular disclosures 
of financial reports on our English and Chinese corporate websites, as well as our efforts in  fulfillment 
CSR, implementation of ethical corporate management, and maintenance of labor-management relations 
are all available through our websites in “Corporate Governance,” “CSR,” “Stakeholder,” “Ethical Corporate 
Management,” and “Investor Service” zones. The disclosures keep local / foreign investors, global customers 
and supply chain partners informed about our company’s operation status.

Corporate governance at Evergreen Marine is overseen by the head of Stock Department (senior vice 
president) who has more than three years of experience with corporate governance matters such as 
company share affairs, shareholder meetings, and Board of Director meetings in accordance with relevant 
laws and regulations.

Governance structure

AUDIT COMMITTEE

REMUNERATION COMMITTEE

AUDITING DEPT.

SHAREHOLDERS' MEETING

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

CHAIRMAN

MANAGEMENT TEAM

Evergreen Marine
Corporate Governance

With outstanding corporate governance, Evergreen Marine has been ranked in the 
VQR����QH�RWDNKEN[�NKUVGF�EQORCPKGU�KP�ſXG�QWV�QH�UKZ�EQTRQTCVG�IQXGTPCPEG�GXCNWCVKQPU�
conducted by Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation (TWSE).

For more information on corporate governance, please refer to our 2019 Annual Report 
and the "Corporate Governance" section on the corporate website 

A nomination system is used for the selection and appointment of directors in accordance with the laws of 
R.O.C. and our Articles of Incorporation. Directors are appointed for a term of 3 years and are elected by 
shareholders from a list of candidates announced by Evergreen Marine. Evergreen Marine has 9 seats in the 
Board of Directors, including one corporate director who ceased to assign a representative on April 15, 2019. 
Considering that directors would be re-elected in June 2020, Evergreen Marine did not hold a by-election 
in 2019. The number of directors was actually 8 in 2019. The Board of Directors consisted of 7 males, 
accounting for 87.5%, and 1 female, accounting for 12.5%. All of the directors were over the age of 50.

The Chairman of Evergreen Marine cannot also serve as the President of the Company. All members of the 
Board of Directors exercise due diligence and come from a variety of professional backgrounds, including 
business management, transportation management, financial accounting, law, electronic information, 
government and supervision. The Board of Directors’ meeting is convened at least once every quarter in 
accordance with the “Rules Governing Board of Directors Meetings” to effectively supervise the business 
activities of the corporate management and pass resolutions on important items of business. They also 
GPUWTG�VJCV� VJG�%QORCP[�CFJGTGU�VQ� VJG� NCY�CPF�RTQRGT�FKUENQUWTG� KU�OCFG�QP�CNN�DWUKPGUU�CPF�ſPCPEKCN�
information.

2.1.1 Board of Directors

Operation of the Board of Directors

The Board of Directors' meeting was convened 7 times in 2019. Attendance by directors is as follows:

Title Name Actual 
attendance

Actual 
attendance 

rate (%)
Note

Evergreen Steel Corp.
Representative

Chang, Cheng-Yung
7 100% Nil

Chang Yung-Fa Foundation
Representative

Chang, Kuo-Hua
7 100% Nil

Chang Yung-Fa Foundation
Representative: 

Chang, Kuo-Ming
5 71.43% Nil

Evergreen International S.A.
Representative
Ko, Lee-Ching

7 100% Nil

Evergreen International S.A.
Representative

Hsieh, Huey-Chuan
5 83.33%

Date of inauguration :
 April 15, 2019

Required attendance :
6 times

Chairman

Director
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To avoid conflicts of interests, if a director or the legal entity they represent has a conflict of interest 
with an item up before the Board, then the conflict of interest must be explained at that meeting. 
Where the conflict may impact on the interests of Evergreen Marine, then they should recuse 
themselves and not participate in the discussion or voting. They may not exercise voting rights on 
behalf of other directors either. Please refer to Evergreen Marine's 2019 Annual Report for information 
regarding the recusal of directors over conflicts of interests in accordance with relevant laws by not 
participating in the discussion or voting.

Evergreen Marine regularly organizes in-service education courses for directors every year to enhance 
their professional know-how. The courses encompass risk management-related corporate governance 
issues such as finance, business, commerce, legal affairs, and accounting, as well as CSR. All the 
directors have completed training hours in accordance with the “Directions for the Implementation of 
Continuing Education for Directors and Supervisors of TWSE Listed and TPEx Listed Companies.” In-
service education for directors in 2019 has been disclosed on the Market Observation Post System (MOPS).

Course type
Professional training 

institution
Course title Title / Name

Taiwan Corporate 
Governance Association

Duties and Risk Management 
of Directors under the Latest 
Corporate Governance Roadmap

Director Chang, Cheng-
Yung
Director Chang, Kuo-Hua
Director Ko, Lee-Ching
Independent Director Yu,
Fang-Lai
Independent Director Li, 
Chang-Chou

Taiwan Corporate 
Governance Association

#TVKſEKCN�+PVGNNKIGPEG�KP�6CKYCP�
- Opportunities and Challenges 
of Industrial Transformation

Director Chang, Cheng-
Yung
Director Chang, Kuo-Hua
Director Chang, Kuo-Ming
Director Ko, Lee-Ching
Director Hsieh, Huey-
Chuan
Independent Director Yu, 
Fang-Lai
Independent Director Li, 
Chang-Chou

Taiwan Insurance 
Institute

Corporate Governance Seminar 
for Directors and Supervisors
(Including Independent 
Directors) - IFRS 17

Director Chang,Kuo-Ming 

Taiwan Stock Exchange 
Corporation (TWSE)

Advocacy of Effective 
Performance of Board 
Functions

Director Hsieh,Huey-
Chuan

Taiwan Stock Exchange 
Corporation (TWSE)

Task Force on Climate-related 
Financial Disclosures (TCFD) 
Forum

ESG Investment Forum

Independent Director 
Chang, Chia-Chee

Taiwan Stock Exchange 
Corporation (TWSE)

Advocacy of Effective 
Performance of Board 
Functions

Independent Director 
Chang, Chia-Chee

Finance

Corporate 
Governance

Corporate 
Governance

Technology

Corporate 
Governance

Corporate Social 
Responsibility

Title Name Actual 
attendance

Actual 
attendance 

rate (%)
Note

Evergreen Steel Corp.
Representative

Hsieh, Huey-Chuan
1 100%

Previously appointed
Date of dismissal :

April 15, 2019
Required attendance :

1 time

Evergreen International 
S.A.

Representative
 Lee, Mong-Jye

1 100%

Previously Appointed
Date of dismissal :

April 15, 2019
Required attendance :

1 time

Yu, Fang-Lai 6 85.71% Nil

Chang, Chia-Chee 7 100% Nil

Li, Chang-Chou 7 100% Nil
Independent

Director

Director

Note 1： Please refer to Evergreen Marine's 2019 Annual Report for information regarding the experience, academic background and 
positions at other companies held by members of the Board of Directors.

Note 2： On April 15, 2019, the corporate director, Evergreen Steel Corp., ceased to appoint its representative, Hsieh, Huey-Chuan; on 
the same day, Evergreen International S.A. appointed Hsieh, Huey-Chuan as its representative.
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The “Regulations Governing the Performance Evaluation” were drawn up in accordance with Article 37 of 
the “Corporate Governance Best Practices for TWSE / GTSM-listed Companies” to ensure sound corporate 
governance, enhance Board functions, set performance targets and boost the effectiveness of the Board. 
The performance of Evergreen Marine's Board of Directors (including functional committees) is assessed in 
VJG�HQNNQYKPI�ſXG�CURGEVU�

The “Regulations Governing the Board Performance Evaluation” as well as the methodology and outcome 
of annual performance evaluations are disclosed on our corporate website or MOPS. The 2019 Board of 
Directors’ self-evaluation outcome was good.

The Remuneration Committee shall convene at least two meetings every year, and meetings can also be 
convened whenever necessary. The Remuneration Committee meeting was convened 3 times in 2019. 
Meeting details can be found in our 2019 Annual Report.

Performance assessment for Board of Directors

Board Composition and 
Structure

Internal Control

Improvement in the Quality of Decision-
Making by the Board of Directors

Election and Continuing 
Education of the Directors

Level of Participation in 
Company Operations

01 03 05

02 04

It is the responsibility of the Remuneration Committee to prepare proposals to the Board of Directors 
on the following matters:

1. The formulation and regular review of policies, systems, standards and structure of performance 
evaluations and remuneration for directors and managers.

2. The regular review and setting of remuneration for directors and managers.

2.1.2 Operation of Functional Committees

Remuneration Committee

The Audit Committee is purely made up of independent directors and its responsibilities include 
reviewing the following:

1. 6JG�%QORCP[ŏU�ſPCPEKCN�UVCVGOGPVU�VQ�GPUWTG�VJCV�VJG[�CTG�VTWG�CPF�CEEWTCVG��VJG�UGNGEVKQP���TGOQXCN�QH�
CPA as well as the assessment of the CPA’s independence and performance.

2. The effective implementation of the Company’s internal controls.
3. The Company’s compliance with the relevant laws and regulations.
4. The Company’s management of existing or potential risks.

The Audit Committee meeting shall be convened at least once every quarter, and may be convened at any 
time if necessary. The Audit Committee meeting was convened 7 times in 2019. Meeting details can be 
found in our 2019 Annual Report.

The “CSR Principles” and “CSR Implementation Rules” were passed by the Board of Directors to embrace 
sustainable development and fulfill our corporate social responsibility. These reflect Evergreen Marine’s 
vision and commitments on economic, environmental and social issues. Evergreen Marine is committed 
to becoming a “guardian of the green Earth” and has set up the “CSR Committee” to ensure the continued 
implementation of sustainable corporate management practices. The President and Chief Executive Vice 
President of Project Dept. respectively serve as the Chairman and Director General of the CSR Committee; 
members of the Committee are made up of 16 department heads, as well as 25 executive secretaries.

The Committee is divided into the Employee Care/Community Care Issues Team, Environmental Protection 
Issues Team, Corporate Governance/Economic Issues Team and Product/Supplier Management Issues 
Team. The relevant departments in each team are responsible for communicating and responding to 
stakeholders on issues of concern. The CSR Committee reports its progress and work plans to the Board of 
&KTGEVQTU�GXGT[�[GCT�CPF�OCMGU�VJG�HWNſNNOGPV�QH�%54�RCTV�QH�VJG�EQTRQTCVG�FGEKUKQP�OCMKPI�RTQEGUU�

The CSR Committee shall convene at least once a quarter. The CSR Committee meeting was convened 6 
times in 2019.  Committee organizational chart, Committee job function & Issue Team job function as follows:

Audit Committee

Corporate Social Responsibility Committee
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Board of Directors

Chairperson
(President)

Director General 
(Chief Executive Vice President 

of Project Dept.)

CSR Executive Secretary 
(Project Dept.)

Human Resources Dept.

Employee Care /
Community Care Issues 

Team

Human Resources Dept.

Seaman Dept.

General Affairs Dept.

Public Relations Dept.

Occupational Safety
and Health Dept.

Auditing Dept.

Auditing Dept.

Project Dept.

Service Div.

Kaohsiung Terminal Div.

General Affairs Dept.

Operation Dept.

Operation Coordination 
Dept.

Shipbuilding Dept.

Maintenance Dept.

Supply Dept.

Insurance & Claim Dept.

Logistics Div.

Marketing Div.

Product / Supplier 
Management Issues 

Team

Members 
(department heads)

Department secretaries

Marinetech Dept.

Marinetech Dept.

Kaohsiung Terminal Div.

Operation Coordination
Dept.

Operation Dept.

Shipbuilding Dept.

Maintenance Dept.

General Affairs Dept.

Supply Dept.

Logistics Div.

Environmental 
Protection Issues Team

Project Dept.

Project Dept.

Legal Dept.

Auditing Dept.

Finance Div.

Human Resources 
Dept.

Stocks Dept.

Corporate Governance / 
Economic Issues 

Team

Evergreen Marine CSR Committee Organizational Chart The functions of each issue team are separately described as follows:

Employee Care /
Community Care 
Issues Team

Environmental 
Protection Issues 
Team

Corporate 
Governance /
Economic Issues 
Team

Product /
Supplier 
Management 
Issues Team

Team Functions

The team is responsible for talent cultivation and 
development, human rights protection, workplace 
safety and employee health care, and community 
engagement and contribution to society, as well 
as promotion of activities in aspects of education, 
art and culture, and charity, and environmental 
protection through collaboration with Chang Yung-
Fa Foundation, Evergreen Maritime Museum, and 
Evergreen Symphony Orchestra.

The team is  responsib le for  in tegrat ion and 
implementation of sustainable shipping and innovative 
technologies,  energy management,  emission 
management, water resource management, and waste 
management, with an aim to maintain marine ecology, 
port safety, and human well-being.

The team is responsible for enhancing the Board 
functions, organizing training for directors, and 
protecting shareholders' equity while integrating 
corporate governance-related rules and systems to 
perfect and further the internal control system; the 
team is also tasked to promote Evergreen Marine's 
sustainable development with sound business 
strategies and policies.

The team is responsible for assisting each department 
in maintaining the sustainability of its supply chain in 
the aspects of environmental protection, compliance, 
human rights / labor rights, and workplace safety and 
health, hoping to establish long-term partnership with 
suppliers that spells mutual benefits and sustainable 
growth for procurement. Evergreen Marine has been 
improving customer service and quality-related work 
through optimized software and hardware services, so 
as to increase customer satisfaction.

The CSR Committee is responsible for the following:

1. Formulation and implementation of CSR policies, systems, and related management policies.
2. The four teams under the CSR Committee are responsible for communicating and responding to 

stakeholders on issues of concern.
3. Review of economic, environmental and social issues.
4. Compilation of CSR reports.
5. Reporting of progress, performance, and work plans regarding issues of concern and their risks and 

opportunities to the Board of Directors.
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2.2 Ethical Management
In 2014, the "Ethical Corporate Management Best Practice Principles," "Procedures for Ethical Management 
and Guidelines for Conduct," and "Code of Ethics and Conduct" were approved by the Board of Directors. 
On October 4, 2019, the Board of Directors resolved to pass the amendments to the "Ethical Corporate 
Management Best Practice Principles" and "Procedures for Ethical Management and Guidelines for Conduct." 
The commitment to ethical management signed by the Chairman was uploaded to the corporate website on 
December 24, 2019. Please refer to the "CSR - Ethical Management" section.

According to the "Evergreen Line Corporate Social Responsibility Policy" formulated by Evergreen Marine, 
CNN�'XGTITGGP�QHſEGU�CPF�CIGPEKGU�CETQUU�VJG�INQDG�CTG�TGSWKTGF�VQ�CDKFG�D[�VJG�EQOOKVOGPV�VQ�CPVK�DTKDGT[��
anti-corruption, and anti-discrimination during the course of business. The anti-corruption policy and process 
is published on the corporate website and announced to the staff. Evergreen Marine propagates the concept 
of ethical management among the staff through internal public information, departmental meetings, business 
meetings, and talks with senior executives in order to implement ethical management. All managerial 
levels are requested to continuously remind their subordinates of the ethical management policy and 
oversee compliance. Evergreen Marine periodically organizes orientation training and provide courses on 
"ethical management and code of ethics and conduct" for new recruits every year. In 2019, 76 new recruits 
participated in the training, accounting for 5.4% of all shore employees. A total of 139 new shipping-related 
recruits at Evergreen Marine and Evergreen International Corp. have completed the training.

In May, we launched training on the "anti-corruption / anti-bribery policy" on the E-learning platform and 
requested all managerial levels to complete the training and pass the test. A total of 349 managers and above 
completed the training. In 2019, our grievance mailboxes did not receive any internal and external grievances 
concerning violations of the Code of Ethics and Conduct.

In November 2019, Evergreen Marine established a risk assessment program for ethical corporate 
management, which will take effect in 2020. Prevention programs will be established according to the results 
of risk assessment. For unethical conduct with a high degree of risk that may occur within Evergreen Marine's 
DWUKPGUU�UEQRG��VJG�#WFKVKPI�&GRV��JCU�UEJGFWNGF�HQNNQY�WR�CWFKVU�QP�VJG�URGEKſE�RTGXGPVKQP�RTQITCOU�

In terms of compliance with competition laws, Evergreen Marine continues to audit relevant department’s 
e-mail self-inspections with the e-mail audit system on a monthly basis. If there is a need to further clarify and 
communicate the concept of competition laws during the audit, the Auditing Dept. will reach relevant employees 
on its own initiative. We enhance all employees' awareness of compliance through various channels such as 
meetings, pre-service training for new recruits, electronic bulletin boards, grievance mailboxes, and competition 
law notices. For expatriate supervisors and employees, we provide enhanced training on knowledge and 
practice of local competition laws to avoid transgressions. In 2019, the Competition Compliance Team 
completed 9 training courses on competition laws, with the number of participants reaching 1,410.

Investigations over competition laws in recent years

Investigation by the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ)

The U.S. DOJ issued a subpoena to Evergreen Marine in March 2017 to investigate 
inappropriate communication beyond the scope authorized by the TSA among carriers.

In February 2019, the DOJ informed our lawyer of the investigation results, where there were no 
violations be found on Evergreen Marine, and the investigation is now closed.

Fact in contention

Start date

Current status

March 2017

Investigation by the European Commission into Evergreen Marine's general rate increase

The EU investigators dawn raided the Evergreen Marine branch in London on May 17, 2011, 
targeting the industry practice that carriers all issued general rate increases (GRIs) around the 
same time. The EU believed this could amount to “price signals” between carriers, which had 
violated the rules on “concerted practice” under competition laws.

Fact in contention

The last report was submitted to the EU on December 6, 2019 and has been accepted by the 
EU. Although the report has expired, Evergreen Marine will comply with the quotation process 
URGEKſGF�KP�VJG�TGRQTV�VQ�CNNC[�VJG�'7	U�EQPEGTP�

Current status

Start date

May 2011
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2.3 Risk Control

Evergreen Marine has drawn up a risk management policy to ensure the integrity and implementation of the risk 
management system and to enhance the division of risk management work, ultimately ensuring the achievement 
of our operation goals.

The Project Dept. is responsible for urging each department in charge to implement risk management 
policies, monitoring management processes, relaying risk management information, and dealing with risk 
management-related issues. The Auditing Dept. is responsible for conducting audits on the implementation 
of risk management policies to ensure that risk management policies are implemented effectively. The risk 
management process includes risk identification, risk measurement, risk response, risk monitoring, and 
information and communication.

Risk type Description Mitigation actions or countermeasures

Market Risks

International politics, 
economy, and 
epidemics cause 
unstable shipments 
and a reduction in 
revenue.

Select quality customers, develop new customers, expand 
G�EQOOGTEG��UGPF�EWUVQOGTU�PQVKſECVKQPU�QH�UGTXKEG�EJCPIGU�
and other precautions, conduct customer satisfaction surveys 
to improve customer experience, uphold the business 
philosophy of corporate and environmental sustainability to win 
customers' support, and strengthen north-south and regional 
loops to diversify market risks.

Operational 
Risks

The overly 
concentrated market 
increases risk.

Strengthen joint cooperation with appropriate carriers, 
regularly review the performance of jointly operated routes, 
and conduct market assessments in line with market needs 
to develop niche markets in a timely manner and to diversify 
operational risks.

Financial Risks: 
Exchange Rate 
Risks

Risks mainly come 
from transaction risks 
and accounting risks.

Adopt money market hedges or forward exchange hedges, 
control centralization of capital, offset risks of position, and 
keep track of exchange rates to avoid risks.

Financial Risks: 
Interest Rate 
Risks

Interest expenses 
may increase due to 
rising interest rates.

+UUWG�ſZGF�TCVG�DQPFU�QT�WPFGTVCMG�ſZGF�TCVG�DCPM�NQCPU��
undertake interest rate swaps as appropriate to avoid the 
risk of interest-bearing long-term liabilities at floating rates, 
and undertake loans with floating-rate interest through time 
deposits to offset part of risk arising from changes in interest 
rates.

Financial Risks: 
Credit Risks

The Company may 
suffer from the 
inability of customers 
to pay the accounts 
receivable per terms 
of collection or of 
counterparties of 
ſPCPEKCN�KPUVTWOGPVU�
VQ�HWNſNN�EQPVTCEVWCN�
obligations.

Establish and implement credit risk management, conduct 
credit risk analysis, evaluate the credit quality of customers 
DCUGF�QP�VJGKT�ſPCPEKCN�UVCVWU��RCUV�GZRGTKGPEG��CPF�QVJGT�
HCEVQTU��CPF�QPN[�VTCPUCEV�YKVJ�ſPCPEKCN�KPUVKVWVKQPU�YKVJ�IQQF�
credit ratings.

2.3.1 Risk Control

Risk 
+FGPVKſECVKQP

Risk 
Response

Risk Information
and Communication

Risk 
Measurement

Risk 
Monitoring

Risk management process

Risk types and countermeasures
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Risk type Description Mitigation actions or countermeasures

Financial 
Risks: 
Liquidity 
Risks

6JG�%QORCP[�JCU�ſPCPEKCN�
liabilities with different maturities 
(including accounts payable, lease 
liabilities, and long-term loans). If 
VJG�CUUGVU�CTG�FKHſEWNV�VQ�TGCNK\G�
QT�JCXG�KPUWHſEKGPV�NKSWKFKV[�VQ�
RC[�ſPCPEKCN�NKCDKNKVKGU�FWG��VJG�
Company will be exposed to 
liquidity risks.

Undertake short-term time deposits only with 
GZEGUU�HWPFU�VQ�KORTQXG�NKSWKFKV[��OQPKVQT�ECUJ�ƀQY�
HQTGECUVKPI��GPUWTG�VJCV�VJGTG�CTG�UWHſEKGPV�HWPFU�VQ�
OGGV�QRGTCVKQPCN�PGGFU�CPF�OCVWTG�ſPCPEKCN�NKCDKNKVKGU��
CRRN[�VQ�ſPCPEKCN�KPUVKVWVKQPU�HQT�ETGFKV�NKPGU�KP�ECUG�QH�
contingencies, and issue new shares or convertible 
bonds based on the market to raise required funds.

Operation 
and Strike 
Risks

Route plans jeopardize the normal 
ship schedules due to factors such 
as operations or strikes.

Strictly track and monitor ship schedules and adjust 
UJKR�UEJGFWNGU�ƀGZKDN[�VQ�OGGV�VJG�TGSWKTGOGPVU�QH�
route plans and make various adjustments to restore 
the subsequent passages to a normal state.

Cargo 
Safety 
Risks

Dangerous goods are declared 
wrongly and concealed.

1. Employee training and propaganda:
I.  Train customers to declare honestly and enhance 

the awareness of dangerous goods.
II. Organize training on regulations governing 

dangerous goods.
2. Safety management on the transportation of 

dangerous goods:
I.  Establish a standard management system for 

dangerous goods and set restrictions on the 
transportation of dangerous goods.

II. Strengthen the dangerous goods management 
system.

Sanction 
Risks

International economic sanctions 
and embargoes

Establish an computerized inspection system to conduct 
self-inspections according to the sanctions list and 
request due diligence for customers on the watch list 
and keep records to protect owners and the Company.

Credit 
Risks Customer credit issues

Request branches to make good use of risk 
KPXGUVKICVKQP�TGRQTVU�VQ�EQPſTO�EWUVQOGTU	�ſPCPEKCN�
status and set credit terms based on their shipment 
UVCVWU�CPF�MGGR�VTCEM�QH�EWUVQOGTU	�ſPCPEKCN�UVCVWU�
and payment and make appropriate adjustments if 
necessary.

Risk type Description Mitigation actions or countermeasures

Climate 
Change

Climate 
anomalies

7UG�VJG�YGCVJGT�PCXKICVKQP�U[UVGO�CPF�ƀGZKDNG�OQQTKPI�VQ�TGFWEG�VJG�
risks caused by climate anomalies, accelerate ship replacement, install 
UETWDDGTU��KPUVCNN�UJQTG�RQYGT�U[UVGOU��TGSWGUV�UWRRNKGTU�VQ�ƀQCV�VJG�
climate anomaly response plans, request agents/branches to report 
disasters and emergency responses in time, and issue green bonds.

Pandemic 
Risks

Outbreaks of 
communicable 
diseases

Request branches/agencies to monitor the epidemics and report to 
local governments' regulations and countermeasures, keep track of 
the global epidemics through meetings and take response measures 
CEEQTFKPI�VQ�VJG�ENCUUKſECVKQP�QH�VJG�GRKFGOKEU�

Information 
Security 
Risks

Hackers, viruses, 
and other 
invasions and 
destruction

Divide work and responsibilities of departments, classify the security 
level of information assets, conduct annual regular information security 
personnel management and training, implement computer system 
management, network management, system access management, 
system development and maintenance management, and entity and 
environment management, and make and manage business continuity 
plans.

Spare Parts 
Procurement 
Risks

Poor quality 
of spare parts, 
delayed supply, 
shortages, or non-
compliance

'UVCDNKUJ�EQTTGEV�URCTG�RCTVU�URGEKſECVKQPU�CPF�VGTOU�QH�RWTEJCUG�
and collate annual fleet requirements, optimize the existing evaluation 
U[UVGO��UGNGEV�SWCNKſGF�UWRRNKGTU��FGXGNQR�PGY�UWRRNKGTU�VQ�OCKPVCKP�
competitiveness, and review subsequent equipment maintenance 
E[ENGU�VQ�EQPſTO�GSWKROGPV	U�WUGHWN�NKHG�

Dry-Docking 
Risks

Poor quality of 
dry-docking and 
maintenance, 
delayed delivery, 
and accounting 
discrepancies

Established a dry-docking and maintenance project to control annual 
dry-docking and maintenance of the fleet, audit shipyards' locations /
capacities / construction methods, and reputation on-site, weigh the 
advantages and disadvantages objectively using the existing dry-
docking and maintenance evaluation mechanism as a basis for 
selection, develop outstanding shipyards to maintain the flexibility of 
fleet allocation, and give comprehensive consideration to the inquiries 
to avoid a large gap with actual accounts.

Fuel 
Procurement 
Risks

Poor fuel quality, 
short supply or 
non-compliance

'UVCDNKUJ�CP�GXCNWCVKQP�U[UVGO�VQ�UGNGEV�SWCNKſGF�UWRRNKGTU��FGXGNQR�
new suppliers to maintain competitiveness, arrange for bunker 
surveyors to conduct fuel inspections, arrange the best fueling ports, 
and establish a procurement committee to meet periodically to draw up 
procurement strategies.
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2.3.2 Emergency Response System

Evergreen Marine is dedicated to providing a safe and positive working environment. Comprehensive 
protective measures in place for all work-related hazards to ensure the safety of ship crews and to prevent 
marine pollution. Risk management during shipboard operations and prevention of potential hazards are 
clearly set out in the management manual. According to the ship management manual, Evergreen Marine 
has not only established comprehensive risk assessment procedures to prevent accidents during critical 
and special operations; standard checklists are also defined for important ship operations to ensure the 
standardization and uniformity of fleet operations.

Every critical operation is clearly defined in the ship management manual, including sailing during limited 
XKUKDKNKV[�CPF�KP�JKIJ�VTCHſE�YCVGTU��CFXGTUG�YGCVJGT�EQPFKVKQPU��CU�YGNN�CU�UJKR�TGHWGNKPI�QRGTCVKQPU��KV�CNUQ�
covers special operations such as hot work, entering enclosed ship spaces, elevated operations, helicopter 
operations, underwater operations, elevator maintenance and high-voltage operations. Evergreen Marine 
has not only established comprehensive risk assessment procedures to prevent accidents during critical 
and special operations. Standard checklists are also defined for important ship operations to ensure the 
standardization and uniformity of fleet operations.

To deal with shipboard emergencies, a complete monthly, quarterly and annual training program for the fleet 
has been developed based on different types of disaster and their frequency according to the guidelines set 
by the management system; in addition, Evergreen Marine is capable of providing immediate and effective 
support as well as guarantees unobstructed communications between ship and shore management personnel 
when a disaster occurs. Evergreen Marine and the fleet therefore conduct regular bilateral ship-shore 
exercises every year to guarantee personnel and cargo safety, minimize ship damage, and reduce the impact 
on the marine environment if an accident should unfortunately occur. In case of any accidents, the fleet is 
required to report in accordance with regulations and initiate the emergency response procedure accordingly.

The schedule of emergency response drills for the fleet are as follows:

Item Frequency

1. Abandon ship drill Once every month

2. (KTGſIJVKPI�FTKNN Once every month

3. Steering failure and emergency turn drill Once every quarter

4. Collision drill (including oil pollution) / warning / report Once every year

5. Water ingress drill Once every year

6. Pipe leakage / Hull damage Once every year

7. Rescue tow drill Once every half a year

8. Refueling / Fuel spill Once every year

9. Stranding / Running aground Once every year

10. Man overboard and rescue Once every year

11. Engine failure Once every year

12. Generator failure Once every year

Emergency response procedure

All the emergency response 
team members

Act according to the 
Emergency Response 

Communication Procedure

Designated person (DP)
Determine emergency response 

team members and lead the 
operation

All the emergency response
team members

Review the captain’s report, 
conduct investigation, and develop 

emergency response measures

Take follow-up actions for further 
maintenance and /
or correction items

Designated person (DP)
Determine emergency response 

measures and report to the captain

Marinetech Dept. and 
Maintenance Dept. heads Collect 
required records and information 

after receiving the report
from the captain

Designated person (DP)
Judge and determine the type of 

the accident

Marinetech Dept.
Analyze the report 

+FGPVKſECVKQP�QH�
Accidents

Organization and 
Responsibility

Emergency
Response Measures

Communication

Item Frequency

13. Fire and explosion / Personnel search and rescue Once every year

14. Hazardous substance training Once every year

15. Entry into enclosed space and search and rescue Once every quarter

16. QI drill Once every quarter

17. Simulated scenario drill Once every year
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In accordance with the "International Ship and Port Facility Security Code," our fleet implements relevant 
security measures in the ship security plan to prevent possible security threats; in addition, we augment 
ship and shore drills or participate in anti-terrorism drills held in port states to prevent respond to possible 
crises. In 2019, we cooperated with the Republic of China Marine Corps and the Coast Guard Administration 
Special Task Force, Executive Yuan to organize anti-hijacking training respectively.

In terms of marine operations, according to the regulations of our "Safety and Environmental Management 
Manual” MN-08 regarding “emergency preparedness," emergencies are divided into shipwrecks and 
accidents other than shipwrecks, and will be handled separately according to the instructions of the 
designated person in charge of safety management.

Each of our ships is equipped with the "Shipboard Oil Pollution Emergency Plan" approved by the flag state 
and periodically conducts drills on various shipwrecks that may cause marine pollution. In the event of a 
UJKRYTGEM�UWEJ�CU�EQNNKUKQP��ITQWPFKPI��ſTG� ��GZRNQUKQP��JWNN� TWRVWTG��QT� KPITGUU��YJKEJ�OC[�ECWUG�OCTKPG�
pollution, the ship will take emergency response measures according to the contingency plan and notify the 
authority of the coastal state. On weekdays, we conduct emergency drills and training periodically based 
on the preventive measures in the contingency plan. The scope of emergency drills and training includes 
PQVKſECVKQPU�CPF�CNCTOU��RKRGNKPG�NGCMU��CPF�UVTCPFKPI�

To ensure the safety of ships and crew members, Evergreen Marine has stipulated in the "Safety and 
Environmental Management Manual" that the fleet should conduct emergency drills such as fire fighting 
and ship abandonment on a regular basis in accordance with the relevant provisions of the "International 
Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea" (SOLAS/1974).

Special column: cooperation on anti-highjacking drills

The global spread of COVID-19 has caused lockdowns in many countries and cities, taking a heavy toll on 

global trade. Due to cargo owners’ inability to pick up the cargoes, slow customs clearance, poor traffic, 

and shortage of operators, some ports, terminals, and container yards have been jam-packed or working 

KPGHſEKGPVN[��5JKR[CTFU�CPF�FQEMU�JCXG�CNUQ�FGNC[GF�QRGTCVKQPU�FWG�VQ�NCEM�QH�NCDQT�CPF�TCY�OCVGTKCN�UWRRN[��

Due to factors such as restrictions on ship crew boarding / disembarkation and grounding of aircraft, the 

replacement of ship crew members has also caused certain inconvenience.

In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, Evergreen Marine has divided onshore epidemic risks into 5 levels 

and drawn up relevant countermeasures such as epidemic reporting mechanisms based on the level of risk 

to maintain the normal operation of global business:

Level 0:  Confirmed cases of infection with the communicable disease detected abroad with evidence 

showing that the disease has infected a person.

Level 1:  Cases of human-to-human transmission of the communicable disease occurring abroad.

Level 2:  Cases of infection with the communicable disease spreading to humans domestically or carrying 

from abroad.

Level 3:  #P�GRKFGOKE�QH�EQPſTOGF�ECUGU�QH�JWOCP�VQ�JWOCP�VTCPUOKUUKQP�QH� VJG�EQOOWPKECDNG�FKUGCUG�
domestically under effective control.

Level 4:  #�NCTIG�UECNG�GRKFGOKE�QH�EQPſTOGF�ECUGU�QH�JWOCP�VQ�JWOCP�VTCPUOKUUKQP�QH�VJG�EQOOWPKECDNG�
disease domestically without being effectively controlled.

Special column - COVID-19 response

#PVK�GRKFGOKE�OGCUWTGU�HQT�FQOGUVKE�QHſEG�DWKNFKPIU�CPF�UJQTG�GORNQ[GGU
Since January 29, 2020, Evergreen Marine has repeatedly communicated the epidemic information 
announced by the Centers for Disease Control to all employees and taken various epidemic prevention 
measures, including preparing epidemic prevention supplies (including masks, alcohol, (ear) forehead 
VJGTOQOGVGTU��VGORGTCVWTG�UGPUQTU��RTQVGEVKXG�ENQVJGU��CPF�IQIINGU��TGSWKTGF�HQT�RGTHQTOKPI�QHſEKCN�FWVKGU��
organizing self-health management training, enhancing employees' health management (e.g., always 
wearing masks during work), strengthening disinfection, planning and conducting drills in working from home, 
organizing WEBEX meetings, and reducing unnecessary business trips; in addition, epidemic prevention and 
TGURQPUG�OGGVKPIU�HQT�QHſEGU�CPF�CIGPEKGU�CV�JQOG�CPF�CDTQCF�JCXG�DGGP�JGNF�HTQO�VKOG�VQ�VKOG��5KPEG�
/CTEJ�����GORNQ[GGU�JCXG�DGGP�CTTCPIGF�VQ�YQTM�TGOQVGN[�VQ�EQPVTQN�VJG�TKUMU�QH�FGPUG�RQRWNCVKQP�KP�QHſEGU�
and commuting while maintaining business backup.

Anti-epidemic measures for the fleet and ship crew members
To prevent the epidemic from jeopardizing the operation of the fleet and the health of the ship crew, 
Evergreen Marine has suspended or conditionally allowed the deployment of crew members of all 
nationalities since February 2020. Ship crew members are strictly required to implement epidemic 
management on their own, including accepting centralized quarantine before boarding; taking a body 
temperature regularly every day, wearing masks, having meals in groups, and avoiding unnecessary 
gatherings; and staying on board during the calls, to prevent cluster infections and protect the health and 
UCHGV[�HQT�CNN�FWTKPI�UGTXKEG��#NN�RGQRNG�DQCTFKPI�VJG�UJKRU�HQT�QHſEKCN�FWVKGU�CTG�TGSWKTGF�VQ�YGCT�OCUMU��VCMG�
and log their body temperature at the entrance of the stairs, and use sterilizing fluid for disinfection.

In addition to thorough disinfection and cleaning of all areas on board, each ship is equipped with adequate 
anti-epidemic supplies (including masks, alcohol, ear / forehead thermometers, temperature sensors, 
protective clothes, and goggles) in case of emergencies.

Shipping business
'XGTITGGP�/CTKPG�OCKPVCKPU�ENQUG�EQPVCEV�YKVJ�CNNKCPEG�OGODGTU�CPF�CFLWUVU�TQWVGU�CPF�HNGGV�EQPſIWTCVKQP�
according to market changes to increase the utilization of spaces.

For dry-docking and maintenance, Evergreen Marine will supply the repair supervisors and ship crew 
members with N95 masks and 75% alcohol, and other anti-epidemic supplies. Employees returning from 
business trips are required to wear protective clothes provided by the Company during the flight and 
undertake home isolation for 14 days immediately upon arrival. Fully-paid epidemic prevention leave is 
offered to protect the safety and property of employees under home isolation.

Regarding fleet management, we have established three levels of epidemic standards based on the severity 
of the epidemic in each port state, specifying the requirements to be adopted and a prevention and response 
model to be established. The Company holds daily COVID-19 prevention meetings to review and report 
the epidemic prevention incidents of the fleet, and collates the special requirements of port states and 
sends them to the ships for compliance. From time to time, the ships and expatriate personnel at ports are 
updated with the fleet's regulations / procurement guidelines / emergency drills in response to the COVID-19 
pandemic by marinetech notices.

+P�RTKPEKRNG�� VJG�TGRNCEGOGPV�QH�UJKR�ETGY�OGODGTU� KU� KP�CEEQTFCPEG�YKVJ� VJG�RTQXKUKQPU�QH� VJG�ſZGF�VGTO�
employment contract but is subject to the travel ban adopted by each country; in addition, the routine 
replacement of foreign crews is prohibited. In the face of the constraints, we have arranged the replacement 
of ship crew members at suitable ports while obtaining each flag state's consent to the extension of the crew 
employment contract.

As to stowage, alternatives have been drawn up in the wake of the regional center's inability to undertake 
stowage. Secondary supply ports have also been arranged for the supply of ship supplies.
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2.3.3 Risk Management and Response Measures for Climate Change

Climate change is a global issue. As a guardian of the green earth, Evergreen Marine keeps track of issues 
related to climate change and formulates environmental protection policies. Advanced marine technology 
is developed for fleet to maximize its load-ability and satisfy energy conservation targets, and dedicate 
efforts towards environmental protection together with suppliers. Under the increasing threat of climate 
EJCPIG��'XGTITGGP�/CTKPG�KFGPVKſGU�VJG�QRRQTVWPKVKGU�CPF�EJCNNGPIGU�DTQWIJV�CDQWV�D[�ENKOCVG�EJCPIG�CPF�
extreme weather referring to the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). Furthermore, 
in response to severe weather that affect ship safety, such as rough sea conditions, typhoons, sea fog, 
sea ice and extremely low atmospheric pressure, are included in Evergreen Marine’s “risk management” 
assessment system. To set up disaster prevention plans, monitor the performances of preventive measures, 
and eventually reduce the risk of climate change, and seize potential opportunities, the relevant budgets are 
made. 

In response to the possible impact of climate change, Evergreen Marine has established the following 
operating procedures based on the four core elements, namely, governance, strategy, risk management, and 
indicators and goals:

Climate change issues are identified, planned, and promoted by 
the executive secretary of the Project Dept. and the Environmental 
Protection Issues Team. Quarterly meetings are held to report the 
progress and goals of climate change management to the Board of 
Directors every year.

Governance

The duration of impacts is divided into short-term, medium-term, and 
long-term spells. We conduct operational risk assessments on the 
scope of impacts and draw up countermeasures for the aftermath of the 
impacts.

Strategy

The CSR Committee identifies and assesses the transition risks of 
policies and regulations, technology, market and reputation and the 
physical risks of acute and slow-moving climate change, and takes 
mitigation or adaptation actions based on the degree of risks.

Risk Management

Indicators and goals are set in line with climate change policies and 
risk management. The greenhouse gas emission factors are based 
on the IMO MEPC / 29 / 18 / Dec.1989 and the "Emission Factors 
for Greenhouse Gas Inventories 6.0.4" announced by the Industrial 
Development Bureau, Ministry of Economic Affairs. Besides, Evergreen 
Marine makes full disclosures of water resource management and waste 
management and tracks improvements on a regular basis.

Indicators and Goals
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Issue
Changes in domestic and foreign 
regulations

Increased customer awareness of 
environmental protection

Type of Risk Transition risks Transition risks

Duration of Impact Short / medium / long-term Short / medium / long-term

Object of Impact
1. Company ships
2. Products or services
3. Shipowners / Charterers

1. Company
2. Customers
3. Employees

Negative Impact 
and Financial 

Impact

1. 4KUKPI�QKN�RTKEGU�QT�GSWKROGPV�OQFKſECVKQP�
increase operating costs.

2. Energy conservation and carbon 
reduction practice increases operating 
costs.

1. Environmentally-friendly 
GSWKROGPV�OQFKſECVKQP�KPETGCUGU�
operating costs.

2. Failure to meet the needs of 
customers and stakeholders for 
environmental protection takes a 
toll on the corporate image.

Opportunities and 
$GPGſVU

1. Install scrubbers in ships to save the 
expense of low-sulfur fuel purchase

2. Replace old ships with green ship 
VQ�UCXG�QRGTCVKPI�EQUVU�CNUQ�HWNſNN�
our corporate sustainability and 
environmental protection commitments

3. +ORTQXG�GPGTI[�GHſEKGPE[�CPF�UCXG�
electricity

4. Elevate the corporate image as a 
guardian of the green Earth

1. Issue green bonds to purchase 
eco-friendly equipment

2. 7UG�GPGTI[�GHſEKGPV�GSWKROGPV�VQ�
reduce energy consumption

3. Promote innovative functions such 
as Internet and EDI to improve 
YQTM�GHſEKGPE[

Response 
Measures

1. Evaluate the installation of desulfurization 
CPF�FGPKVTKſECVKQP�GSWKROGPV�KP�GZKUVKPI�
or newly built ships according to the 
statutory requirements

2. Purchase compliant low-sulfur fuel and 
ensure the stable quality of fuel

3. Build next-generation green ships

1. Keep abreast of environmental 
trends and evaluate the feasibility 
of responses to the trends

2. Replace paperwork with e-mail 
and electronic data interchange 
(EDI) to reduce carbon emissions

Actions

1. Replaced old ships with new ones
2. Equipped new ships with desulfurization 

CPF�FGPKVTKſECVKQP�GSWKROGPV�
����QH�
our new ships had been equipped with 
scrubbers by the end of 2019)

3. Negotiated contracts with oilers to 
ensure stable volumes and prices

1. Issued NT$2 billion of green 
bonds to purchase and install eco-
friendly fuel equipment in ships

2. Complied with environmental 
requirements and evaluated the 
feasibility of new energy

3. Promoted the replacement 
of paperwork with electronic 
operations to increase productivity

Risks and opportunities related to climate change are as follows:
Issue

Changes in energy policies and 
equipment requirements

Increased frequency of extreme weather

Type of Risk Transition risks Physical risks

Duration of Impact Short / medium / long-term Short / medium / long-term

Object of Impact

1. Company ships
2. Suppliers
3. Shipowners / Charterers
4. Ship crew members
5. Customers

1. Company ships
2. Employees
3. Products or services
4. Suppliers
5. Customers

Negative Impact 
and Financial 

Impact

1. $GTVJKPI�CV�URGEKſE�VGTOKPCNU�KU�
restricted due to shore power 
connection requirements, which 
affects the ship schedules.

2. Failure to meet the energy 
conservation and carbon reduction 
goals of customers or authorities 
results in less booking or idle ships 
and increases operating costs.

1. The affected safety of ships, crews and 
cargoes increases operating costs.

2. Affected ship schedules and inland 
transportation schedules result in increased 
costs for customers and the Company.

Opportunities and 
$GPGſVU

1. +ORTQXG�GPGTI[�GHſEKGPE[�VQ�
reduce energy costs

2. Develop green marinetech, elevate 
the corporate image,and increase 
opportunities for cooperation 
with upstream and downstream 
suppliers

1. Develop weather and sea condition 
monitoring and navigation, optimize ship 
UEJGFWNGU��CPF�KORTQXG�QRGTCVKQPCN�GHſEKGPE[

2. Develop ship position monitoring technology 
and improve marinetech standards

3. Strengthen the Company's resilience to 
extreme weather and increase customer trust 
and support

Response 
Measures

1. Glean information on new energy 
and evaluate its feasibility

2. Install shore power systems in line 
with local laws and regulations and 
terminal facilities

3. Have responsible engineers 
arrange professional maintenance 
service providers to conduct 
maintenance aboard

4. Organize environmental training for 
employees

1. Use the fleet safety management system (FMS.
safety) provided by WNI Weather Navigation 
Company to monitor weather information

2.�2NCP�UJKR�UEJGFWNGU�CPF�RQTV�ECNNU�GHſEKGPVN[�
based on climate monitoring data

3.��+ORTQXG�NQCFKPI���WPNQCFKPI�GHſEKGPE[�VQ�
reduce berthing time at terminals

4. Keep track of disasters proactively, and urge 
suppliers to float countermeasures such as 
route changes

5. Pay close attention to changes in navigable 
water level restrictions issued by the 
Panamanian authorities, adjust maximum 
loading TEU flexibly according to changes in 
navigable draft and adjust fleet deployment if 
necessary

Actions

1. In 2019, 207 ships used shore 
power in the United States. A total 
of 76 ships used shore power at 
Chinese ports.

2. The shore power connection 
rate increased. The shore power 
connection rate at Kaohsiung 
Container Terminal reached 86%.

1. In 2019, WNI gave advice to 272 ships on the 
avoidance of 29 typhoons.

2. In 2019, there was neither damage caused by 
typhoons, explosive cyclones, sea ice, or sea 
fog nor major customer complaints against 
inland transportation.
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2.4 Information Security

2.5 Protection of Personal Data

Evergreen Marine has complete control over the access, processing, transmission, and storage of customer 
information, along with relevant measures and controls established to ensure the safety of application system 
development, design and maintenance, databases, networks, personal computers, and storage media. For 
online transactions, encryption and authentication mechanisms are in place to prevent customer information 
from stealing, alteration, damage, loss or leakage, ensuring the security of customer information. In 2019, no 
complaint about infringement of customer privacy or loss of customer information was reported.

Evergreen Marine has established the "Personal Data Management Committee," with senior executives 
serving as steering members and managing decision-making members from Human Resources Dept., 
Seafarers Dept., Auditing Dept., Information Team of Project Dept., and Legal Dept. and the head of the 
Auditing Dept. serving as the convener.

The decision-making members are responsible for overall planning, strategy development, training and 
propaganda, work implementation, and progress control. In addition, third-party information service providers 
appoint a representative to attend the decision-making committee meeting. Each department appoints a
(deputy) manager as an executive committee member to serve as the contact between the department and 
decision-making members.

Personal Data Management Committee Organizational Chart

Decision-making
members

Human 
Resources Dept.

head

Seaman Dept.
head

Auditing Dept.
head

Project Dept.
head

Legal Dept.
head

Responsible for overall planning, strategy development, training and propaganda, work 
implementation, and progress control

Computer Div.

S
teering m

em
bers

S
enior executives

E
xecutive m

em
bers Instructors

Information system 
outsourcing representative

Responsible for each department's personal data checks and business process enhancements

Secretary Auditing Dept. Human 
Resources Dept. Project Dept. Legal Dept. Public Relations 

Dept.
Insurance & 
Claim Dept.

Marketing Div.

Maintenance 
Dept. Supply Dept. Shipbuilding 

Dept. Finance Div. General Affairs 
Dept.

Kaohsiung 
Terminal Div.

Marinetech Dept.Logistics Div. Seaman Dept. Operation Dept.
Operation 

Coordination Dept.

In terms of compliance with privacy protection regulations, Evergreen Marine attaches great importance 
to the protection of customer information. Our collection, processing, and use of customer information 
accord with relevant laws and regulations and authorizations. Controls are also in place to keep customer 
information strictly confidential. In 2019, we provided the "Employee Notice / Consent / Consent to 
Recruitment" for all shipowners and branches in the EU, of which the departments in charge of personnel /
supervision passed them on to the employees via announcements; the "Evergreen Line Privacy Policy" 
was also updated on the corporate website. In response to Germany's personal data protection laws and 
TGIWNCVKQPU��'XGTITGGP�/CTKPGŏU�)GTOCP[�QHſEG�JCU�CNUQ�CRRQKPVGF�C�FCVC�RTQVGEVKQP�QHſEGT�
&21��VQ�JCPFNG�
issues related to the protection of personal data of European branches and agents and completed the 
registration of DPO in Germany through a lawyer.

Evergreen Marine has established the "Personal Data Management Committee," consisting of decision-
making members from Information Team of Project Dept., Human Resources Dept., Auditing Dept., 
Seafarers Dept., and Legal Dept. The Legal Dept. has a dedicated mailbox (Dataprivacy@tw.evergreen-
line.com) set up to conduct preliminary review of personal information incidents, make inquiries with relevant 
FGRCTVOGPVU��CPF�TGRN[�� +H� VJG�ſPFKPIU� KPFKECVG� VJCV� VJGTG� KU�C�PGGF�VQ�TGXKUG�QRGTCVKPI�RTQEGFWTGU�� KV�YKNN�
be reported to the decision-making members of the Personal Data Management Committee for decision-
making. To enhance the employees' knowledge of personal data protection management, Evergreen Marine 
provides relevant training for new recruits; in addition, regulations in respect of personal data protection 
management are communicated to employees, so as to incorporate the awareness and concept of personal 
data protection into day-to-day business operations. In 2019, one training on personal data protection 
management was held, with the number of participants reaching 72.

Evergreen Line Privacy Policy
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As Evergreen Marine operates all over the world, it is incumbent on us to comply with the laws and 
regulations of many countries. Evergreen Marine is committed to complying with laws and regulations, and 
has drawn up policies or guidelines for different areas of compliance, including but not limited to maritime-
related conventions and regulations, environmental regulations, competition laws, anti-bribery laws, 
economic sanctions laws, and personal privacy protection laws.

Evergreen Marine keeps track of all international conventions and national laws and regulations on a regular 
DCUKU�CPF�EQPſTOU�VJG�KORNGOGPVCVKQP�QH�VJGUG�NCYU�CPF�TGIWNCVKQPU��CPF�CFLWUVU�TGURQPUG�OGCUWTGU�KP�C�
timely manner to ensure compliance. We also include periodic review of laws and regulations in the annual 
safety management review meeting. The review results of compliance with maritime laws and regulations 
are retained in accordance with regulations. For time-sensitive compliance requirements, Evergreen Marine 
issues notices to the fleet for compliance. The fleet is also required to fill in and submit the ship safety 
compliance checklist on a regular basis; besides, the Marinetech Dept. periodically checks the status of 
implementation on board.

In terms of compliance with competition laws, Evergreen Marine continues to audit relevant business 
units' e-mail self-inspections with the e-mail audit system on a monthly basis. If there is a need to further 
clarify and communicate the concept of competition laws during the audit, the Auditing Dept. will reach 
relevant employees on its own initiative. We enhance all employees' awareness of compliance through 
various channels such as meetings, pre-service training for new recruits, electronic bulletin boards, 
grievance mailboxes, and competition law notices. For expatriate supervisors and employees, we provide 
enhanced training on knowledge and practice of local competition laws to avoid transgressions. In 2019, 
the Competition Compliance Team completed 9 training courses on competition laws, with the number of 
participants reaching 1,410.

Regarding economic sanction regulations, in 2019, Evergreen Marine continued to compare the customer 
list, supplier list, and customer information on bills of lading with the latest sanctions list through the 
automatic screening system and manual checks to immediately monitor and control the list of transaction 
counterparties. In the light of the latest enforcement of international economic sanctions, the Competition 

2.6 Compliance

Maritime-related 
Conventions and 

Regulations

Environmental 
Regulations

Competition Laws

Anti-bribery Laws

Economic 
Sanctions Laws

Personal Privacy 
Protection Laws

Viewing compliance as one of our key core values, 
Evergreen Marine requires that all business 
activities should comply with relevant laws and 
regulations in Taiwan and countries / areas where 
business activities take place. Evergreen Marine 
requires that the staff should abide by the principle 
of ethical management and should not violate 
relevant laws and regulations in pursuit of profits. 
In 2019, Evergreen Marine was fined NT$120,000 
for two violations of labor laws and regulations. 
The two cases have been reviewed and tracked 
for improvement. In 2019, there was no violation of 
economic laws and regulations. In 2019, there was 
no penalty imposed on the Company for the violation 
of environmental laws.

Training on laws and regulations in 2019

Laws and Regulations

Competition Laws

Anti-bribery / Anti-corruption Laws

GDPR

Others (economic sanctions)

Number of
training courses

Number of
participants

9 1,410

72

1,138

5724

1

4

Compliance Team also took the initiative in strengthening spot checks and review of highly sensitive 
areas (e.g., Dalian, China, Central and South America) and high-risk cargoes (e.g., sugar, cigarettes, and 
petroleum), and adjusted and enhanced due diligence accordingly. If a suspicious transaction patterns is 
found in the bill of lading, we will ask the local salesforce to establish contact and pay a visit. If the results 
of enhanced due diligence indicate that the company may be a shell company set up by a company on 
the embargo list to evade sanctions, it will be blacklisted in accordance with the "Evergreen Line Embargo 
Compliance Policy" to avoid breaking the law. We also helped review the embargo-related clauses in 
customer contracts and supplier contracts to protect our rights and interests. A total of 4 training courses on 
economic sanctions were completed in 2019, with the number of participants reaching 1,138.

With regard to anti-bribery / anti-corruption compliance, we regard "integrity" as one of our most important 
core values. In addition to clearly defining the division of business and responsibilities and hierarchical, 
transparent management, Evergreen Marine has established closely related operating procedures, codes of 
conduct, and guidelines for ethical management for the staff to follow in day-to-day business operations. We 
have also taken various measures to strengthen internal business ethics and implement the anti-corruption 
policy, and request all of our employees to comply. A total of 4 training courses on anti-bribery / anti-
corruption were completed in 2019, with the number of participants reaching 572.
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Partnered with BlueX Trade to provide online 
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through an e-commerce platform, GreenX
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Chapter 03
Partnership and Customer Management

In response to the trend toward larger vessels to reduce the cost of shipping operations, various partnership 
models are used by shipping companies to obtain the slots and services that they each need in order to 
increase the port coverage and port-call frequency. Such associated operations reduce operating risks and 
the imbalance between slot supply and demand on the market and further meet environmental requirements 
of the global supply chain. The largest alliance in the shipping market is the OCEAN Alliance formed by 
Evergreen Marine, CMA CGM, COSCO SHIPPING, and OOCL.

The partnership model chosen by Evergreen Marine is independently operated lines (core service) 
supplemented by vessel sharing. Slot exchanges are conducted with lines operated by associated shipping 
companies as equals, or directly purchased slots in order to obtain each other’s slots on lines that they 
operate.

3.1 Shipping Alliance

3.1.1  Development of Associated Operations

Reduced 
operating costs 

through slot 
exchange

Increased service 
frequency: A total of 
39 routes provided 

by Ocean Alliance’s 8 
major lines

Environmental 
compliance of 

the global supply 
chain

Increased revenues 
through better slot 

GHſEKGPE[

Expanded port 
coverage

Following Day 1 Product and Day 2 Product, the Ocean Alliance launched the "Day 3 Product" plan in third 
quarter of 2019, and will launching "Day 4 Product" planning in the fourth quarter of 2020.

If the returns on a new line and 
VJG�UNQV�FGOCPF�CTG�KPUWHſEKGPV�
to support independent 
operations, team up with one or 
more carriers to provide ships on 
that line in order to reduce and 
share operating costs

Exchange slots with one or 
more carriers on an existing 
route to provide customers 
with more options and improve 
competitiveness

Buy and sell slots with one or 
more carriers on existing lines 
that they operate in order to 
satisfy each other’s demand for 
slots on lines that they operate

Vessel Sharing Slot Exchange Slot Charter

2019 Evergreen Marine’s Cooperation Model of OCEAN Alliance (OA)
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The OCEAN Alliance is based on each member providing each other with the contact details for their internal 
decision-making units and business leaders. All personnel involved handle matters related to their respective 
units and must be familiar with the conditions set by the alliance contract. Allied carriers are responsible for 
carrying the cargo of other members on their respective lines and ships. Any adjustments to lines and ports 
or goods and sailing schedules will only be made after close consultation between allied carriers and if it 
does not impact on line quality and members’ interests. System integrations include providing each other 
with members’ loading information. A data format that is acceptable to each carrier’s information platform 
YCU�CNUQ�FGſPGF�VJTQWIJ�OWVWCN�CITGGOGPV��#P�1RGTCVKQPU�%QQTFKPCVKQP�%GPVGT�
1%%��UVCHHGF�D[���RGQRNG�
from each carrier was established by the Ocean Alliance (OA) in Hong Kong to coordinate the operation of 
OA lines. The OCC is responsible for ensuring smooth operations of the OA line network by compiling the 
standard pro-forma schedule (PFS), updating schedules, handling unexpected events and disputes, etc.

In the short term, Evergreen Marine will continue to maintain close cooperation on the 8 major lines, and 
discuss any market developments with allied carriers and make line adjustments as necessary to provide 
customers with the best line services. For medium- and long-term strategies, the Company will not only 
strengthen cooperation on the best-performing lines but also form partnerships on other niche lines such as 
the Asia / Western South America, Eastern South America, Australia and India market.

3.1.2 Cooperation Mode and Outlook

2019 Ocean Alliance Day 4 Product 
cooperation on 39 lines with 333 
ships totaling 3.90 million TEU

2019 Ocean Alliance Day 3 Product 
cooperation on 39 lines with 330 
ships totaling 3.88 million TEU

7 routes per week

5 routes per week

7 routes per week

8 routes per week

4 routes per week

4 routes per week

2 routes per week

2 routes per week

Far East / Europe

Far East / Mediterranean

Far East / US East Coast

Far East / US Southwest

Far East / US Northwest

Far East / Middle East

Far East / Red Sea

Pan - Atlantic routes

Far East / Europe

Far East / Mediterranean

Far East / US East Coast

Far East / US Southwest

Far East / US Northwest

Far East / Middle East

Far East / Red Sea

Pan-Atlantic routes

7 routes per week

4 routes per week

7 routes per week

9 routes per week

4 routes per week

4 routes per week

2 routes per week

2 routes per week

The transportation of goods by sea play an important part in economic and trade development. Upholding 
the safety of the employee, cargo, and ship as well as the zero accident have always been the Evergreen 
Marine’s philosophy. Containers entrusted to us by customers are carefully loaded aboard our ships in 
accordance with relevant international regulations established by the IMO. We also arrange for regular 
personnel training and education, receive in-depth and sophisticated training on transportation requirements 
QH�URGEKſE�FCPIGTQWU�IQQFU�HQT�FWVKGU�RGTHQTOGF�D[�GCEJ�RGTUQPPGN�VQ�TCKUG�VJGKT�CYCTGPGUU�CPF�UVTGPIVJGP�
their sense of responsibility, in order to reduce the chance of accidents and realize the aforesaid safe 
transport goals.

In addition to complying with the aforesaid international regulations, Evergreen Marine has also developed 
the following three work instructions to ensure proper management and the correctness of related policies, 
procedures and implementations: "Cargo Transport Procedure," "Stowage Operating Instructions," and 
"Dangerous Cargo Control Instructions." The “Consignment Acceptance Guidelines” were also drawn up to 
ensure the safety of ships at sea and customer cargo. All customers cooperated with the relevant regulations 
in 2019 and no violations were reported.

6JG�ő%CTIQ�+PEKFGPV�0QVKſECVKQP�5[UVGOŒ�
%+05�� KU�CP�CEEKFGPV�TGRQTVKPI�RNCVHQTO�LQKPVN[�UGV�WR�D[� NGCFKPI�
international carriers in 2011. The purpose of the platform is to raise the safety of the supply chain through 
the sharing of accident information in order to reduce shipping accidents caused by cargo on shore and on 
UJKR��CU�YGNN�CU�JKIJNKIJVKPI�VJG�TKUMU�QP�URGEKſE�IQQFU�CPF���QT�HCKNWTG�QH�RCEMCIKPI�

#EEQTFKPI�VQ�66�%NWD��C�UJKR�ſTG�CV�UGC�QEEWTU�QP�CXGTCIG�GXGT[����FC[U�KP�TGEGPV�[GCTU��1P�CXGTCIG��QPG�
container ship caught fire every week in the first half of 2019, most of which were directly related to the 
wrong declaration or concealment of cargoes (especially dangerous goods) . For shipowners and cargo 
owners, wrong declaration or concealment of cargoes that causes serious damage to the safety of ship crew 
members, ship assets, and cargo assets is an issue that needs attention.

As one of CINS's founding members, Evergreen Marine assesses cases reported via CINS and takes 
immediate action while finding ways of preventing them in order to reduce shipping accidents caused by 
cargoes.

CINS shares all cargo-related incident analyses, opinions and insights exchanged between carriers on 
abnormal cargo information or accidents, and relevant guidelines drawn up by the task forces for members' 
implementation, aiming to improve the transportation safety in the shipping industry and prevent threats to 
life and cargo loss.

3.2 Cargo Safety

3.2.1 Freight Transport Regulations

Cargo Transport 
Procedure

Dangerous Cargo 
Control Instructions

Individual management of the receiving, stowage, loading, transport, unloading, 
delivery, and schedule management processes.

Ensure full compliance with the International Maritime Dangerous Goods 
Code (IMDG Code), other international conventions and the local regulations 
of the port state during the transportation of dangerous cargo to protect the 
safety of life at sea and prevent marine pollution.

1

Stowage Operating 
Instructions

The work rules for stowage personnel cover the assignment of responsibilities, 
collection of loading information before stowage, establishment of basic 
stowage (space distribution) principles, and stowage precautions.

2

3
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The transport of goods by sea is a part of international trade and dangerous goods are imported and 
exported by major ports around the world. According to the International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code
(IMDG Code) and local laws and regulations, consignors are required to declare and label dangerous goods 
correctly with supporting documents before delivering the goods to the carriers, so as to ensure safe loading 
and emergency handling of ship crew members.

To provide customer service and ensure the safety of maritime transport at the same time, Evergreen Marine 
has introduced a keyword inquiry system for dangerous goods. With this system, the dangerous goods team 
members having expertise in chemistry and sea transportation enhance the document review of dangerous 
goods and communicate closely with customers to gain an in-depth understanding of the characteristics 
of the dangerous goods and methods for safe delivery. This can reduce the risk of wrong declaration or 
concealment of cargoes and protect the safety of workers in the transportation supply chain, improving the 
effectiveness of damage prevention.

$GEQOKPI�C�OGODGT�QH�VJG�1%'#0�#NNKCPEG�OGCPU�VJCV�'XGTITGGP�/CTKPG�JCU�UKIPKſECPVN[�DTQCFGPGF�VJG�
scope of dangerous goods we will accept while continuously assigning training and reading in respect of 
regulatory updates to employees, so as to increase employees' knowledge of dangerous goods and stowage 
skills. The "Evergreen Line Dangerous Goods Stowage Policy" is also in place to reinforce our adherence to 
the concept of safe delivery of goods.

In 2019, there were no penalties for incidents of transportation services not conforming to local or national 
laws / regulations. Evergreen Marine fleets and docks adhere strictly to all operating procedures. There 
YGTG�PQ�UKIPKſECPV�URKNNU�QH�QKN��HWGN��YCUVG�QT�EJGOKECN�UWDUVCPEGU�TGUWNVKPI�KP�OCUUKXG�ſPGU�HQT�XKQNCVKQPU�QH�
environmental protection regulations in 2019.

3.2.2 Management of Dangerous Cargoes

'XGTITGGP�/CTKPG	U�UGTXKEG�PGVYQTM�URTGCFU�CNN�QXGT�VJG�YQTNF��YKVJ�QWT�UWRRNKGTU�URCPPKPI�ſXG�EQPVKPGPVU��
Viewing each supplier as an important business partner, Evergreen Marine works closely with all suppliers to 
promote the flow of international cargo by delivering owners’ goods to their destinations.

To effectively manage suppliers, Evergreen Marine has drawn up the "Supplier Code of Conduct," which 
each supplier is required to comply with, and the principles of supplier selection that incorporate the aspects 
of CSR practice such as environmental protection, labor, human rights, and social impacts. How Evergreen 
Marine cooperates with each supplier is regulated through relevant instructions.

Products or services purchased by Evergreen Marine such as ship fuel oil, barges, inland container 
transportation, and inland container yards are mainly sourced from local suppliers. As a listed company in 
Taiwan, Evergreen Marine gives priority to local suppliers in Taiwan as far as possible, albeit the ratio of local 
procurement was relatively low in 2019 due to the large purchases of ships and terminal equipment from 
suppliers overseas.

The Company complies with cross-border security standards set by the customs for supply chain products, 
CPF�JCU�QDVCKPGF�VJG�EGTVKſECVG�QH�#WVJQTK\GF�'EQPQOKE�1RGTCVQT�
#'1��VQ�GPUWTG�VJG�UWRRN[�EJCKP�UCHGV[�
from the start till the end. The standing "Authorized Economic Operator Committee" was established, with 
AEO management representatives and executive secretaries appointed to be responsible for promoting 
CEVKXKVKGU�KP�TGNCVKQP�VQ�#'1�EGTVKſECVKQP�CPF�UWRRN[�EJCKP�UCHGV[�OCPCIGOGPV��KP�QTFGT�VQ�GPUWTG�VJCV�UWRRN[�
chain safety meets relevant laws and regulations and customers' requirements.

3.3 Supplier Management

3.3.1 Value Chain Overview

Shipyards
Terminal machinery and 
equipment manufacturers
Container manufacturers
Freezer manufacturers
Container leasing companies
Marine fuel oil suppliers
Ship chandlers

Upstream Midstream Downstream

Alliance partners
Docks
Repairers
Technical consulting companies
Insurance companies

Inland transport
Feeders
Container terminals / yards

Note：Local procurement refers to 
procurement from (Taiwanese) 
local suppliers in Taiwan; non-
local procurement refers to 
procurement from suppliers on 
a global scale other than

 (Taiwanese) local suppliers.

Local procurement

Non-local procurement

Evergreen Marine's value chain

2019 Ratio of local procurement

2017 2018 2019

8.1%

91.9%

11.1%

88.9%

3.4%

96.6%
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Recently, sustainable development indicators such as environmental protection, labor, human rights, 
and social impacts have gradually received public attention. To fully implement supplier sustainability 
management, Evergreen Marine encourages all partners to pitch into action to address sustainability issues. 
We have taken sustainable development indicators such as environmental protection, labor, human rights, 
and social impacts as one of the considerations for supplier screening and evaluation.

3.3.2 Selection of Suppliers

Five major aspects of the Supplier Code of Conduct

Selection of suppliers and CSR standards

Labor Health and
Safety

Environment Ethics Management
Systems

Container 
manufacturers / 

freezer 
manufacturers / 

leasing 
companies

Ship spares /
ship repairers

Fuel / coating /
GXGT[FC[�QHſEG�

items / container 
door locks 
suppliers

Electrical 
equipment control 

spares / cable /
tire / gear oil 

suppliers

Container yard / 
container repairers

When selecting new container manufacturers / freezer manufacturers / leasing companies and other 
suppliers, Evergreen Marine considers their product quality, delivery time, price, market record / reputation, 
and service quality; their environmental and social records are also vetted to avoid dealing with companies 
that are at odds with our CSR policy. Inquiries, price negotiations and orders for all proposed purchases are 
conducted in accordance with CSR ideals and guidelines as much as possible. Bidders and procurement 
projects are assessed in terms of environmental sustainability, human rights protection, and integrity before 
VJG[�CTG�TGEQIPK\GF�CU�SWCNKſGF�UWRRNKGTU�

For ship repairers and ship recycling shipyards, Evergreen Marine attaches great importance on suppliers’ 
labor rights and environmental safety, and requires suppliers to provide employee insurance (labor and 
health insurance), personnel training, and occupational safety management.

During the selection of suppliers, the Company also encourages suppliers to provide CSR-related 
documents and "Environmental Protection Agreement" and incorporates corporate social responsibility into 
contract provisions. Although new suppliers were fewer in 2019 than in 2018, the ratio of new suppliers 
that underwent CSR screening increased from 53.1% to 90.9%, showing that the Company has gradually 
achieved results in implementing CSR screening.

Evergreen Marine's occupational safety regulations for repairers and suppliers

1 Timely conduct occupational safety and health education for workers.

2
+PUVTWEV�GORNQ[GGU�VQ�YGCT�RGTUQPCN�RTQVGEVKXG�GSWKROGPV��KPENWFKPI�JGNOGVU���UCHGV[�HQQVYGCT���ſVVGF�
work uniforms / seat belts.

3 Advocate on safety and health precautions before commencement of construction.

4 Implement construction according to safety and health standards.

5 Educate on safety and health regulations for workers.

6 Strictly prohibit smoking / drinking at the construction site.

7 Workers must dispose of on-site garbage by themselves.

8

Responsible companies will be suspended from operations for a short period of time when there are 
YQTM�CEEKFGPVU�FWG�VQ�EQPUVTWEVKQP�GTTQT��YJKEJ�ECWUGF�FCOCIG�VQ�VJG�UJKR��UWEJ�CU�ſTG�FKUCUVGTU�
and oil spills. For serious cases, the responsible companies will be permanently suspended from 
operations and shall compensate for relative damages.

9
Contractors shall comply with the occupational safety regulations and accept guidance from 
Evergreen Marine’s ship personnel.

10
In accordance with entry and exit vehicle restraints at loading docks, a vehicle should have yellow 
warning lights placed on its car roof, and should park at non-designated locations.

11
The hanging operations has been carried out in accordance with Item 12 of Evergreen Marine’s 
"Operating standards for safety and health."

12
The terminal spraying operation has been carried out in accordance with Item 8 of Evergreen 
Marine’s "Operating standards for safety and health."

13
As for other hazard prevention policies, please refer to the relevant labor regulations and 
occupational safety and health regulations.
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CSR screening of new Evergreen suppliers

CSR screening of new Evergreen suppliers

Ratio of new suppliers that underwent CSR screening

2018 2019

49 33

53.1% 90.9%

Number of new suppliers

In 2018, Evergreen Marine established the "Supplier Code of Conduct" to set common values and 
UVCPFCTFU�HQT�EQQRGTCVKXG�UWRRNKGTU�WPFGT�ſXG�MG[�CURGEVU��'XGTITGGP�/CTKPG�CNUQ�GUVCDNKUJGF�VJG�ő5WRRNKGT�
Transaction Management Instructions” and “Business Partner Management Instructions” for the procurement 
department to follow. The annual supplier evaluation is conducted every year, appraising each supplier’s 
service quality, professionalism, flexibility, product delivery time, and price, as well as its CSR practice in 
environmental, social (labor and human rights), and economic aspects. The average result of the supplier 
evaluation in 2019 was positive and the requirements were met in every category.

3.3.3 Supplier Evaluation

Five major aspects of the Supplier Code of Conduct

Labor Health and
Safety

Environment Ethics Management
Systems

1. 3WCNKſGF�UWRRNKGTU�YJQ�JCXG�DWUKPGUU�FGCNKPIU�YKVJ�VJG�%QORCP[�CPF�OC[�CHHGEV�QWT�UGTXKEG�SWCNKV[�CTG�
evaluated at least once a year.

2. If regular evaluations of suppliers are impossible due to the particularity of the suppliers' business nature 
or the peculiar functions of their products, an evaluation will be conducted within the year from the date of 
business dealings.

To examine the implementation of suppliers’ corporate social responsibilities, the Company distributed 
questionnaires about suppliers' environmental, labor practice and human rights, and social responsibilities 
in 2019. A total of 129 questionnaires were retrieved. The suppliers' performances in the aspects of 
environmental protection, labor practice / human rights, and economy are summarized below, which serve as 
the basis for supplier screening and improvement.

Aspects of supplier evaluation

Frequency of supplier evaluation

Quality 
Economic Impact 

Assessment

Price

Environmental 
Assessment

Inspection

Labor Practice 
and Human Rights 

Assessment
Service

Supplier 
Evaluation
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Anti-corruption,anti-bribery,fair competition,
and ethical management policies

Labor practice
Human rights policy

91%

9%

Overtime pay /
Paid annual leave

99.20%

0.80%

Environmental
management systems

50% 50%

Environmental 
policies

69%

31%

Environmental
accidents

7.80%

92.20%

Use of child labor

0%

100%

Union,collective 
bargaining

86.80%

13.20%

Public,larbor
liability insurance

99.20%

0.80%

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Environmental assessment 

Labor practice and human rights assessment 

Social impact assessment

89.10%

10.90%

6Q�OCZKOK\G�VJG�DGPGſVU�QH�RTQEWTGOGPV��GCEJ�DWUKPGUU�FGRCTVOGPV�JCU�RTQEWTGOGPV�D[NCYU�KP�RNCEG��(QT�
KPNCPF�EQPVCKPGT�[CTF�UWRRNKGTU��QWT�NQECN�QHſEGU�CPF�CIGPVU�YQTM�VQIGVJGT�VQ�UWRGTXKUG�VJG�SWCNKV[�QH�UGTXKEG�
at all inland container yards and make improvements to their cost structure. Due to national differences in 
environmental protection, labor, human rights and social policies, all of our local suppliers must obey the laws 
of their nation. They must also adjust their operating models based on changes and developments in national 
legislation to avoid impacting negatively on environmental protection, workers, human rights, and society; 
in addition, Evergreen Marine's contracts with suppliers have included provisions regarding compliance 
with corporate social responsibility, ethical management, and other corporate governance related laws and 
TGIWNCVKQPU�KP�QTFGT�VQ�HWNſNN�EQTRQTCVG�UQEKCN�TGURQPUKDKNKVKGU�QH�DQVJ�'XGTITGGP�/CTKPG�CPF�QWT�UWRRNKGTU�

Our container manufacturers, freezer manufacturers, and leasing companies operate under the government’s 
environmental, labor, human rights, and social policies. Suppliers must abide by the basic requirements 
for supplier screening in compliance with national laws and regulations. Evergreen Marine ensures a fair 
procurement and evaluation process through online bidding methods with a strict deadline of bidding.

For ship spares and repairers, the computer management system simultaneously sends out e-quotation, 
and sets consistent requirements and quotation deadlines as the basis for final procurement review and 
evaluation, in order to implement a fair procurement process. In terms of supplier evaluation, the HUB (ship) 
and SOL (shore) evaluation mechanism review each procurement case (repairs / spare parts) in a more 
stringent manner than the required annual supplier evaluation. In 2019, the Company achieved an average 
QH������RQKPVU�
QP�C����RQKPV�UECNG���3WCNKſGF�UWRRNKGTU� VJCV�EQWNF� KPHNWGPEG�'XGTITGGP�/CTKPGŏU�SWCNKV[�QH�
service will also be appraised in the computer system. The ship crew members evaluate the packaging 
and documentation when spare parts are delivered while the engineers in charge evaluate the spare parts' 
delivery time, price and quality when they are expended.

Maintenance platform meeting

A maintenance platform meeting is convened every month. Platform members consist of 
representatives from the Auditing Dept., Supervisory Dept., Finance Div., and Maintenance Dept. 
Platform meetings are held to discuss spare parts procurement and selection of ship repair shipyards, 
the analysis on spare parts inventory, as well as the requirements and progress of related program 
development. Maintenance platform review items are as follows:

1. Procurement of common spare parts: same spare parts of more than two ships with procurement 
amount above US$100,001 (inclusive)

2.  Review or amendment of the existing procurement process
3.  Results and analysis of the fleet’s spare parts inventory twice a year
4.  Shipyard selection and distribution for the next year: If there are temporary factors such as 

shipping schedules / ship repair that resulted in changes in distribution of the original shipyard, it 
shall be reported to the maintenance platform after the incident.

5.  Development progress and major amendments of the new program related to ship maintenance 

(e.g., shipping warehouse / inventory / deployment / regeneration / warranty)

6.  The change in development or process of the ship maintenance program for outbound shipping 

stations (Tokyo, Shanghai & Singapore) (including repairs and spare parts)

7. Other main / special matters that require group resolution
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The suppliers uses an online quotation system to prevent behavioral risk. A fair and open supplier 
evaluation system is also in place to select the best qualified suppliers in terms of prices and evaluation 
criteria and disqualify low-performing suppliers. Evergreen Marine also sign contracts with suppliers to 
guarantee reasonable prices and supply in order to save on costs. New suppliers are required to sign the 
"Environmental Protection Agreement" to become part of the Evergreen Marine's supply chain.

The supplier evaluation and follow-up management are conducted in accordance with the "Supplier 
Transaction Management Instructions (AUD-PM10)." In 2019, one supplier failed the evaluation. The supplier 
failed the evaluation due to delivery of defective goods from September 2018 to March 2019 that caused 
damage to the Company's equipment.

Number of suppliers

Number of suppliers evaluated that passed the audit

Number of suppliers that passed the evaluation (excellent, good, fair)

Number of suppliers that failed the evaluation (poor, to be improved)

971

1

970

2019 Supplier evaluation

Evergreen Marine provides human-friendly and cordial services. Based on the concept of “one-stop service” 
that allows customers to get satisfactory answers as quickly as possible, we have a VIP email set up to 
provide various services at all time. Evergreen Marine is constantly improving service quality through 
digital platforms. In addition to ShipmentLink launched in 2018, we partnered with a well-known electronic 
transaction platform, Bolero, to roll out two innovative functions, namely “i-B / L” and “i-Dispatch,” in 2019. 
The paperless e-commerce service helps cargo owners streamline international trading processes, improve 
VJGKT�QRGTCVKQPCN�GHſEKGPE[��CPF�CEJKGXG�JKIJ�SWCNKV[�INQDCN�FGNKXGT[�UGTXKEGU�

ShipmentLink Web and ShipmentLink Mobile provide our customers with everything that they need to know 
at any time, including the container movements, sailing schedule, register and call sign, B / L information, 
e-mail release status, and regional information. In the fourth quarter of 2019, the numbers of inquiries 
on the ShipmentLink Web and ShipmentLink Mobile exceeded 1.7 million and 10,000 respectively, both 
representing an increase from 2018.

Evergreen issues an electronic bill-of-lading that serves 
as a document of title recognized by banks and insurers 
through the ShipmentLink platform. Once it is received 
by the customer, they can transfer the ownership of their 
goods with ease through the ShipmentLink platform. 
Procedures such as importing / exporting, payment 
processing between banks and carriers, collection and 
settlement can all be accelerated.

The digital delivery of trade documents to all units 
involved in the international trade process, which 
includes commercial invoices, loading list, place 
QH�QTKIKP���SWCTCPVKPG���KPUWTCPEG�EGTVKſECVGU�ECP�
be encrypted and uploaded in electronic format to 
ShipmentLink for rapid dispatching. Commercial 
EQPſFGPEG�KU�CUUWTGF�CU�YGNN�

i-B / L i-Dispatch

3.4 Customer Management

3.4.1 Customer Relationship Management

Number of inquiries on ShipmentLink Web

964,838

331,352

173,281

69,017

18,353

17,517

10,005

8,153

6,388

3,581

2,394

1,899

776

11,089

10,107

11,286

58,998

Outbound Cargo Tracking

Export Vessel Voyage Information

All-in-One Service

E-mail Release

Export Instructions

Export Forms Downloading

5JKRRKPI�%GTVKſECVGU

Regional Information

Inbound Cargo Tracking

Outbound Sailing Schedules

Import Vessel Voyage Information

Terminal Prospect

Schedules E-mail

Inbound Sailing Schedules

Import Instructions

Import Forms Downloading

* B / L Exchange Rate New function launced in Dec. 2019 

2019 Q4 2018 Q4

Number of inquiries on ShipmentLink Mobile

6,142

4,509
358

2,865
3,656

216
6

78
22

77
0

36
4

14
0

1
121

%QPVCKPGT�5RGEKſECVKQP

Schedules

Cargo Tracking

Email Release

Submitting VGM

Tare Weight 

Port Prospect

Global Agents

Press Release

2019 Q4 2018 Q4

1,926
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To protect customers against the loss or damage of their goods in transit, Evergreen Marine has purchased 
insurance from the company with the best credit rating among 13 international carriers’ liability insurance 
companies. To protect customers' property, the causes of repeated cargo damage or loss are analyzed 
and looked into immediately. Preventive measures are taken accordingly to reduce customer claims for 
compensation, improve the safe delivery of goods, and maintain long-term customer relations.

9G�ſTON[�DGNKGXG�VJCV�EWUVQOGT�HGGFDCEM�RNC[U�CP� KORQTVCPV�TQNG� KP�GPUWTKPI�VJG�UGTXKEG�SWCNKV[�� +P�������
Evergreen Marine conducted a customer satisfaction survey via customer visits and questionnaires, and 
retrieved a total of 1,059 valid questionnaires. The overall service performance averaged 4.85 points (on a 
5-point scale), higher than 4.79 points in 2017 and 4.83 points in 2018.

Evergreen Marine responds promptly and prudently to all complaints or opinions about the quality of service 
raised by customers to maintain goodwill, thereby improving quality and enhancing competitiveness. When 
receiving appeals or complaints from customers, the units in charge shall, upon investigating and analyzing 
the causes, draw up corrective and preventive measures and put them into practice immediately until the 
abnormal problem or situation is smoothed away.

3.4.2 Satisfaction Survey

3.4.3 Customer Feedback

Customer feedback handling process

2017~2019 Customer satisfaction survey results 2019 20172018

Customers give 
feedback

Conduct 
investigation 
and analysis

Develop
countermeasures

Put corrective and 
preventive measures into 

practice

Discuss with customers and 
supporting units

Discuss with 
units in charge

Close the 
case

In response to the customers' need for greater efficiency in the shipping operations, Evergreen Marine 
partnered with BlueX Trade, an American start-up in Silicon Valley, to launch an e-commerce platform, 
GreenX, which provides online inquiry, booking and payment services. Both parties will further develop 
additional services in cooperation with third-party suppliers in the international transportation supply chain to 
create an online shipping ecosystem.

With the internal cloud data integration system, the Company is able to obtain information on inbound 
shipments on board before a ship arrives at the port; then, it will contact the cargo owners and suppliers 
to make a transport plan in advance in hopes of accelerating container movements, reducing costs, and 
improving service quality. Information on outbound shipments is integrated so that a ship can provide stowage 
information before arriving at the port, reducing loading errors and speeding up the shipping operations. 
Related payables are integrated by the system to reduce payment errors.

3.5 Digital Platforms

3.5.1 GreenX - Digital Booking Platform

3.5.2 Cloud Data Integration System

Once registering and activating a GreenX account, customers may start enjoying highly efficient online 
services such as route searches, instant freight quotes, and bookings in a few clicks at any time. It also gives 
EWUVQOGTU�VJG�RQYGT�VQ�OCMG�RC[OGPVU�CPF�UWDOKV�8GTKſGF�)TQUU�/CUU�CPF�$���.�KPUVTWEVKQP�QPNKPG��OCMKPI�
it an one-stop digital platform for shipping management. Users can directly check the freight rate and book 
URCEGU�CPF�VJGP�VTCPUHGT�OQPG[�YKVJKP����JQWTU�QP�DCPM��UCXKPI�VKOG�TGSWKTGF�VQ�EQPſTO�VJG�SWQVGU��$QQMKPI�
VJTQWIJ�)TGGP:�TGSWKTGU�PGKVJGT�UKIPKPI�EQPVTCEVU�YKVJ�ECTTKGTU�PQT�CITGGKPI�QP�ſZGF�UJKROGPVU�VQ�UGEWTG�
spaces, giving customers the flexibility to make booking at the most convenient times. During the promotion, 
customers can also choose the "traditional payment mode" and pay and collect the bill of lading at Evergreen 
Line's local agents while enjoying online booking and secured spaces.

Evergreen Marine addresses ourselves to providing digital integrated services. In addition to quotes and 
space booking related to shipping operations, GreenX customers will be able to access trade services such 
CU�HTGKIJV�ſPCPEKPI��KPUWTCPEG��EWUVQOU�DTQMGTCIG��VTWEMKPI�CPF�YCTGJQWUKPI�KP�VJG�PGCT�HWVWTG��$[�OCVEJKPI�
business needs, this digital portal provides one-stop supply chain solutions to meet customers' needs in the 
shipping operations.

Communication between 
in-charge booking 

persons and customers

Bill of lading check time

In-time delivery of 
cargo arrival notice

Easy-to-search website

Correctness of documents

Overall performance of 
documentation staff

Correctness of freight 
information

Service attitude

Overall booking 
performance

$QQMKPI�EQPſTOCVKQP�HGGFDCEM

Professional Competence

Total average
4.95

4.60

4.65

4.70

4.75

4.80

4.85

4.90
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Since establishment, Evergreen Marine has always upheld the business philosophy of sustainable 
development. "We seek not only to comply with legislation, but also to go beyond compliance," said President 
Chang, founder of the Evergreen Group. Filled with ambition to become a green enterprise, Evergreen 
Marine has been committed to protecting the Earth in pursuit of sustainable development. From S-type ships 
delivered in 2005, L-type ships in 2012, and B-type ships in 2017, to F-type ships in 2020, Evergreen Marine 
has been adamant in using state-of-the-art technology to build new eco-friendly ships with outstanding 
performance.

In pursuit of optimal loading, punctuality in shipping, and competitiveness, all of the ships owned by 
Evergreen Marine, from S-type to L-type, B-type, and F-type ships, also adopt the latest environmentally-
friendly equipment to meet the Company's environmental requirements. The newly built B-type and F-type 
ships have improved energy efficiency and reduced greenhouse gas emissions. The newly delivered F-type 
ships are the first large container ships to use the latest selective catalytic reduction (SCR) to achieve a 
significant reduction in NOx emissions.

In 2019, Evergreen Marine signed contracts to build 14 ships, including 10 ships of 23,000 TEU and 4 ships 
of 1,800 TEU, to further optimize the composition of the Evergreen fleet according to the ship revitalization 
plan. These new ships are expected to be delivered between 2021 and 2022. In addition to adopting an 
engine with ultra-long stroke, this type of ship has further optimized linear design and has been equipped 
with energy-saving facilities to meet with the energy efficiency standard, EEDI PHASE 3. The introduction of 
this type of ship will significantly reduce the carbon emissions per transport unit.

In terms of the ship revitalization plan, the Company plans to phase out a total of self-owned 36 ships, 
including 20 medium and large ships and 16 small ships, within 5 years. At the end of 2019, the installation 
rate of open loop SOx scrubbers reached 56%, and 60% of our old ships were installed with SOx scrubbers. 
The above efforts will enhance the Company's ability to protect the environment and marine ecology.

Every year, Evergreen Marine collects the social responsibility reports and sustainability policies of the 
shipyards as the basis for evaluation.

Item Content
S 

type 
ship

L
type 
ship

B
type 
ship

F 
type 
ship

1
Optimized Hull Form With Highly Efficient Propulsion System 
To Reduce Fuel Consumption

O O O O

2 Amp System O O O

3 Low Sulfur Fuel System O O O O

4 Fuel Compartment With Protection Function O O O O

5 Gray Water Holding Tank O O O O

6 Cargo Hold Sewage Holding Tank O O O O

7 Use Electric Deck Machinery O O O O

8
Environmental Protection Certificate From The Shipyard 
Association

O O O O

9 Airtight Stern Seal O O O O

10 Carbon Reduction Type O O O

11 Minimum Ballast Design O O O

13 Reserved Space For Nox Tier Iii Equipment O O

14 Ballast Water Treatment Plant O O O O

15 Inverter Controlled Sea Water Pump O O

16
Environment-Friendly Refrigerant For Freezers And Air 
Conditioners (Gwp: Below 2,000)

O O O

17 Ht47 (New Ultrahigh-Strength Steel) O O

For more information on green ship types, please refer to the corporate website.

Evergreen Marine official website
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F type ship 

0QVG��+P�NKPG�YKVJ�VJG�GPXKTQPOGPVCN�EGTVKſECVKQP�QH�VJG�ENCUUKſECVKQP�UQEKGVKGU�
#$5��'08+41�0QVCVKQP��.4��+*/�0QVCVKQP��

SOx Scrubber System

AMP (Alternative Maritime 
Power) System

Electric Deck Machinery

Airspace Stern Tube
Sealing System

SCR (Selective Catalytic 
Reduction Reactor) System

Ballast Water 
Treatment Plant

Gray Water Holding Tank

Fuel Oil Tank Layout in 
Compliance with Maritime 

Regulations

CO2 Emission 
Reduction Design

Cargo Hold Bilge Holding Tank

Latest and Low Friction
Type Anti-fouling Coating

Latest Refrigerant with Lower 
Global Warming Potential

Optimized Hull Form with High 
'HſEKGPE[�2TQRWNUKQP�5[UVGO

In 2018, Evergreen Marine signed a contract with Samsung Heavy Industries of Korea to construct eight 
new F-type ships. The new ships will optimize the composition of the Evergreen fleet and form part of the 
ship revitalization plan. The F-type ship measures 334 meters in length and 48.4 meters in width, and has 
a designed draft of 13 meters. This ship type is designed to carry 19 rows of containers on the deck. It sails 
at speed of up to 23.0 knots. The delivery of this new ship type is expected to take place between 2020 and 
2021, and will hopefully replace existing Evergreen ships. In addition to increasing the overall capacity of the 
fleet, it will also effectively reduce the environmental impact from our fleet operations.

The F-type ship is installed with an exhaust scrubbing system to effectively remove SOx from exhaust, which 
complies with the 2020 global sulfur limit released by MARPOL; in addition, it removes NOx from exhaust 
with SCR, which complies with the stricter NOx tier III standard.

Other equipment such as alternative maritime power (AMP), electric deck machinery, air space stern tube 
scaling system, low friction anti-fouling coating, refrigerant with low global warming potential, gray water 
holding tank, and cargo hold bilge holding tank features low carbon and environmentally-friendly design. 
The F-type ships has the environment notations registered in the class certificates that demonstrate its 
EQORNKCPEG�YKVJ�VJG�KPVGTPCVKQPCN�TGIWNCVKQPU�CPF�GPXKTQPOGPVCN�TGSWKTGOGPVU�QH�ENCUUKſECVKQP�CUUQEKCVKQPU�
(ABS: ENVIRO, LR: IHM).
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S-type ships are equipped with exhaust gas desulfurization tower cleaning system, electric deck 
machinery, AMP system, airtight stern seal, fuel compartment with protection function, green refrigerant 
with low GWP value, and Tin Free non-toxic paint on the outer panel, and are gradually installed with 
the ballast water treatment system.

S
type ship  

L-type ships are equipped with the exhaust gas desulfurization tower cleaning system, electric deck 
machinery, AMP system, airtight stern seal, fuel compartment with protection function, green refrigerant 
with low GWP value, Tin Free non-toxic paint on the outer panel, ballast water treatment system, NOx 
Tier II electronic controlled fuel injection engine with low-load tuning EGB fuel control mode, which 
includes the design of Slow Steaming, and grey water holding tank.

L
type ship 

For new B-type ships, an SOx scrubbing system is installed. A main engine with electronic fuel injection 
produces 20% less NOx emissions than conventional engines in compliance with the 2015 Energy 
'HſEKGPE[�&GUKIP�+PFGZ�
''&+��CPF�01Z�6KGT�++�GOKUUKQP�UVCPFCTFU�UGV�D[�VJG�+/1�

The ten Gen 3 B-type ships built by CSBC Taiwan are equipped with the latest sword bow developed by 
the shipyard. The bow can handle different drafts and speeds while effectively reducing wave resistance 
and drag when the ship is in motion to optimize ship speed and engine performance. The 9th B-type 
ship of CSBC Taiwan named “EVER BOOMY” have won the 15th “Ship of the Year Award” by the 
Taiwan Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers.

B
type ship
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Environmentally-friendly Design

Energy Management

Emissions Management         

Water Resource Management

Waste Management

Biodiversity

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

L-type, B-type, and F-type ships were built 
with the latest environmentally-friendly design 
VQ�KORTQXG�GPGTI[�GHſEKGPE[�CPF�TGFWEG�
exhaust emissions.
Total CO2 emissions in 2019 were 36.9% lower 
than those in 2008.
Scope 1 and Scope 2 GHG emissions were 
reduced by 3.8%.
Land-based domestic waste was reduced by 
12.3%.
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Chapter 04
Sustainable Shipping and 
Environmental First

Evergreen Marine strives to prevent pollution, conserve energy, and reduce carbon emissions in course 
of container design. We adopt environmentally-friendly materials for container construction and make the 
following adjustments in order to reduce environmental pollution and GHG emissions:

To ensure that the containers manufactured meet the quality requirements of Evergreen Marine, professional 
inspection companies are engaged to assist with the inspection and acceptance for each batch of order. 
In 2019, a total of 44 LOG managers and senior employees were also assigned to assist with the on-site 
supervision of the container quality, so as to ensure that container manufacturers and inspection companies 
operate in accordance with Evergreen Marine's regulations and requirements. Before the assignment, all 
LOG senior employees and managers were required to receive training on the supervision of container 
inspection and learn the environmental safety requirements of container manufacturers. This allowed them to 
ensure the quality of container manufacturing according to the relevant supervision and control processes.

Adhering to Evergreen Marine's philosophy of protecting the marine ecology and watching over the green 
planet, Evergreen Marine’s container ships that operate on all routes around the world are in compliance 
with the Company's environmental policy and the latest international laws and conventions, and even adopt 
environmentally friendly design before the regulations take effect, regardless of whether these laws and 
conventions are regulated by law or voluntarily submitted. Evergreen Marine's philosophy of green ships 
means that advanced marine technology is used to optimize each ship type in order to maximize returns and 
satisfy energy conservation targets.

4.1 Environmentally-friendly Design

4.1.1 Container Design 

Environmentally-friendly

Flooring Paint

Use composite bamboo-wood 

flooring for 100% of our containers

Reduce the amount of timber 

consumption

Use water-based paint

Reduce the emission of volatile organic 

compounds (VOCs)

Adhesive Leasing

Switch to water-based sealants for 

dry containers

Reduce the emission of volatile 

organic compounds (VOCs)

Require container leasing companies to 

use environmentally-friendly materials for 

containers

Extend the leasing period of containers

Adjust the points of leasing and retiring to 

reduce the need to move empty containers

Evergreen Marine’s fuel procurement mainly considers fuel quality to ensure safety on board. The fuel 
team will hold meetings on a regular basis, which discuss matters such as market supply and demand 
analysis, resolution of the list of fuel suppliers of each port and procurement quantities, and set target 
prices and quantities for hedging, with subsequent reviews after each meeting.

According to the IMO's fuel sulfur cap, the sulfur content of ships' fuel oil is limited to 0.50% m / m starting 
from 2020. To this end, Evergreen Marine has installed SOx scrubbers on the ships and purchased low-
sulfur fuel oil to reduce SOx emissions of ships at sea, mitigating air pollution and environmental impacts. 
The installation of SOx scrubbers is a cost-effective way for ships to use sulfur-containing fuel oil in 
compliance with the regulatory restrictions on the sulfur content, keeping Evergreen Marine's business 
competitive and long-term viable.

Before ships are refueled, it is necessary to consider the voyages, shipments, and weather conditions. 
5JKRU�UJQWNF�DG�TGHWGNGF�CV�VJG�RQTVU�YKVJ�VJG�DGUV�TQWVG�RTKEGU�CPF�SWCNKV[�CPF�UWHſEKGPVN[�VQ�OCMG�C�TQWPF�
trip. Before refueling ships, the Company will consider factors such as loads, sailing schedules, oil storage, 
and port oil prices and determine the best refueling plan upon departmental agreement, so as to achieve 
VJG�OCZKOWO�UJKROGPVU��RGTUQPPGN�CPF�ECTIQ�UCHGV[��CPF�GPGTI[�GHſEKGPE[��'XGTITGGP�/CTKPG�EWTTGPVN[�
refuels ships based on the experience of each ship type, and is designing related programs to control the 
amount of fuel. Any abnormal events such as fueling / fuel consumption will be discussed and resolved 
at the platform meetings. In terms of quality control, the fuel suppliers will be evaluated as the basis for 
reviewing providers of fuel procurement through oil analysis and testing, in order to achieve the purpose of 
monitoring fuel quality.

4.1.2 Fuel Use (Supply, Finance, Shipbuilding)

IMO statistics indicated that CO2 emissions from the shipping industry accounted for 2.7% of all primary 
global GHG emissions. If left unchecked, this ratio may grow to 15% by 2050. In response to the global trend 
in green shipping, CO2 reduction targets have been set, and a 40% reduction in CO2 emissions by 2030, a 
70% reduction in CO2 emissions by 2050, and total GHG emissions by 50% are planned with 2008 as the 
baseline. CO2 emissions of the Evergreen Marine decreased by 36.9 (61.46 g / TEU-KM) in 2019 compared 
to those in 2008.

Total energy management is practiced by Evergreen Marine’s ships at sea, Terminal Div., and office 
buildings. Various energy usage and reduction plans are reviewed and implemented to effectively manage 
energy use and maximize the returns from carbon reduction.

4.2 Energy Management

4.2.1 Use of Energy and GHG Management

Base year

36.9%
reduction in
CO2 emissions

40%
reduction in
CO2 emissions 

70%
reduction in
CO2 emissions

2019 2030 20502008
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A variety of business management measures, reduction strategies and improvements in marine design 
have been employed by the Evergreen fleet to reduce the energy consumption of our ships since 2007. A 
new generation of green ships is also being introduced to do our part of protecting the Earth’s environment 
through the reduction of pollution and GHG emissions. The long-term efforts of Evergreen Marine to save 
energy and reduce carbon showed achievements in the year by year reduction of the ships’ fuel consumption 
rate, as well as the continuous reduction of the marine fleet's carbon dioxide emission rate.

Ships at sea

2007 2009 2011 2013 2016 20182008 2010 2012 20152014
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Year

2017 2019

103.79

97.42
90.14

83.54 82.18
79.85

72.36
64.40 64.03 62.00 63.02 62.14

61.46

CO2 Annual Emission

Note：The statistics includes self-owned vessels.

Note：The statistics include self-owned and chartered vessels.

CO2 Annual Emission
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A fuel consumption data collection system was introduced by the EU and IMO for the annual reporting of 
ship fuel consumption and technical parameters. Data collection has been carried out since 2019 to monitor 
the GHG emissions of all ships of 5,000 gross tonnage or above that enter and exit the EU, sail between EU 
member states, and call at EU ports. The EU has adopted a 3-step approach to environmental protection 
and emission reduction in the shipping industry. Step 1 was the proposal of the MRV (Monitoring, Reporting, 
Verification) system. All shipping that sail near or dock at EU ports now have their carbon emissions 
monitored starting on January 1, 2018. Step 2 is to draw up concrete reduction targets for the shipping industry. 
Step 3 will involve the implementation of further medium and long-term measures including mandatory 
market initiatives. In 2019, the Evergreen fleet submitted a total of 16 annual reports, all of which were in line 
with the monitoring scope of the MRV. As low-sulfur marine diesel oil was used in accordance with regional 
regulations, the consumption of marine diesel oil in 2019 increased by 55.7% from 2018.

Fuel consumption data monitoring

Note 1：The statistics includes self-owned vessels.
Note 2：Marine fuel includes marine heavy oil and marine diesel fuel.
Note 3：Fuel consumption is the sum of actual monthly fuel consumption.

Energy consumption of ships at sea in the past 3 years

Marine diesel oil consumption (ton)

20182017 2019

1,781,944 1,830,318 1,676,056

116,539 137,167 213,555

18.4 18.5 18.2

Marine heavy fuel oil consumption (ton)

Marine fuel oil consumption rate (g / TEU-KM)

Direct GHG emissions from Evergreen fleets in the past 3 years

Note 1：Scope 1 (direct) GHG emissions only cover CO2 emissions.
Note 2：GHG inventory is based on GHG emissions = Energy consumption and GHG emission factor; The GHG emission factor is 

based on the values given in IMO MEPC / 29 / 18 / Dec.1989 and the GHG emission factor management table 6.03 edition 
issued by the MOEA Industrial Development Bureau (IPCC 4th Evaluation Report (2007) , January 2017) ; GHG emission total 
was calculated using the operational control method.

Fleet CO2 emission rate (g / TEU-KM)

20182017 2019

5,923,081 6,139,371 5,903,899

63.023 62.137 61.46

Fleet CO2 emissions (ton CO2e)
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Shore operations

Note 1：Diesel use is based on the amount applied; gasoline is based on the amount replenished; electricity usage is based on meter 
readings.

Note 2：Work load refers to the number of containers handled by cranes (diesel or electric-powered) .

No.4 Container Terminal of Kaohsiung Port has started to use 23 diesel (E-RTG) gantry cranes in 2008, which 
is installed with slide rail equipment to be connected to the municipal power and flexibly adjusted between 
diesel or municipal power based on the characteristics of the container storage area. After units coordinated 
their efforts, the average consumption of municipal power increased from 85% of total electricity in 2018 to 86% 
in 2019, which effectively enhanced operational stability and reduced diesel consumption, energy consumption 
and exhaust gas emissions. In terms of lighting, Kaohsiung Terminal Div. replaced a total of 11 less energy-
efficient high-pressure sodium (HPS) lamps / quartz lamps with energy-saving LED lamps. To avoid the 
emission of ozone-depleting substances, a total of 70 air conditioners that originally used chlorofluorocarbons
(R-22) were phased out and replaced with energy-saving R-410A refrigerant models in 2019.

-CQJUKWPI�6GTOKPCN�&KX��CPF�QHſEG�DWKNFKPIU

Energy consumption at Kaohsiung Terminal Div. in the past 3 years

Gasoline consumption (liter)

20182017 2019

1,467,566 1,007,457 1,086,669

42,306 35,641 37,675

1.29 1.23 1.26

Diesel oil receiving amount (liter)

Fuel oil intensity (liter / work load)

Total electricity consumption (kWh)

20182017 2019

22,589,680 21,274,283 24,414,865

45,072,653 39,947,664 40,091,825

3.54 3.40 3.67

Power consumption for
 hosting machine (kWh)

Hosting machine power use
intensity (kWh / work load)

GHG emissions of Kaohsiung Terminal Div. in the past 3 years

Indirect GHG emissions (ton CO2e)

20182017 2019

3,935.66 2,706.09 2,917.12

23,798.36 22,131.01 21,368.94

Direct GHG emissions (ton CO2e)

Note 1：Scope 1 (direct) GHG emissions are calculated using the CO2 equivalent generated by company vehicles. Scope 2 (indirect) 
GHG emissions are calculated using the CO2 equivalent generated by electricity used for yard equipment and reefer container. 
KP�VJG�QHſEG�DWKNFKPI��)*)�GOKUUKQPU�CTG�UWOOCTK\GF�WUKPI�VJG�QRGTCVKQPCN�EQPVTQN�OGVJQF��'UVKOCVKQP�OGVJQF�CPF�UQWTEG�QH�
factor: Energy emission = Energy consumption * GHG emission factor; the GHG emission factor is based on the GHG emission 
factor management table 6.03 edition issued by the MOEA Industrial Development Bureau (IPCC 4th Evaluation Report, 
January 2017) in 2018 and on the GHG emission factor management table 6.04 edition (IPCC 5th Evaluation Report, June 
2019) in 2019.

Note 2：Work load refers to the number of containers handled by cranes (diesel or electric-powered).

20182017 2019

3.78 3.51 3.24GHG emission intensity (ton CO2e / load)

Note 1：Electricity use is based on actual energy consumption; gasoline use is based on refueling slips.
Note 2：EUI = Externally purchased electricity / Total building floor area (28036.4 M2) .

Note 1：Scope 1 (direct) GHG emissions are calculated using the CO2 equivalent generated by company vehicles. Scope 2 (indirect) 
GHG emissions are calculated using the CO2�GSWKXCNGPV�IGPGTCVGF�D[�GNGEVTKEKV[�WUGF�KP�VJG�QHſEG�DWKNFKPI��)*)�GOKUUKQPU�CTG�
summarized using the perational control method.

Note 2：Estimation method and source of factor: Energy emission = Energy consumption * GHG emission factor. Source of Scope 1 
GHG emissions: The GHG emission factor is based on the GHG emission factor management table 6.03 edition issued by 
the MOEA Industrial Development Bureau (IPCC 4th Evaluation Report, January 2017) in 2017 and 2018 and on the GHG 
emission factor management table 6.04 edition (IPCC 5th Evaluation Report, June 2019) in 2019; three-year data were 
recalculated, those sources of GHG emission include CO2. Scope 2 was calculated using the site-based method. Starting from 
2019, the electricity emission factor management table issued by the Ministry of Economic Affairs was used and traced back to 
2017 and 2018.

Note 3：GHG emission intensity = Carbon emission of externally purchased electricity / Total building floor area (28036.4 M2) .

)*)�GOKUUKQPU�QH�QHſEG�DWKNFKPI�KP�VJG�RCUV���[GCTU

'PGTI[�EQPUWORVKQP�QH�QHſEG�DWKNFKPI�KP�VJG�RCUV���[GCTU

Total electricity consumption (kWh)

20182017 2019

7,764 7,952 7,212

6,585,200 6,287,400 6,125,600

234.88 224.26 218.49

Gasoline consumption (liter)

Energy use intensity (EUI) (kWh / M2)

Indirect GHG emissions (ton CO2e)

20182017 2019

17.57 18.00 16.32

3,490.16 3,483.22 3,264.94

0.13 0.12 0.12

Direct GHG emissions (ton CO2e)

GHG emission intensity (ton CO2e / M2)
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20182017 2019

 71,622,174.14

2,076,298.55

73,566,483.86

1,858,338.87

67,366,188.10

1,857,629.90

2,012.48

78,443,556.11

1,752.15

80,980,259.52 

1,804.16

77,852,774.87

 4,743,070.95 5,553,684.64 8,627,152.70

Note 1：The energy conversion coefficient is based on the Heat Content of Energy Products table (2018.6.20) published by the MOEA 
Energy Bureau.

Note 2：The 2017 and 2018 data in this table were recalculated.

Note：Data in this table were updated for the retrospective adjustment to GHG emissions of the office building in 2017 and 2018.

Energy consumption of Evergreen Marine (unit : GJ)

Evergreen Marine’s GHG emissions

Gasoline

Total

Scope 2 GHG emissions

Diesel

20182017

Energy type

Energy type 2019

5,927,034.23 6,142,095.09 5,906,832.44

27,288.52  25,614.23 24,633.88

Heavy fuel oil

Electricity

Scope 1 GHG emissions

To fulfill our commitment to environmental protection, Evergreen Marine adopts the following methods to 
reduce the rate of CO2 emissions:
a. Carry out the ship revitalization plan.
b. Reduce the speed of a ship to sail at a slow speed.
c. Monitor the fuel consumption and engine operation of ships throughout the course to ensure the thrust of 

the engine.
d. Provide real-time weather information with the weather navigation system for the fleet to choose the best 

route and maximize fuel efficiency.
e. Improve the efficiency of cargo loading / unloading to shorten the duration of calls at ports.
f.  Properly plan the cargo space of a ship to maximize economic benefits.
g.  Apply special anti-fouling coating to the hull.
h. Turn off unnecessary equipment such as lights and pumps.

4.2.2 Energy Saving and Carbon Reduction Outcomes 

Ships at sea

Evergreen Marine is continuing to work with Weathernews Inc. (WNI) to step up our monitoring of fleet fuel 
consumption. We hope that this will optimize fuel efficiency, reduce carbon emissions and make a difference 
to the environment.

Weather navigation

Evergreen Marine takes two measures to reduce CO2 emissions. First, we stay in contact with the shipping 
registry. The shipping registry has formulated verification guidelines to meet international carbon emissions 
monitoring and reporting requirements, providing a reliable basis for conducting subsequent verification 
in a timely manner. Second, we organize training to understand International environmental regulations 
requirements, develop implementation guides and monitoring plans, and implement the monitoring and 
reporting requirements. Existing data monitoring and analytical methods are assessed to determine if they 
satisfy the requirements so that the appropriate measure can be put into place. A system for collecting the 
data required by environmental regulations can then be developed to build a data-collection platform. These 
measures not only help prepare for the implementation of MRV regulations, but also provide an accurate 
electronic record of our own operational data. The data can be used to facilitate centralized management and 
analysis of fleet performance so that improvements can be made.

According to the carbon emission monitoring requirements under the IMO's Data Collection System (DCS) 
and EU's MRV, the Evergreen fleet reports relevant data annually to obtain certification, and keeps abreast 
of emission reduction issues and the latest trends.

Note 1：Refer to MEPC Circ.471 29 July 2005 for further information on the fuel oil CO2 emission factor; heat value was based on the 
Heat Value of Energy Products table published by the Energy Bureau.

Note 2：RTA: required time of arrival.
Note 3：Energy conservation calculations used the average annual fuel consumption of the same voyage as the baseline; reduction in 

fuel consumption was the sum of the average reductions in fuel consumption on each optimized route.
Note 4：The types of GHG included in the calculations were CO2.

Energy conservation and carbon reduction plan for ships at sea

Route optimization

Total

Ship speed optimization

Reduction in energy 
consumption (MJ)

Reduction in fuel
consumption (ton)Plan

Reduction in GHG 
emissions (ton) 

16,273 571,925 50,674

7,075

31,378

248,656

1,102,799

22,031

97,710

8,030 282,219 25,005

RTA optimization

Evergreen Marine
Philosophy

WNI provided the Evergreen Fleet with weather navigation services on 2,122 voyagers in 
2019. Using weather observation data to calculate the optimum route saved 7,075 tons of fuel 
compared to average annual fuel consumption for the same segments. Evergreen Marine also 
employed big data analytics to continuously optimize ship speed, improve fuel efficiency and 
reduce emissions. Fleet status and port arrivals are also closely monitored to optimize their 
arrival time, reduce waiting times and reduce fuel consumption.

For more information on concrete actions, please refer to the "Philosophy" section on the website.
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The “Pacific Greenhouse Gases Measurement Project” (PGGM) launched by Taiwan in 2008 set up the 
largest atmospheric and maritime GHG monitoring platform in the world. Evergreen Marine joined PGGM 
in 2009 by assisting with the collection of atmospheric data at the marine boundary under 100 meters for 
research into global warming and climate change, of which the data is used to help understand the changes 
in atmospheric CO2  concentration.

When ships are sailing at sea, they are required to strictly comply with the Evergreen standards and 
operating procedures for environmental protection and pollution prevention. Evergreen Marine became the 
ſTUV�UJKRRKPI�EQORCP[�KP�VJG�YQTNF�VQ�JGNR�KP�VJG�EQNNGEVKQP�QH�VJG�OCTKPG�DQWPFCT[�OGCUWTGOGPV�FCVC�

To reduce carbon emissions, Evergreen Marine upholds the principle of one-time transport of empty 
containers to avoid unnecessary transshipment, and ships and railways are the priority transportation 
for empty containers. To reduce unnecessary container maintenance, water consumption and carbon 
emissions, Evergreen Marine promotes the retiring of old containers and optimizes container repair and 
cleaning management. In terms of loaded containers, Evergreen Marine assists customers in saving costs 
based on their needs by arranging trains or barges for transportation as much as possible to reduce energy 
consumption and GHG emissions.

Kaohsiung Terminal Div. continues to replace 1000W HPS lamps with 400W LED lamps, which is expected 
to save 21,852 kWh of electricity each year.

6JG�EQORWVGT�TQQO�QP�VJG��PF�HNQQT�QH�VJG�QHſEG�DWKNFKPI�YCU�KPUVCNNGF�YKVJ�OQTG�GPGTI[�GHſEKGPV�GSWKROGPV��
which reduced about 160,000 kWh of electricity throughout the year.

#UUKUVCPEG�KP�VJG�2))/�
2CEKſE�)TGGPJQWUG�)CU�/GCUWTGOGPV��2TQLGEV

Shore operations

Note：According to IPCC 6.04 and the GHG emission factor issued by the Energy Bureau in 2018, CO2e / kWh = 0.533.

Energy conservation and carbon reduction plan for shore operations

Installation of LED lamps in 
gantry cranes

Total

Replacement of 
computer equipment

Reduction in energy 
consumption (MJ)

Energy saving
(kWh)QTYPlan

Reduction in GHG 
emissions (kgCO2e)

11,5328 41,515.2 6,147 

10,3203

181,85212

37,152

64,667.2

5,501 

96,927

160,0001 576,000 85,280 

Installation of LED lamps 
in bridge cranes

At the 70th MEPC meeting, the IMO passed a resolution limiting all marine fuels worldwide to a sulfur content 
of no more than 0.5% by 2020. There is no doubt that this decision represents a major challenge for the 
global shipping industry. SOx emissions by the Evergreen Fleet totaled 83,945 tons in 2019. Starting in 2020, 
the sulfur content of fuel oil should be less than 0.5% mm by weight; especially in special SOx emission 
control areas, the sulfur content of fuel oil should be reduced to 0.1% mm. Centering attention on sustainable 
development, Evergreen Marine undertakes to implement the environmental protection policy, so as to 
reduce the fuel sulfur content. In response to the 2020 global sulfur limit, Evergreen Marine has installed SOx 
scrubbers and purchased low-sulfur fuel to reduce SOx emissions.

4.3 Emissions Management

4.3.1 Sulfur Oxide Emissions

SOx emissions in the past 3 years

Note1：SOx emission = Sulfur content * (% weight) x 20 (g / kg fuel) .
Note2：SOx emission rate = SOx emission / Number of containers / sailing distance.

Installation of SOx scrubber

In response to the 2020 global sulfur limit released by the IMO, Evergreen Marine has designated the 
personnel to visit flue-gas desulfurization (SOx scrubber) equipment manufacturers since 2017. In 
������VJG�%QORCP[�UVCTVGF�VQ�RNCP�QP�TGſVVKPI�VJG�GZKUVKPI�UJKRU�VJCV�CTG�UWKVCDNG�HQT�VJG�KPUVCNNCVKQP�
of SOx scrubber equipment; newly built ships have been installed with SOx scrubber equipment and 
FGPKVTKſECVKQP�GSWKROGPV�VJCV�OGGVU�VJG�6KGT�+++�TGSWKTGOGPVU�FWTKPI�EQPUVTWEVKQP��6JG�KPUVCNNCVKQP�QH�
51Z�UETWDDGT�GSWKROGPV�CPF�FGPKVTKſECVKQP�GSWKROGPV�KU�HQNNQYGF�D[�VJG�TGRCKT�CPF�OCKPVGPCPEG�QH�
such equipment. Our ship crew members are trained by equipment manufacturers for the operation 
CPF�TGRCKT�CPF�OCKPVGPCPEG�QH�51Z�UETWDDGT�GSWKROGPV�CPF�FGPKVTKſECVKQP�GSWKROGPV�

During the installation of a SOx scrubber, the main cabin structure is segmented and elevated to 
place the huge SOx scrubber in the hull; an exhaust pipe is connected to guide exhaust from the 
OCKP�CPF�CWZKNKCT[�GPIKPGU�VQ�VJG�VQYGT��6JG�ſNNGT�KP�VJG�VQYGT�
WNVTC�VYQ�YC[�UVCKPNGUU�UVGGN��KU�WUGF�
VQ�KPETGCUG�VJG�EQPVCEV�CTGC�DGVYGGP�VJG�GZJCWUV�CPF�UGCYCVGT��HWTVJGT�UGRCTCVKPI�UWNſFG�HTQO�HNWG�
gas and bringing it into the sea. The scale of installation is tremendous.

20182017Emission intensity (g / TEU - KM) 2019

0.95 0.947 0.926SOx

Early stage of installation Mid stage of installation Late stage of installation
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4.3.2 Nitrogen Oxide Emissions 

Annex VI of the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution From Ships (MARPOL) has NOx 
emission standards for marine diesel engines. The emission controls are divided into three phases: Tier I, 
Tier II, and Tier III.

Ships at sea

NOx emission standards under Annex VI of MARPOL

NOx emission standards (g / kWh)

Tier Effective period NOx emission standards, g / kWh

����TGXUŭGPIKPG�URGGF������TGXU'PIKPG�URGGF�����TGXU 'PIKPG�URGGFŮ������TGXU
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Source：IMO website and Annex VI of MARPOL

Tier III is only applicable to the NOx emission control zone (Tier II still applies outside the control zone).

17 9.8

7.7

1.963.4

14.4 44 . rev 0.23

45. rev 0.2

9 . rev 0.2

January 1, 2000 ~ 
December 31, 2010

Tier I

Tier II (Global)

Tier III (NOx Emission Control Areas)

Engine speed

January 1, 2011 ~ 
December 31, 2015

After January 1, 2016

Tier
I

Tier
II

Tier 
III

Comprehensive NOx emission controls are implemented by the Evergreen fleet during ship construction, 
equipment upgrades, and voyages to ensure proper emission controls at all times. New ships are installed 
with main engines and generators that meet the low-NOx emission rate requirements for Tier I, Tier II or 
6KGT�+++��CU�CRRTQRTKCVG��#NN�VJG�ECNKDTCVKQP��TGRNCEGOGPV�YKVJ�URCTG�RCTVU��QT�TGſVVKPI�VJCV�OC[�CHHGEV�VJG�01Z�
GOKUUKQP�TCVG�CTG�ECTTKGF�QWV�CEEQTFKPI�VQ�VJG�VGEJPKSWG�ſNG�QH�VJG�OCPWHCEVWTGT��6JG�RCTCOGVGTU�QH�VJG�OCKP�
engine (or generator) are recorded in the Main Engine (or Generator) Record Book for the administration 
of the port state to check, if needed, to ensure compliance with the emission standard specified in the 
international convention. D-type, E-type, U-type and S-type ships in the current Evergreen fleet conform to 
the Tier I emission standard. L-type and B-Type ships conform to the Tier II emission standard.

$WKNV�YKVJ�C�PGY�IGPGTCVKQP�QH�OQTG�GHſEKGPV�CPF�GEQ�HTKGPFN[�FGUKIP����PGY��������6'7�(�V[RG�UJKRU�YKNN�DG�
delivered in 2020. They are one of the few ships in the industry that meet the IMO's Tier III NOx emission 
standards. Compared with the Tier II emission standard, NOx emissions are reduced by 76%. It also 
manifests Evergreen Marine's long-term commitment to environmental protection.

4.3.3 Ozone Depleting Substances

Kaohsiung Terminal Div. uses diesel (E-RTG) gantry cranes / empty container stackers, and gantry cranes 
are powered by municipal power when the operation permits. The consumption of municipal power increased 
from 85% in 2018 to 86% in 2019. As empty container stackers are currently unable to be powered by 
municipal power, old engines will be replaced with environmentally-friendly ones to reduce NOx emissions.

Shore operations

The ozone layer's primary function is to block UV radiation from entering the atmosphere. The ozone layer 
began shrinking in the 1970s in a phenomenon known as the ozone hole. The hole in the ozone layer 
increases the amount of UV radiation reaching the Earth. Consequences include an increase in the number 
of people suffering from diseases and the extinction of some species. The main cause of ozone depletion is 
the catalytic effect that chlorine and bromine compounds have on the breakdown of ozone. The chief source 
of these halogens are chlorofluorocarbons (CFC) released at the ground level. The Montreal Protocol signed 
in 1987 placed restrictions on the production of CFCs and other ozone depleting substances. To manage the 
emissions of ozone-depleting substances, the IMO passed an amendment to MARPOL Annex VI that took 
effect on July 1, 2010, requiring that ships should record the use of refrigerants.

Evergreen Marine's fleet is required to manage and record all refrigerants. Thus, the next generation of 
eco-friendly refrigerants are now used aboard our green ships. In addition to compliance with international 
emission regulations and being not damaging to the Earth’s ozone layer, its Global Warming Potential (GWP) 
of less than 2,000 will help control the Greenhouse Effect. There has been no emission of ozone depleting 
substances since 2017.

NOx emissions in the past 3 years (Unit: g / TEU-KM)

Note：01Z�GOKUUKQP���'OKUUKQP�QP�VJG�EGTVKſECVG���GHHGEVKXG�QWVRWV�
�����TWPPKPI�JQWTU�
 NOx emission rate = NOx emission / number of containers / sailing distance.
 (Certified emissions: The NOx emission recorded on the EIAPP (Engine International Air Pollution Prevention Certificate) 

indicates how many grams of NOx are produced per kW of engine output per 1 hour of operation)

20182017Energy intensity 2019

1.252 1.226 1.183NOx
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33,298
Annual tap water 

consumption (liter)

Sewage treatment 
volume (CMD)

25,798 25,377

8,686 6,121 7,968

Evergreen Marine's fleets use the residual heat generated by recycling the engine cooling water. The low-
temperature vacuum heat exchanger is used to distill seawater and produce about 20-30 tons of fresh water 
per day, which is sufficient for shipping equipment and living requirements on board, in order to reduce 
the consumption of terrestrial water resources. Waste water produced on the ship sailing on the seas are 
ENCUUKſGF�KPVQ�VQ�GPIKPG�TQQO�DKNIG�YCVGT�CPF�ITG[YCVGT�

Engine room bilge water must be processed using an oil-water separator that satisfies MARPOL 
requirements and meet the following conditions before it can be discharged into the sea: specified ship 
speed, oil concentration is below 15 ppm, and ship is in non-Antarctic waters. All Evergreen Marine ships use 
MARPOL-compliant oil-water separators to process the bilge water before they are legal discharged at more 
than 15 / 25 nautical miles. Our coastal and port environmental protection policy exceeds the requirements of 
MARPOL.

Greywater refers to runoff from dish-washing, bathing, laundry, showers and wash-basins. Greywater 
disposal is currently not covered by MARPOL. Evergreen Marine has nevertheless exceeded MARPOL 
requirements by installing or modifying grey water storage tank. All new ship built will be equipped with grey 
YCVGT�UVQTCIG�VCPM�KP�VJG�HWVWTG�CPF�KV�JCU�PQY�DGGP�ſVVGF�VQ�CNOQUV����UJKRU��)TG[YCVGT�KU�PQV�FKUEJCTIGF�
within 15 / 25 nautical miles of the seashore and is instead stored in the shipboard greywater tank.

Kaohsiung Terminal channels wastewater from container washing and cranes to the waste water treatment 
plants at Terminal No.4 and Terminal No.5. Water quality audits are also conducted by the designated 
RGTUQPPGN�CV�CP[�VKOG�CPF�D[�VJG�SWCNKſGF�UGTXKEG�RTQXKFGT�QP�C�TGIWNCT�DCUKU�VQ�OCKPVCKP�C�EQPUVCPV�YCVEJ�
over discharge standards. When the discharge water quality is lower than environmental protection standards 
CPF�TGNGXCPV�NCYU�CPF�TGIWNCVKQPU��RTQHGUUKQPCN�UGTXKEG�RTQXKFGTU�YKNN�DG�GPICIGF�VQ�JGNR�ſPF�QWV�VJG�ECWUGU�
and make improvements.

4.4 Water Resource Management

Ships at sea

Shore operations

Water consumption in the past 3 years

Kaohsiung 
Terminal

2017 2018 2019Operation

100,932 103,217 88,643

Item

Fresh water supply to 
the ship (ton)Ships at sea

In accordance with environmental protection initiatives starting in 2018, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) such as 
R-12 and hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) such as R-22 are to be prohibited in 2020 at the Kaohsiung 
Terminal Div. The replacement of air conditioning equipment is of necessity. In 2019, Kaohsiung Terminal 
Div. undertook the replacement of air conditioning equipment. A total of 70 R-22 refrigerants were replaced 
with eco-friendly R-410A refrigerants to avoid emissions of ozone depleting substances.

Evergreen Marine 
QHſEG�DWKNFKPI

Annual tap water 
consumption (liter)

25,904 25,370 25,006

Waste disposal plans have been developed for dealing with all solid or liquid wastes produced aboard 
our ships. Waste disposal is carried out in strict accordance with international and local environmental 
TGIWNCVKQPU��#NN�'XGTITGGP�HNGGVU�JCXG�C�YCUVG�OCPCIGOGPV�RNCP�VJCV�URGEKſGU�JQY�YCUVG�UJQWNF�DG�JCPFNGF��
Records are also kept of all waste disposal to comply with the requirements of international environmental 
regulations.

4.5 Waste Management

To comply with the requirements of international environmental protection conventions, Evergreen Marine 
has developed a comprehensive fleet waste management plan for all hazardous waste and solid waste 
RTQFWEGF�CDQCTF�QWT�UJKRU��6JG�ſXG�MG[�RTKPEKRNGU�CTG�EQNNGEVKQP��UQTVKPI��FKURQUCN��TGVGPVKQP��CPF�TGEQTFKPI��
Every Evergreen ship is equipped with stainless steel rubbish bins for sorting waste. Crew members and 
visitors can drop their rubbish in the appropriate bins instead of throwing them into the thus causing marine 
pollution.

The fleet waste management plan has been developed in accordance with Annex V of MARPOL. In addition 
to the reduction of waste and hazardous substances, waste is encouraged to be discharged onshore for 
recycling, reuse, and reduction. The 15 / 25 nautical miles policy was developed by Evergreen Marine in line 
with international regulations and regional requirements to protect the environment around the coast and 
port. The extension of environmental regulations and high management standards adopted demonstrate our 
commitment to protecting the environment.

Our waste management policy requires waste to be sorted into the flammable or nonflammable categories. 
Flammable waste, including rags contaminated with oil, wooden cases, cartons, used napkins and other 
wastes that cannot be reclaimed, are incinerated aboard the ship. The ash is then processed to avoid the 
ETGCVKQP�QH� VQZKE�RQNNWVCPVU�CPF�VTCPUHGTTGF�VQ�SWCNKſGF�UJQTG�UKFG�EQPVTCEVQTU� HQT�RTQRGT�FKURQUCN��9CUVGF�
UJKR�UWRRNKGU�CTG�TGE[ENGF�D[�VJG�UWRRNKGTU�QT�JCPFGF�QXGT�VQ�SWCNKſGF�EQPVTCEVQTU�HQT�FKURQUCN�

Every Evergreen container is equipped with waste incineration equipment that satisfy the relevant 
regulations. The unloading of oily rags and greasy sludge produced during ship operations is now banned by 
an increasing number of countries. Shipboard rags and sludge are therefore disposed of in accordance with 
regulatory standards using the incinerator aboard the ship, leading to an increase in the amount of ashes 
generated over recent years.

Ships at sea

Ash analysis

Average quantity (per ship)

20182017 2019

78.900 75.558 72.108

0.7812 0.657 0.606

Total quantity

2017 2018 2019Item
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5NWFIG�TGHGTU�VQ�VJG�WPWUCDNG�QKN�TGUKFWG�NGHV�CHVGT�OCTKPG�HWGN�KU�RTQEGUUGF�D[�VJG�HWGN�QKN�RWTKſGT��#NN�UNWFIG�
produced by the fleet are collected and measured in waste oil tanks for reclamation by sludge vendors. All 
unloading receipts or documentation are retained by each ship for at least three years for inspection by the 
relevant authorities.

When heavy oil is burned in the ship’s power plant, this produces tons of sludge. To reduce environmental 
pollution, Evergreen Marine arranges for sludge to be recovered by contractors and sent to government-
approved processing organizations for refuse. The main engine, generator, auxiliary boilers, pumping and 
piping systems also receive regular maintenance to improve fuel combustion efficiency and reduce the 
amount of waste oil & water produced.

Sludge analysis

Average quantity (per ship)

20182017 2019

40,640.1 42,519.8 40,644.3

394.56 369.737 344.4

Total quantity

Shore operations

Waste disposal in the past 2 years

Item Type Disposal 
method Unit

Disposal 
volume

2018

Disposal 
volume

2019
Remark

Ships 
at sea

Incinerator 
ashes

Recycling m3 75 70

The scope does not include domestic 
waste, operational waste, kitchen scraps 
and medical waste unloaded in port.
The international unit used for unloading 
of shipboard waste in port is m3 so no 
data is available for weight.
The method of disposal depends on the 
relevant regulations of the port nation. 
Removal and disposal is carried out by 
port-approved operators.

Waste oil Recycling m3 42,519 40,644

At Kaohsiung Terminal, waste management is divided into recyclable waste and non-recyclable waste, and 
all units are required to properly classify and manage waste for recycling. General domestic garbage is 
ENCUUKſGF�KPVQ�URGEKſE�UVQTCIG�CTGCU��CPF�SWCNKſGF�UGTXKEG�RTQXKFGTU�CRRTQXGF�D[�VJG�CWVJQTKV[�CTG�GPVTWUVGF�
for daily cleaning in each unit; garbage is collected and transported for incineration on a regular basis to keep 
the overall terminal clean and tidy.

Recycling boxes for general garbage, paper, metal, glass, plastics are set up on all floors of the office 
building, and employees are required to recycle wastes by a 3-stage process: wash, crush, sort / store, in 
order to reduce the costs for waste disposal and improve recycling quality. Waste is regularly disposed in 
designated incinerators, with the general waste volume of 97.53 tons and the recyclable waste volume of 6.1 
tons in 2019.

Item Type Disposal 
method Unit

Disposal 
volume

2018

Disposal 
volume

2019
Remark

Shore 
operations

Kaohsiung 
Terminal

Domestic 
waste

Incineration Ton 256.7 213.9

The raw data for 
waste tires and 
waste oil does not 
include weight. 
Their quantities 
are also relatively 
small, so they were 
not in-cluded in the 
statistics.

Waste 
hardware 
and waste 

paper

Recycling Ton 262.76 297.18

Evergreen 
/CTKPG�QHſEG�

building

Domestic 
waste

Incineration Ton 98.6 97.53 Incineration

Recycling Recycling Kilogram 4,220 6,100
Recycled by the 
recycling company
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The International Maritime Organization (IMO) established the “International Convention 
for the Safe and Environmentally Sound Recycling of Ships” which is also called “the 
Hong Kong Convention,” in 2009. The Hong Kong Convention comprises the control and 
regulation of the vessel’s entire service life including design, construction, operation and 
recycling. It aims to enhance safety in the ship recycling industry; maintain environmental 
protection standards; reinforce regulation of ship design, construction, operation and 
demolition and, in particular, raise the environmental protection standards of ship recycling 
facilities. The Hong Kong Convention established the certification of shipyards and their 
reporting systems. As it applies to ship recycling yards, the Hong Kong Convention seeks 
to protect workers and the residents nearby the yards from risks to their health, and also 
to preclude, minimize and even eliminate negative effects to the environment from ship 
recycling. The Hong Kong Convention requires shipyards to establish a management 
system controlling detailed planning of, and the professional capability to demolish ships 
responsibly. Nevertheless, the Hong Kong Convention so far has not been comprehensively 
enforced by government contracting.

The EU has used the Hong Kong Convention as a model to establish its own regulation of 
ship recycling, which is applied to all vessels flying flags of the EU states. This regulation 
came into force in 2013 and contains mandatory guidelines for all stages of a vessel’s life-
cycle from construction, through operation to decommissioning.

Shipping is a global industry and vessels are the most important assets of shipping companies. In order 
to reduce the impact of vessels operations on the ocean’s ecology and the global environment in general, 
Evergreen Line has devoted itself to planning the complete life cycle of its vessels from design, construction, 
operation and ultimately to decommissioning. When a vessel is decommissioned and recycled, not only can 
valuable and reusable resources such as steel be fully recycled, but the waste and pollutant which might 
be dangerous to human beings and environment must be processed properly. Evergreen demands that the 
buyers of its decommissioned vessels choose a “Green-Ship Recycling” shipyard which is certified by the 
internationally recognized Hong Kong Convention.

Evergreen Group takes the lead in response to the EU's regulation of ship recycling and the International 
Convention for the Safe and Environmentally Sound Recycling of Ships (the Hong Kong Convention) and 
has 75 ships voluntarily complying with the Hong Kong Convention and receiving a certificate of an Inventory 
of Hazardous Materials Part 1 (IHM Part 1). Whatever the date of construction of its vessel to be recycled 
in the future, Evergreen will commit to fulfill the compliance obligation of applicable green ship’s recycling 
regulations which we subscribed.

Green Ship Recycling Policy

101

Evergreen Line’s Policy for Ship Demolition and Recycling:

The Evergreen Line’s Policy for Ship Demolition and Recycling classifies ships according to their periods of 
construction. For more information, please refer to the corporate website.

●  The existing ships constructed before 2009: Even though there was no related regulations covering ship 
demolition and recycling when these ships were constructed, Evergreen Group still volunteers to act 
according to the Hong Kong Convention.

●  The existing ships constructed between 2009 to 2019: When a new ship is delivered, Evergreen has upheld 
the spirit of the Hong Kong Convention in order to maintain the Green Passport certification. When such a 
vessel is resold, Evergreen also requests the buyer to choose a “Green-Ship Recycling” shipyard, certified 
by the Hong Kong Convention.

●  The new ships constructed after 2020: When such new ships are completed, Evergreen will voluntarily 
ensure that they comply with the Hong Kong Convention or the regulation of ship recycling set up by the 
EU. When the vessel is eventually resold, Evergreen will also ensure that the buyer utilizes a “Green-Ship 
Recycling” shipyard which is certified by the Hong Kong Convention to carry out the recycling.

Evergreen Marine official website
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Ballast water is the most convenient method of ensuring the safety and stability of ships. Discharging ballast 
water and sediments at will however leads to the transfer of harmful aquatic organisms and pathogens to 
another port or body of water. Some species may end up causing irreversible harm or impact on the local 
ecology, human health, economy and resources.

The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (1982) and the International Convention for the Control 
and Management of Ships Ballast Water and Sediment 2004 (BWC) explicitly stipulate that "states shall take 
all measures necessary to prevent, reduce and control pollution of the marine environment resulting from the 
use of technologies under their jurisdiction or control, or the intentional or accidental introduction of species, 
alien or new, to a particular part of the marine environment, which may cause significant and harmful 
changes thereto."

The International Convention for the Control and Management of Ships Ballast Water and Sediment 2004 
(BWC) formulated by the IMO aims to prevent, reduce and ultimately eliminate the risks to environment, 
human health, property and resources posed by the transfer of harmful aquatic organisms and pathogens 
through the control and management of ships’ ballast water and sediment.

Evergreen Marine introduces the Ballast Water Treatment System (BWMS) . Ballast water is disinfected by 
BWMS before discharge to greatly reduce the amount of organic matter and pathogenic microorganisms 
such as V. cholerae, E.coli and Enterococcus. Ecological catastrophes caused by the introduction of invasive 
alien species due to the exchange of ballast water in different regions can then be avoided. Evergreen 
Marine has therefore started actively assessing and installing a range of ballast water treatment systems. 
BWMS will be incorporated directly into new-build ships while all existing vessels (all F-type, B-type, and 
.�V[RG�UJKRU�CPF�UQOG�5�V[RG�CPF�'�V[RG�UJKRU��YKNN�DG�RTQITGUUKXGN[�TGſVVGF�YKVJ�VJG�NCVGUV�$9/5�CPF�YKNN�
DG�GSWKRRGF�YKVJ�78�$9/5�VQ�HWNſNN�VJG�IQCN�QH�ITGGP�UJKRRKPI�CPF�RTQVGEVKQP�QH�OCTKPG�GEQNQI[�

4.6 Biodiversity

Ballast water management

6JG�OCKP�V[RGU�QH�$9/5�CTG�ſNVGTU�CPF�78�
disinfection. They also conform to the following 
ballast water discharge standards: 

1. Organic matter equal or greater than 50 
microns in size: The discharge must contain 
less than 10 organic particles per cubic meter 
of ballast water.

2. Organic matter equal or less than 50 microns 
in size: The discharge must contain less than 
10 organic particles per milliliter of ballast 
water.

3. The concentration of V.cholerae (serum O1 
and O139) must be lower than 1 colony-
forming unit (CFU) per 100 ml.

4. The concentration of E.coli must be lower 
than 250 CFU per 100 ml. The concentration 
of Enterococcus must be lower than 100 CFU 
per 100 ml.

Ballast Water Treatment System

Evergreen Marine's participation in the ship speed reduction programs in North America, North Atlantic and 
Panama to reduce the risk to ship strikes for whales has been widely recognized. Evergreen Marine has 
been long committed to the maintenance of marine ecology and the environment at ports. Over the years, 
we have cooperated with gov-ernment agencies, research institutions, cargo owners, and the shipping 
supply chain to launch a number of environmental initiatives. In the future, we will continue our en-deavors 
to promote the sustainable development of the marine environment. We actively participated in the “Vessel 
Speed Reduction Program” sponsored by the National Oce-anic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA ), 
and voluntarily reduced their speed in the Santa Barbara waters off the coasts of Los Angeles and Long 
Beach, as well as San Francisco to protect the air quality and marine ecology of the port communities. We 
won the Silver Award in Santa Barbara and the Gold Award in San Francisco for Ex-cellent Environmental 
Protection in 2019.

The conservation program runs from July to mid-November every year. Under the pro-gram, ships are 
required to reduce their speeds to 10 knots (18.5 miles per hour) or less when passing through the Santa 
Barbara Channel once they are within 95 nautical miles (176 km) of the port. Large marine animals such as 
VJG�DNWG��JWORDCEM�CPF�ſPG�YJCNGU�OKITCVG�KPVQ�VJGUG�YCVGTU�VQ�HGGF�FWTKPI�VJKU�RGTKQF�UQ�TGFWEKPI�XGUUGN�
speed helps with the conservation of these endangered species, and reduces the risk of ship strikes by 
giving the whales more time to get out of the ships’ way.

Sailing at a lower speed also reduces polluting emissions of greenhouse gases and par-ticulate matter. The 
result was a reduction of more than 8,000 metric tons of greenhouse gases and 300 tons of the smog-forming 
nitrogen oxides (NOx). According to a marine conservation analyst at the Santa Barbara Environmental 
Defense Center, slowing ships down helps to protect whales and provides coastal communities with cleaner 
air to breathe.

Preservation of whales
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Chapter 05
Talent Development and Social Inclusion

5.1 Talent Recruitment and Retention

5.1.1 Personnel Overview

Evergreen Marine has continued to recruit talented people to strengthen our team advantage in response to 
our medium- and long-term strategies, deployment in global networks, development in emerging markets, 
and expansion in joint operations. A total of 1,844 people is employed by Evergreen Marine as of December 
31, 2019. The 1,398 in shore duties were assigned to ship owner departments and Kaohsiung Container 
Terminal. Agency and expatriate personnel are not counted. A total of 446 employees are assigned to 
sea duties, including 418 R.O.C. nationals and 28 foreigners (including seamen from Asian and European 
countries). Except for 6 temporary employees, including 1 occupational health physicians, 1 assistant, and 
4 retired personnel who were rehired, all employees of Evergreen Marine (approximately 99.67%) were full-
time. All of our employees were covered by the Labor Standards Act or Maritime Labour Convention (MLC).

Number of employees in 2019
(based on contract type and gender)

Female Male Total

Permanent 386 1,452 1,838

Contract 1 5 6

Number of employees in 2019
(based on gender and age)

Female Male Total

Over 60 3 99 102

50-59 34 262 296

40-49 132 461 593

30-39 103 392 495

20-29 115 243 358

Permanent

Contract

Over 60

40-49

50-59

30-39

20-29

0.33%

99.67%

5.53%

16.05%

32.17%
26.84%

19.41%

Note：Management positions include Junior management (deputy manager & manager), middle management (deputy junior VP & junior 
VP), and top management (deputy senior VP & above).

Number of employees in 2019 (based on gender and educational background)

Number of employees in 2019 (based on gender and management position)

Female Male Total Percentage

Master's degree 57 119 176 9.54%

Bachelor's degree 279 907 1,186 64.32%

Junior college 44 252 296 16.05%

Senior high school (vocational) 7 155 162 8.79%

Junior high school and below 0 24 24 1.30%

Female Male Total Percentage

Top management 2 80 82 4.45%

Middle management 13 130 143 7.75%

Junior management 51 355 406 22.02%

Non-management 321 892 1,213 65.78%

57 119 9.54%

907279 64.32%

24 1.30%

44 16.05%252

51 22.02%355

892 65.78%321

2 4.45%80

13 7.75%130

7 8.79%155

Master's degree

Top management

Non-management

Bachelor's degree

Junior college

Senior high school
(vocational)

Junior high school 
and below

Middle management

Junior management

Female Male

Female Male
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Note：The number of new employees represented new recruits only and did not include employees reinstated from unpaid leave, 
TGJKTGF�CHVGT�TGVKTGOGPV��QT�VTCPUHGTTGF�HTQO�FQOGUVKE�QT�QXGTUGCU�CHſNKCVGU�

Number of new employees in 2019

Number of employees in 2019
(based on gender and work functions)

Female Male Total Percentage

Business 34 209 243 13.18%

Professional 121 278 399 21.64%

Management 211 188 399 21.64%

Technique 14 343 357 19.36%

Ship duty 7 439 446 24.18%

Number of new employees Percentage of new employees by age

Female Male Total Female Male Total

Below 29 41 94 135 35.65% 38.68% 37.71%

30-49 2 28 30 0.85% 3.28% 2.76%

Over 50 0 0 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Number of employees in 2019
(based on gender and educational background)

Permanent Contract Total Percentage

Taiwan 1,810 6 1,816 98.49%

Asia 27 0 27 1.46%

Europe 1 0 1 0.05%

Total 1,838 6 1,844 100.00%

Business

Management

Professional

Technique

 Ship duty

Taiwan

Europe

Asia

98.49%

0.05%1.46%

21.64%

19.36%

24.18%

13.18%

21.64%

0.00%

41

2

37.71%94

2.76%28

Below 29

30-49

Over 50

Note：The number of separated employees included resigned, retiring, or deceased employees 
and employees separated upon expiration of employment contract; employees on unpaid 
NGCXG�QT�VTCPUHGTTGF�VQ�FQOGUVKE�QT�QXGTUGCU�CHſNKCVGU�YGTG�PQV�KPENWFGF�

2019 Employee turnover

Turnover Rate in Taiwan from 2015 to 2019

6JG�VWTPQXGT�TCVG�QH�'XGTITGGP�/CTKPG�JCU�FGETGCUGF�[GCT�D[�[GCT� KP� VJG�RCUV�ſXG�[GCTU��CPF�JCU�HCNNGP�
below 5% in the past two years. An increase in employee retention was manifest. To attract outstanding 
talent, the Company consecutively increased the starting salary of new recruits graduating from colleges /
LWPKQT�EQNNGIGU�KP������CPF�������+P�CFFKVKQP�VQ�C�XCTKGV[�QH�VTCKPKPI�EQWTUGU�CPF�DGPGſVU��YG�CNUQ�RTQXKFGF�
opportunities for employees to rotate to domestic and overseas operations and in sea and shore duties. With 
diverse, equal opportunities for career development, our employees can rest assured that they will grow 
together with Evergreen Marine.

Number of separated employees Percentage of separated employees by age

Female Male Total Female Male Total

Below 29 11 18 29 9.57% 7.41% 8.10%

30-49 7 24 31 2.98% 2.81% 2.85%

Over 50 3 18 21 8.11% 4.99% 5.28%

6.40

5.73
5.71

4.41

Year

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

4.39Turnover rate

7

3

11 8.10%18

18

2.85%

5.28%

24

Below 29

30-49

Over 50

Female Male

Female Male
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Total full-time non-management employee 
salary (unit: NT$)

1,517,064,000 1,763,425,000 246,361,000

Number of full-time non-management 
employees (unit : person)

1,483 1,629 146

Average full-time non-management employee 
salary (unit: NT$)

1,059,000 1,083,000 24,000

Median full-time non-management employee 
salary (unit: NT$)

- 947,799 -

5.1.2 Recruitment

5.1.3 Remuneration System

In 2019, Evergreen Marine and Evergreen International organized a joint recruiting program for shore-side 
employees due to the demands of business growth. Evergreen welcomes new job seekers willing to join 
the team and start from scratch. In 2019, 3 campus recruitment fair and 13 campus recruitment seminars 
were held at universities throughout Taiwan to give students a better understanding of the roles and future 
prospects in the shipping industry. Recruitment advertisements were posted through major print media, our 
corporate website, recruitment websites and university websites. A total of 177 shipping-related personnel 
was employed by Evergreen Marine and Evergreen International in 2019. Ship personnel are recruited 
through the corporate website, seafarer academies or recommendations from training organizations. 
Applications for all grades of navigation and engineering personnel are accepted all year round.

To attract and retain quality talent as well as strengthen our global business team, our remuneration policy 
adheres to labor laws and regulations while providing shore and ship personnel with competitive salary 
packages.

The overall salary of Evergreen Marine is based on individual professional knowledge and skills, individual 
performance and participation at work to encourage employees on continuous self-improvement and 
contribute to the Company’s long-term performance.

The Company provides full-time employee salary for new recruited graduates after they successfully 
complete the probationary period, which is around 1.82 times the basic salary announced by the Ministry 
of Labor on January 1, 2019. In addition, an annual bonus will be distributed at the end of each year based 
on the Company's annual operating performance. If the Company is profitable after the end of the fiscal 
year, the Company will allocate employees’ compensation in the following year in accordance with the 
Company's Articles of Incorporation and Rules for Setting Manager’s Remuneration after the resolution of the 
Remuneration Committee.

Remuneration Policy

Campus recruitment fair Campus recruitment seminar

Evergreen Marine won the
" Most Attractive Employer of 2019 in Sea and Air transportation "
in the survey conducted by Job Bank 1111.

Average full-time non-management employee salary and comparison to the previous year

Regular monthly salary ratio in the past 2 years (male / female)

Note 1：The above non-management employees refer to employees apart from managers in Taiwan-Finance-Securities III No. 
0920001301 of the Financial Supervisory Commission.

Note 2：Salary refers to basic salary plus a fringe amount paid to a worker such as seniority allowances, bonuses (including cash and 
GSWKV[��UWEJ�CU�UVQEM�CPF�UJCTGU���DGPGſVU��QXGTVKOG��NGCXGU��CPF�CP[�QVJGT�CNNQYCPEGU�
G�I���VTCPURQTVCVKQP�CNNQYCPEGU��NKXKPI�
allowances, and childcare allowances).

Note 3：In 2019, the Company started to compile the median salary statistics (948,000 given the actual data declared in thousands New 
Taiwan Dollars); there was no relevant statistics in 2018.

Note 1：Shore duties did not include part-time contractors; ship duties did not include cadet / trainee / trial staff / reemployed retirees.
Note 2：0QV�GPQWIJ�KPHQTOCVKQP�YCU�CXCKNCDNG�HQT�HGOCNG�FGEM�QHſEGTU�KP�UQOG�RQUKVKQPU�UQ�VJCV�VJG�OCNG�HGOCNG�UCNCT[�TCVKQ�UVCVKUVKEU�

QPN[�EQXGTGF�UGEQPF�QHſEGTU���VJKTF�GPIKPGGTU�CPF�VJKTF�QHſEGTU���HQWTVJ�GPIKPGGTU�

Evergreen Marine provides ship personnel with generous remuneration and a safe, working environment. 
The generous compensation packages do not differ on the basis of gender, religion, race or political bias. 
We show respect and tolerance for multi-culturalism in order to build a harmonious and united team at sea. 
Remuneration for national and foreign seafarers must not only meet the standards set by the MOTC and 
the collective bargaining agreement (the proportion of sea personnel covered by the agreement is 100%, 
accounting for 24.18% of total employees) with the International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF). 
Evergreen Marine also seeks to recruit talented personnel through compensation packages that are better 
than domestic and foreign market rates.

6Q�HWNſNN�QWT�UQEKCN�TGURQPUKDKNKV[�QP�UWUVCKPCDNG�EQTRQTCVG�FGXGNQROGPV�� VCTIGV�OCPCIGOGPV�CPF�KPFKXKFWCN�
RGTHQTOCPEG�GXCNWCVKQPU�PQY�PQV�QPN[� KPEQTRQTCVG�UJKR�GPXKTQPOGPVCN�RGTHQTOCPEG��GPGTI[�GHſEKGPE[�CPF�
fuel-conservation into unit targets and employee performance but are also linked to the rewards system. 
For example, new ships under construction must be green and fuel-saving designs; once the ship enters 
operations an optimum balance must be achieved between ship speed and fuel consumption; the ship’s 
officers including the captain and chief engineer must adhere rigorously to environmental regulations 
FWTKPI�VJG�XQ[CIG�CPF�CTG�KUUWGF�DQPWUGU�HQT�HWGN�UCXKPIU�KP�QTFGT�VQ�KORTQXG�QWT�HWNſNNOGPV�QH�UWUVCKPCDNG�
development goals.

2018 2019 Difference

Shore duty Shore dutyShip duty Ship duty

2018 2019

1HſEGTU Ratings 1HſEGTU RatingsNon-
managementManagement Non-

managementManagement

1.06 0.99 1.10 1.100.85 1.01 1.04 0.90
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5.1.4 Performance Evaluation

All of the employees have been subject to regular performance evaluation since their appointment to review 
the results of their work. The result of the evaluation is used as a reference for the development of the career 
in the future.

Shore personnel undergo two performance evaluations administered by their managers and above every 
year based on the work goals set at the start of year, execution of work targets during the year, end-of-
year performance and verified outcomes. Supervisors may also strengthen two-way communication and 
counseling through performance interviews to enhance employee performance and provide career planning. 
The performance enhancement process is activated for under-performing employees to provide counseling, 
corrective action and regular monitoring of results. For new employees, the unit arranges for training and 
organizes ad hoc exams to test their performance. The new employee’s performance in each area is then 
reviewed towards the end of the 3-month probation period. The ratio of shore personnel that underwent 
regular performance evaluations in 2019 was 100%.

6JG�UJKRDQCTF�RGTHQTOCPEG�QH�CEVKXG�UGCOGP�KU�GXCNWCVGF�VYKEG�C�[GCT�D[�VJG�UJKR�QHſEGTU�
ECRVCKP��EJKGH�
GPIKPGGT��ſTUV�OCVG��ſTUV�GPIKPGGT�CPF�DQUWP�� VJTQWIJ�VJG�EQORWVGTK\GF�'XGTITGGP�UGCHCTGT�RGTHQTOCPEG�
evaluation system. Their performance serves as the basis for future decisions on continued employment 
and promotion. New employees are mentored by senior colleagues in the deck or engineering divisions. The 
UJKR�QHſEGTU�VJGP�VGUV�CPF�TGXKGY�VJG�PGY�GORNQ[GGŏU�RGTHQTOCPEG�CV�XCTKQWU�VKOGU�VJTQWIJQWV�VJG���OQPVJ�
probation (trainee) period. The ratio of ship personnel that underwent regular performance evaluations in 
2019 was 100%.

Evaluation of shore personnel

Evaluation of ship personnel

Performance evaluation in 2019

Note：The above data included the annual performance evaluation of shore personnel in September and ship personnel in October; the 
evaluation of new employees upon expiration of probation was not included.

MaleFemale

Management Non-management

Number of employees
subject to evaluation

Number of employees 
evaluated

Percentage of ship 
personnel evaluated

71

287

576

843

MaleFemale

71

287

576

843

MaleFemale

100% 100% 100% 100%

In addition to arranging comprehensive in-service training for all non-management employees on cross-
departmental rotation or reinstated employees to assist employees on quickly becoming more familiar with 
their work, we also conduct learning and adaptation assessments on a regular basis to assist the company 
to grasp the employees’ learning and adaption of new functions and the new environment. The head of 
each unit and the human resources department can know if the employees have problems in learning and 
adaptation and offer timely help. In 2019, a total of 104 people (including Evergreen International shipping-
related personnel) participated in the learning and adaptation assessment.

Learning and adaptation assessment

5.1.5 Employee Benefits

In addition to legal compliance, Evergreen Marine also provides employee benefits beyond statutory 
requirements such as group accident insurance better than that required by the Labor Standards Act, medical 
insurance covering hospitalization and injury for the employees traveling abroad for business, group term 
life insurance with a preferential rate, wedding subsidy and cash gift, bereavement subsidy and condolence 
payment and injury or illness condolence payment, as well as employee health check-ups that are better 
than that of occupational health and safety standards.

+P�CFFKVKQP�VQ�RTQXKFKPI�QHſEKCN�NGCXG��VTCPURQTVCVKQP��CEEQOOQFCVKQP�CPF�TGNQECVKQP�CNNQYCPEGU�HQT�FQOGUVKE�
LQD�TQVCVKQPU��YG�CNUQ�RTQXKFG�UWDUKFKGU�HQT�SWCNKſGF�CRRNKECPVU�VQ�TGPV�JQWUKPI�CPF�XKUKVKPI�HCOKN[�OGODGTU�KP�
accordance with our management regulations. In terms of leave allowance, seafarers eligible for ship-shore 
TQVCVKQP�CTG�ITCPVGF�CPPWCN�NGCXG�FWTKPI�VJG�ſTUV�[GCT�KH�VJG[�CTG�CUUKIPGF�VQ�UJQTG�FWVKGU��;GCTU�QH�UGTXKEG�
for both sea and shore can be counted together to qualify for 7 days of paid annual leave, giving them more 
time with their family.

The Evergreen Marine quality document “Work Instructions for the Protection of Maternal Health in the 
Workplace” implements maternal health protection measures in the workplace. Female employees that 
are pregnant or who gave birth within the past 12 months are interviewed by internal medical personnel. 
A workplace environmental and operating hazards assessment form for maternal health protection is then 
filled out to ensure the safety as well as physical and mental well-being of female employees at work. If 
the assessments find that adjustments to employee duties are necessary then they are interviewed by a 
RJ[UKEKCP�VQ�ſNN�QWV�C�HQTO�QP�OCVGTPCN�JGCNVJ�RTQVGEVKQP�KPVGTXKGY�CPF�TGEQOOGPFCVKQP�QP�YQTM�UWKVCDKNKV[�

Evergreen Marine offers pregnancy leave, childbirth leave and unpaid parental care leave to eligible 
employees in accordance with the promotion of equality in work measures under the Act of Gender Equality 
in Employment. An employee with at least six months of service may apply for unpaid parental care leave for 
each child under the age of 3. Unpaid leave may run until the child reaches the age of 3 but not exceeding 2 
years. The length of unpaid leave for those with two or more children is to be combined and limited to at most 
two years of care for the youngest child. Under the Act, each application for unpaid parental leave should in 
principle run for 6 months. The Company may however agree to employees applying for less than 6 months 
of unpaid leave in order to look after employee needs. Evergreen Marine has set up clean and comfortable 
breast-feeding rooms. We have also contracted with two child-care organizations to provide employees with 
discounted childcare services.

Parental leave
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The Evergreen Marine Labor Pension Preparatory Fund Supervisory Committee was formed in 1986. The 
“Employee Pension Regulations” were drawn up by the Company and pension contributions are continuing 
to be made each month based on the following criteria: 15% of salary for employees on the old system, and 9% 
of salary for employees on the new system that chose to retain their years of service under the old system. 
6JKU�TGIWNCVKQP�EQXGTU�CNN�HWNN�VKOG�GORNQ[GGU��'ORNQ[GGU�VJCV�UGTXGF�YKVJKP�C�RGTKQF�QH�ſHVGGP�[GCTU�
KPENWUKXG��
are provided with 2 basis points annually, while employees who have served for more than 15 years, are 
provided with 1 basis point annually, with a maximum total of 45 basis points. The so-called basis point refers 
to the average basic pay of the six months before retirement.

For employees that opt for the new system introduced by the Labor Pension Act introduced on July 1, 2005, 
Evergreen Marine has consulted on the employees’ willingness to participate in the new or old pension 
system, calculated the years of service in the old pension system, as well as conducted pensions declaration 
and payments in the new system. Hence, employees will receive contributions equal to 6% of their monthly 
salary in accordance with the new system. We also check the balance of the labor pension preparatory 
HWPF�CEEQWPV� VQ�UGG� KH� KV� KU�UWHſEKGPV� VQ�OGGV�CNN� VJG�RGPUKQP�QDNKICVKQPU�HTQO�CNN�GORNQ[GGU�VJCV�YKNN�OGGV�
the conditions for retirement in the upcoming year. Any shortfalls are made up by the end of March in the 
following year. Please refer to pages 108 of the 2019 consolidated financial reports for more information 
regarding the Evergreen Marine pension plan.

In consideration of employee health care and regulatory requirements, Evergreen Marine entrusts the 
environmental monitoring agency approved by the central competent authority to measure carbon dioxide 
EQPEGPVTCVKQP�QH�QHſEG�DWKNFKPIU�GXGT[�UKZ�OQPVJU��6JG�VYQ�OQPKVQTGF�ECTDQP�FKQZKFG�EQPEGPVTCVKQP�TGUWNVU�KP�
2019 did not exceed relevant standards.

Evergreen Marine’s employee cafeteria in Nankang and Taipei can accommodate hundreds of people, 
and employees can “eat safely” thanks to the catering services provided by the Evergreen International 
group catering kitchen, which serve free nutritious and delicious vegetarian and non-vegetarian meals to 
GORNQ[GGU��'XGTITGGP�/CTKPG�JCU�KPUVCNNGF�,CRCPŏU�őŋŒ�YCVGT�U[UVGO�QP�GXGT[�QHſEG�HNQQT�VGC�TQQO�VQ�UWRRN[�
GORNQ[GGU�YKVJ�RWTG�CPF�JKIJ�SWCNKV[�ŋ�YCVGT��CU�YGNN�CU�CP�CWVQOCVKE�EQHHGG�OCEJKPGU�VQ�UWRRN[�GORNQ[GGU�
with free coffee around the clock.

Our Taipei, Nankang and Kaohsiung sites have also set up 24 clubs for three categories of activities (ball 
URQTVU��JGCNVJ�CPF�NQPIGXKV[��QWVFQQTU�CPF�NGKUWTG��CNQPI�YKVJ�ſVPGUU�GSWKROGPV�VQ�GPEQWTCIG�GORNQ[GGU�VQ�
unwind, connect with each other, and enhance their physical / mental well-being. The Company also provide 
UWDUKFKGU�CPF�URQPUQT�RCTV�QH� VJG�GZRGPUGU�HQT�ENWD�CEVKXKVKGU��6JG�ſVPGUU�UGUUKQP�CV��2/�GXGT[�CHVGTPQQP�
helps employees cope with the stresses of work.

In terms of shipboard life, all of our ships are modern container ships that provide a comfortable living 
environment. Full-time chefs prepare nutritious and varied meals for everyone three times a day as well. 
Communication is the top issue for young people today. The majority of Evergreen ships now provides 
versatile communications software that make it easy for mariners to stay in contact with their families.

The Company also organized family ship visits for current seafarers.  When Evergreen ships are docked at 
the Keelung, Taipei, Taichung and Kaohsiung ports in Taiwan, the Seaman Dept. may assist their family 
members with applying for on-board visits on request.

Pension plan

Safe workplace

Recreational activities

#V�VJG������'XGTITGGP�(COKN[�&C[�KP�0QTVJ�6CKYCP��ſXG�TQWPFU�QH�OQXKGU�CPF�NWPEJGU�QT�CHVGTPQQP�VGC�
were organized in Taipei and Taoyuan; a total of 2,237 employees of Evergreen Marine and Evergreen 
International and their family members spent the weekend together for Christmas; two rounds of the 
event were organized at the Taroko Park in Kaohsiung. A total of 773 employees and family members 
turned out for the event and enjoyed the movies and meals and had great fun in the race. This year's 
Family Day in Taiwan set a record for the highest number of participants over the years.

Evergreen Family Day

2019

Female Male

Actual number of applications for parental leave this year 5 0

Number of employees expected to return from parental leave this year 6 0

Number of employees reinstated a fter parental leave this year 5 0

Number of employees reinstated after parental leave in the previous year 9 1

Number of employees still with the Company one year after returning from parental 
leave in the previous year

9 1

Reinstatement rate (%) 83.3%   -

Retention rate (%) 100% 100%

Use of parental leave in 2019
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Online human rights training materials related to company operations have been included by Evergreen 
Marine in the CSR training course of each department’s annual training program. At least 0.5 hours of 
internal training are administered every year. The training course was attended by 99.24% of total employees 
in 2019 with total training hours being 915 hours.

Evergreen provides convenient channels of communication to all stakeholders and responds to stakeholder 
feedback on human rights issues. We place great importance on workplace safety and fundamental 
labor rights at all businesses in our supply chain. All vendor partners are required to not engage in any 
infringement or violation of human rights in their business activities. For detailed management measures and 
performance, please refer to Chapter 3.3 Supplier Management.Evergreen Marine's Human Rights Policy

5.1.6 Human Rights Policies

Evergreen Marine takes human rights very seriously and adheres to the local labor 
and gender equality in employment laws of our global operating sites. We also support 
international guidelines and principles relating to human rights, including the “UN Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights” and the fundamental conventions of the "International 
Labor Organization." Having human rights policies and human rights risk assessment 
and management mechanisms in place, Evergreen Marine aims at achieving the goal of 
"zero violation" of the regulations governing the prohibition against discrimination, sexual 
harassment, bullying, forced labor, and child labor. We also protect our employees' 
freedom of association and implement the "whistle-blowing" system. In 2019, Evergreen 
Marine did not have any violations of human rights. For more information on Evergreen 
Marine's human rights policies, please refer to the corporate website.

Prohibit the use of forced labor

Comply with the Employment Service Act

Establish the “Employee Complaint Regulations” to resolve any labor practice complaints or 
JWOCP�TKIJVU�EQORNCKPVU�XKC�VJG�QHſEKCN�EQORNCKPV�U[UVGO
Set up a whistleblower mailbox for internal and external stakeholders

Formulate the “Regulations Governing the Prevention, Reporting and Punishment of Sexual 
Harassment in the Workplace” and provide clear avenues for complaint and a telephone hotline
+PVTQFWEG�C�RTQEGFWTG�HQT�őRTGXGPVKQP�QH�WPNCYHWN�YJKNG�ECTT[KPI�QWV�QHſEKCN�FWVKGU�KP�VJG�
workplace” to control and prevent unlawful harm in the workplace
Ad hoc advocacy through e-Bulletin board and training seminars
Report harassment aboard via the "Safety Report Mailbox"

Prohibit racial, religious or gender discrimination in the workplace

2TQXKFG�CP�QHſEKCN�EQORNCKPV�U[UVGO�VQ�TGUQNXG�CP[�NCDQT�RTCEVKEG�EQORNCKPVU�QT�JWOCP�
rights complaints

Prohibit the sexual harassment or unlawful harm in the workplace

Identify and support international regulations and principles related to human rights
Comply with local government laws and regulations of the business base
No incidents of forced or compulsory labor on unwilling people by Evergreen Marine

Management regulations explicitly ban the hiring of those under the age of 15.
6JG�ő2GTUQPPGN�'ORNQ[OGPV�9QTM�+PUVTWEVKQPŒ�KU�FGſPGF�D[�'XGTITGGP�/CTKPG��CPF�VJG�OKPKOWO�
requirement for employing shore personnel is a high school education.
Conform to the Seafarer Act in requiring all applicants to be over the age of 16
6JG�KFGPVKſECVKQP�FQEWOGPVU�CPF�QTKIKPCN�CECFGOKE�EGTVKſECVGU�CTG�EJGEMGF�YJGP�PGY�
employees report for duty to prevent the hiring of child labor.

Prohibit the use of child labor

Evergreen Marine 
QHſEKCN�YGDUKVG

Evergreen strives to build a gender-equal workplace. All employees are treated equally in terms of 
remuneration, performance evaluation, promotion and training regardless of gender in accordance with the 
ő)GPFGT�'SWCNKV[� KP�'ORNQ[OGPV�#EV�Œ�'XGTITGGP�/CTKPG�UCY�VJG�HNGGV�GORNQ[� KVU�ſTUV�6CKYCP�DQTP�HGOCNG�
officer in 1999. The quality working environment we promote led to a woman being promoted to captain 
HQT�VJG�ſTUV�VKOG�KP�������YJQ�KU�EWTTGPVN[�UVCVKQPGF�CDTQCF�CPF�JCU�GZRGTKGPEG�QH�YQTMKPI�CV�UGC��QP�UJQTG�
and abroad. In 2019, Evergreen Marine employed a total of 7 female seafarers and 66 female managers for 
shore personnel.

Evergreen Marine has crew members from Taiwan, China, the Philippines, Vietnam, Indonesia, Myanmar, 
and Panama who have beliefs in Buddhism, Taoism, Confucianism, Islam, Catholicism or Christianity. All of 
our crew members respect and tolerate cultural differences. There were no complaints of racial, religious or 
gender discrimination in the workplace by ship crew members in 2019.

Fair promotion and treatment

Respect for crew diversity

To boost the spirit of teamwork among employees 
and their loyalty to the Company and to connect 
with families, the 29th Evergreen Marine Cup 
Basketball Tournament was held from July 
13 through to August 11, 2019. In addition to 
13 basketball games, family games, dance 
performances, and youth basketball camps, as 
well as reward point collection / lucky draws were 
also organized to add fun to the event.

Recruit talent through public communications channels
Set up strict selection procedures and standards to ensure nondiscrimination in our employment 
policy
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Under the enforcement rules for Labor-Management council, labor-management meetings at Evergreen 
Marine are convened at least once every three months. A total of 4 labor-management meetings was held 
in 2019. Key resolutions include extended work hours, night-shifts for women, attendance during natural 
disasters, day-and-night shifts, and the employee work calendar for 2020.

We have established the “Employee Complaint Regulations” as a basis for the employees to seek redress for 
violations of their rights, unfair treatment, or illegal behavior by other employees. An independent reporting 
mailbox is set up under the responsibility of a designated person. The identity of the complainer and the 
EQPVGPVU�QH�VJG�EQORNCKPV�CTG�MGRV�EQPſFGPVKCN��6JG�EQORNCKPGT�KU�RTQVGEVGF�HTQO�CP[�KPCRRTQRTKCVG�VTGCVOGPV�

One labor-management dispute that went to arbitration in 2019. No monetary payments have yet been 
issued over the above case. In addition to ensuring smooth channels of communication with employees, 
the quality of employee communication is also emphasized by Evergreen Marine to minimize the number 
of labor dispute cases. We did not receive, deal with or resolve any labor practice complaints, human rights 
EQORNCKPVU��QT�UQEKCN�KORCEV�EQORNCKPVU�XKC�VJG�QHſEKCN�EQORNCKPV�U[UVGO�KP������

Labor-management council

Employee complaints channel

5.2 Talent cultivation

5.2.1 Education and Training

Evergreen Marine has always embraced the philosophy that “talents are the most important assets of an 
enterprise” espoused by Dr. Chang Yung-Fa, the founder of the Evergreen Group, in teaching young people 
everything from scratch, and providing complete training courses for the employees through training courses, 
case operations, theme lectures, sharing seminars, and on-the-job training. The Company also improves 
the depth and breadth of employees’ professional functions via “rotation schemes,” and provide “expatriate 
assignment” to enhance employees’ international horizons and career development.

Group Founder Dr. Chang Yung-Fa, who has held the position as the captain in the past, attaches great 
importance on training and well-being of seafarers, and an innovative “ship-shore rotation” system at 
Evergreen also provides ship personnel with the opportunity to work on shore. The professional knowledge 
QH�QWVUVCPFKPI�UJKR�RGTUQPPGN�JGNR�KORTQXG�VJG�QXGTCNN�GHſEKGPE[�QH�VJG�UGTXKEG�EJCKP�

Training for Evergreen Marine shore personnel include orientation training, departmental professional 
training, external professional training, management training, and language skills. Fair Trade Act seminars, 
Evergreen Group Loss Prevention forums, occupational safety and health training and workplace health 
promotion seminars are also held at various times. 

Competencies analysis techniques were introduced at Evergreen Marine to develop management knowledge 
and skills for managerial levels. More professional training courses for employees in non-management 
roles will be developed to enrich our employees’ professional know-how. Our long-term target is to build a 
complete competency-based training system.

Training for shore personnel

Orientation
training

Management 
training

Study of 
language

Professional 
training

Sustainability 
issues

Information 
security training

Departmental
professional training

5.1.7 Labor-management Communication

We value mutual communication channels such as monthly departmental meetings, e-Bulletin board, 
employee training, performance interviews, and crew forums to establish mechanisms for effective regular or 
two-way communications with employees, as well as mechanisms such as labor-management meetings and 
seminars. The Company plans to conduct a satisfaction survey in 2020, where employees are encouraged 
VQ�IKXG�CPQP[OQWU�QRKPKQPU�QP�VJG�GORNQ[GG�DGPGſVU�CPF�VJG�YQTM�GPXKTQPOGPV�RTQXKFGF�D[�VJG�%QORCP[��
The survey is used as a reference for continuous improvement in the future.

Advance notice will be given for termination of contract due to operational changes in accordance with the 
Labor Standards Act: 10-day notice will be given to those with between 3 months (inclusive) and under one 
year of service; 20-day notice will be given to those with between one year (inclusive) and under three years 
of service; a 30-day notice will be given to those with more than three years of service with the Company. 
Evergreen Marine also ensures smooth communication and harmonious relations between both the labor 
and management through labor-management meetings, negotiations and conferences.
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New employees are required to undergo orientation training, which includes the Company's core values, 
management regulations, compliance policies, shipping basics and related legal requirements. We also 
arrange new employees to tour the facilities of Evergreen companies and visit the ships. The training helps 
new employees learn about our core values, quickly embrace our corporate culture and become a member 
of the Evergreen family. Training programs on professional knowledge are arranged for new employees once 
they report to their assigned departments. Senior personnel act as “mentors” for new employees. During the 
employee probation period, the company will ensure that the learning outcomes of new employees meet the 
standards via evaluations, reviews and assignments such learning reports from the new employees before 
the end of the probation period. The orientation training was participated in by a total of 81 new employees 
employed by Evergreen Marine and a total of 67 shipping-related personnel employed by Evergreen 
International in 2019.

Orientation training

An annual training program is proposed by each department based on the education and training principles. 
Each person must undergo at least 12 hours of internal professional training every year, and the course 
content includes (inter) departmental knowledge, improvement of operational quality, occupational safety and 
health, Authorized Economic Operator (AEO) and corporate social responsibility courses. After the training 
course, the outcomes are recorded in the education and training management system. The internal education 
and training implementation rate (actual number of hours implemented / planned training hours) from all 
FGRCTVOGPVU�CXGTCIGF��������KP�������CPF�WPſPKUJGF�VTCKPKPI�EQWTUGU�JCU�DGGP�EQORNGVGF�KP�GCTN[������

Every year, professional training courses provided by external training organizations or guided by external 
professional consultants are organized in accordance with the laws and regulations to increase employees’ 
knowledge and skills.

Departmental professional training

External professional training

Topic Trainee Results

Employees of Auditing 
Dept., Occupational Safety 
and Health Management 
Dept., and Kaohsiung 
Terminal Division

Participated in external training courses
56 trainees; 1,084 training hours

Managerial levels

Participated in seminars on 
environmental risk management, 
workplace bullying prevention, 
communication risk management, and 
disaster risk management
107 trainees; 318 training hours

Management unit

Enhanced understanding of 
"discrimination, harassment, and 
investigation in the workplace"
12 managers and above participated

Managerial levels

Engaged external professional 
consultants in response to the rapid 
development of joint operations and 
chartering business
26 managers and above participated in 
the 2-day training
350 training hours

Junior and middle 
management

Engaged external professional 
consultants to help supervisors manage 
stress and emotions
74 managers and above participated in 
the 2.5-day training
683 training hours
Held a sharing session 3 months after 
the training

Top management

Engaged external professional 
consultants to assist department heads in 
understanding their leadership style and 
team characteristics, effectively enhance 
the team cohesion, and achieve goals
The content and lecturer of the training 
were highly praised by trainees
27 department heads participated in the 
2-day training
405 training hours

B2B Cross-Border 
Business Negotiation 

Tactics Program

Discrimination
and harassment
in the workplace

Management of stress 
and emotions

Compliance with laws 
and regulations

Senior Executives' 
Characteristics Evaluation 

and Cohesion Camp

Damage prevention
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The training course conducted through internal / external lecturers and the online learning system for newly 
promoted or appointed junior managers encompassed administrative management and the development 
of management communication skills and effective handling of generational gaps on expectation. In 2019, 
49 junior management members participated in internal training courses for a total of 145.6 hours, while 
28 members completed courses taught by external instructors for 224 hours. In addition, professional 
consultants were engaged to teach 62 supervisors and managers of Kaohsiung Terminal Div. on "Employee 
Care and Assistance," with the duration of training being 434 hours.

Management training

To strengthen the employees' awareness and attention to information security, every year, Evergreen Marine 
arranges all employees to receive 0.5 hour of information security training and take an online test after 
class on a regular basis. In 2019, 1,348 employees completed the training, accounting for 96.4% of shore 
personnel.

Information security training

Evergreen Marine provides English editions of the Ethical Management Principles, Code of Ethics, Anti-
Corruption Policy, Evergreen Fleet Environmental Policy, and Evergreen Cyber-Security Policy on our 
intranet to enhance employees’ understanding of our ideals and activities on sustainability issues.

Sustainability issues

Evergreen Marine’s rules on language studies provide subsidies for employees with at least one year 
of service studying English, Japanese, Spanish, French, Italian, Germany and Russia at designated 
educational institutions or e-learning websites. The Company also pays for one test by each person 
VQ� VTCEM� VJGKT�'PINKUJ�RTQſEKGPE[�CPF�CU�RCTV�QH� VJG�RTQOQVKQP�RTQEGUU��6JGUG�RTQXKFG�GORNQ[GGU�YKVJ�
an incentive for improving their foreign language proficiency and provides opportunities for expatriate 
assignments. Language subsidies amounting to NT$78,914 were provided for 100 employees in 2019.

Study of language

Training for ship personnel

The “Evergreen Seafarer Training Center (ESTC) was established by Evergreen Marine in 1999. Aiming to 
"improve know-how and prevent marine accidents and pollution," the ESTC organizes professional training 
KP�CEEQTFCPEG�YKVJ�VJG�+PVGTPCVKQPCN�%QPXGPVKQP�QP�5VCPFCTFU�QH�6TCKPKPI��%GTVKſECVKQP�CPF�9CVEJMGGRKPI�HQT�
Seafarer (STCW) and relevant maritime laws and regulations. Additional professional development courses 
are also administered by the ESTC based on mariners’ roles aboard the ship to keep them up to date on the 
latest navigational knowledge and techniques and relevant laws and regulations and boost their navigation 
and engineering expertise.

In terms of operational quality assurance, the ESTC has obtained the certification of ClassNK's ISO 
9001:2005, maritime training center, and its training courses and lecturers and assessors. The ESTC is 
equipped with a 360-degree fully functional shipboard simulators, a fully functional engine simulator, and 
a variety of main engine control simulators. A variety of auxiliary teaching aids and software tailored to the 
'XGTITGGP�HNGGV�YGTG�FGXGNQRGF�KPVGTPCNN[�VQ�RTQXKFG�C�FKXGTUKſGF�VGCEJKPI�GPXKTQPOGPV��+V�UVTKXGU�VQ�KORTQXG�
the professional skills of seamen through comprehensive equipment and rigorous professional standards. 
In addition to internal training, the ESTC also conducts training commissioned by the MOTC. The ESTC 
continues to provide environmental training for seamen in response to increasingly stringent and constantly 
changing environmental protection regulations. All possible care is being taken to ensure that all related 
training conforms to the latest environment requirements of each nation and to do our part of protecting 
marine ecology.

The ESTC is continuing to host 26 types of training courses for seamen on shore from each Evergreen 
carrier based on their ship positions and training requirements. In response to the Company's shipbuilding 
plan, the ESTC conducted the industry-leading WINGD main engine control training in Taiwan before the 
delivery of new ships in 2019. A total of 186 classes were held in 2019 and attended by 1,455 seamen from 
Evergreen ships.

6Q�EQPVKPWG�GPJCPEKPI�VJG�EQORGVGPE[�QH� HQTGKIP�FGEM�QHſEGTU�� VJG�'56%�CNUQ�QTICPK\GU�VTCKPKPI�EQWTUGU�
for Chinese and Filipino seamen on shore leave to improve their familiarity in professional areas such as 
PCXKICVKQP�UCHGV[��GPGTI[�GHſEKGPE[�CPF�GPXKTQPOGPVCN�RTQVGEVKQP��ETGY�OCPCIGOGPV�CPF�GPIKPG�TQQO�YQTM�
safety. The teaching of these courses as well as interactions between instructors and students are also used 
to strengthen the loyalty of foreign seamen and to familiarize them with the safety culture of the Evergreen 
fleet. Six classes for a total of 246 foreign seamen on shore leave were completed in 2019.

Total training hours in 2019

Note 1：Shore management personnel refer to deputy managers or above.
Note 2：5JKR�OCPCIGOGPV�RGTUQPPGN�TGHGT�VQ�QHſEGTU��0QP�OCPCIGOGPV�RGTUQPPGN�CTG�TCVKPIU�

Shore duty Ship duty

Management Non-
management

Subtotal

Management Non-
management

Subtotal

Female Male Female Male Male Female Male Female

Total 
hours

1,476.3 7,485.4 5,037.0 9,923.5 23,922.2 5,536 264 1,416 16 7,232

Average 
hours

24.6 21.0 15.7 15.0 17.1 28.2 26.4 28.3 16.0 28.1
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5.2.2 Rotation and Internationalization

As an international shipping company, Evergreen Marine implements the rotation scheme in order to help 
employees master professional knowledge from different fields and pave the way for greater diversity in 
career development. The Company has service bases all around the world, which provide various overseas 
job opportunities for ship and shore personnel to expand their international horizons and mindset under 
the comprehensive talent development model and staff promotion system, so they can become maritime 
management talent with a global perspective.

Evergreen pioneered the “ship-shore rotation” system to provide ship personnel with opportunities to work 
QP�UJQTG��CU�YGNN�CU�FKXGTUKſGF�CPF�EQORTGJGPUKXG�ECTGGT�FGXGNQROGPV��6JG�NQPIUVCPFKPI�KPKVKCVKXG�PQV�QPN[�
helps ship personnel to balance work and family life but also makes their extensive professional knowledge 
and experience of working at sea available during shore assignments. Benefits include better ship-shore 
EQQTFKPCVKQP��DGVVGT�OCPCIGOGPV�QH�UJKRRKPI�QRGTCVKQPU��CPF�KORTQXGOGPVU�KP�VJG�QXGTCNN�QRGTCVKPI�GHſEKGPE[�
of the service chain. The Company also provides ship personnel with opportunities to work overseas. 
Training with multinational talent enables them to broaden their international vision and horizons, ultimately 
contributing to Evergreen Marine's maritime management worldwide.

Ship-shore rotation training

Through cross-departmental rotation schemes, Evergreen Marine enable employees in different professional 
fields to conduct cross-border learning to broaden the views of employees, enhance the communication 
effectiveness between departments, and improve career development of employees in the future.

Multi-discipline rotation training

Employees stationed overseas get to broaden their international business vision and horizons. To help 
expatriate personnel understand the missions and responsibilities of their new overseas role, training related 
to the nature of their future position is arranged by the Company before departure. As of the end of 2019, a 
total of 330 personnel were stationed overseas to support shipping related activities making us one of the 
few domestic enterprises to boast both depth and breadth in internationalization.

International talents training

Multi-discipline rotation training

International talents training

Ship-shore rotation training

1

2

3

In July 2018, I started a new life in Shanghai. I had 
never left home since I was young. For me, it was a 
whole new challenge. In the past, I confused onions 
with garlic. Now, I can cook a table of dishes; the 
Shanghai dialect used to be foreign to me. Now, I am 
able to have a simple conversation in the Shanghai 
dialect. I used to dread dealing with dormitory-related 
matters, but now I maintain a good relationship with the 
local landlord. Recruitment was never in my domain; 
now, I get wise to the whole employment process from 
campus recruitment to enrollment. I knew nothing about 
systems in the past, but now I am able to engage in 
programming. During expatriation, I had an opportunity 
to communicate with people of different cultures 
and backgrounds and look at things from different 
perspectives, and shared the corporate culture and 
matters that worth learning with overseas employees in 
a timely manner. These experiences are undoubtedly 
rare and commendable in life, so I am really grateful to 
the Company for giving me this opportunity.

Having been one of Evergreen Marine's well-established systems, the rotation system enables employees 
to learn new knowledge and skills on the front line as well as the workplace cultures and markets of different 
national conditions. It has a very positive effect on both an employee's experience and the company team's 
inheritance, which is the key to the Company's continued leadership in the international shipping industry. I 
am fortunate in having an opportunity to serve in Hamburg, Germany. Compared with the original department 
in Taiwan which functions as a brain and planner, the day-to-day business here can be said to be the hands 
that realize the brain's commands received on the front line. The Germans’ pragmatism and persistence is 
the biggest gain for me during my expatriation. I hereby share these experiences with my colleagues and 
executives and hope to live up to the expectations of the Company's rotation system.

Special column: experience sharing of expatriate personnel

*GPT[�HTQO�'XGTITGGP�5JKRRKPI�#IGPE[�
'WTQRG��)/$*�
*CODWTI�QHſEG�

Becky from Evergreen Shipping Agency (China) Co., Ltd. (Shanghai Branch)
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During my 15-year career, I was honored to be 
expatriated to South Africa and Panama and 
assigned the managerial position of overseas 
companies. This was a great opportunity for me 
to think and make decisions from a strategic 
perspective and to learn how to work independently. 
In addition to a work adjustment, expatriation 
came with a problem of making an adaptation to 
local life. Each country has different conditions in 
terms of the amenities, transportation, and public 
security. Expatriates must learn how to take care 
of themselves and arrange their time in order to 
make a quick adaptation to the new environment. 
In addition to rooming houses, the Company also 
arranges senior staff members to assist with food, 
clothing, housing, and transportation, so that new 

'TKE�HTQO�7PKITGGP�/CTKPG�5�#��
2CPCOC�%KV[�QHſEG��

In the summer of 2017, I started my expatriate 
career in the Netherlands, 9,368 kilometers away 
from Taiwan. How do I put this expatriate experience 
into words? Let’s just say that I feel like completely 
unleashing my potential! The challenge of work 
is not the business itself but how to harmoniously 
establish a communication bridge between the 
headquarters and the local office in a short period 
of time. The challenge of life is not the environment 
itself but how to take advantage of the environment 
to enrich yourself while staying alone. Of course, 
there are two sides to every coin. The more you 
make breakthroughs, the more gains you can 
get. What's the importance of expatriation? In my 
opinion, it's probably a golden chance for people 
who want to unlock their potential. After all, there are 
not many such opportunities in a lifetime!

Vivian from Evergreen Shipping Agency (Europe) GMBH Netherlands Branch

Being expatriated to work and live in an unfamiliar 
country is an excellent opportunity for career 
development and training. To l ive up to the 
expectations, one must be well prepared, so as to 
better understand the corporate culture and gain 
a global perspective through multinational work. 
However, not everyone is suitable for expatriation. 
Outstanding performance in the headquarters 
does not necessarily infer success abroad. In an 
unfamiliar environment, work that is smooth in the 
JQOG�EQWPVT[�ECP�DGEQOG�EQORNKECVGF�CPF�FKHſEWNV�
for the business practices, legal norms, lifestyle, and 
eating habits in addition to language and cultural 
FKHHGTGPEGU��+P�VJG�ſTUV�UKZ�OQPVJU�QH�GZRCVTKCVKQP�� KV�
was rather difficult to work in an unfamiliar market 
environment. One must make a quick adaptation 
to the local market and the work environment 
and quickly master professional knowledge while 
managing to communicate with foreigners without 
barriers and establishing trust with the local team in 
the face of cultural differences.

2JKNKR�HTQO�'XGTITGGP�/CTKPG�
7�-���.VF�
.QPFQP�QHſEG�

expatriates can focus on their work without any worries. My biggest appreciation from this experience is that 
I have gained far more than I have lost. I am grateful to the Company for giving me this opportunity to enrich 
my horizons and personal development.
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5.2.3 Industry-academia Collaboration

Evergreen has worked closely with marit ime 
universities in Taiwan for a long time for the pre-
selection of sea-going interns and summer shore-
side interns. We provide the most openings for sea-
going internships in the industry. We also arrange 
for experienced instructors to conduct “Evergreen 
Seminars” at the National Taiwan Ocean University 
for cultivating talented students with an interest in 
sea duties. In 2019, Evergreen Marine arranged 
sea-going internships for a total of 165 students 
from local maritime schools. A total of 19,750 days 
of on-board practical training were completed for an 
average of 120 days per student.

Evergreen Marine's industry-academia collaboration

School Program Program description

National Kaohsiung 
University of Science 
and Technology

Graduate navigation  
program
(2016)

A bachelor's degree is required for applicants.
One and a half years of study.
Evergreen Marine fully subsidizes tuition 
and miscellaneous fees and part of the 
accommodation fee.
Students can apply for an internship on the 
Evergreen ship after completing the program and 
passing the seafarer examination organized by 
the M.O.T.C. Those completing the internship 
will be employed by the Evergreen fleet after 
graduation.

National Taiwan 
Ocean University

Graduate marine 
engineering program
(2017-2020)

Three maritime 
universities

Navigation / marine 
engineering students

Navigation / marine engineering students who 
pass the interview can apply for an internship on 
the Evergreen fleet. Those who pass the seafarer 
examination organized by the M.O.T.C. can apply 
HQT�VJG�RQUKVKQP�QH�FGEM�QHſEGT���GPIKPGGT�QHſEGT�

5.3 Workplace Safety and Health

5.3.1 Fleet Safety Culture

Evergreen Marine establishes, implements, and maintains a safety management system for the fleet in 
accordance with the requirements of the IMO's "International Safety Management Code" (ISM Code). Our 
fleet safety management policy has four commitments as follows:

Based on the above commitments, the Company keeps abreast of all international conventions, national 
regulations, and relevant regulations that will come into effect in the future, and regularly reviews 
the compliance with the relevant laws and regulations, including the consistence between the fleet's 
countermeasures and the existing statutory requirements. The obligation to comply with laws and regulations 
is regulated in the "Safety and Environmental Management System." In accordance with the IMO's ISM 
Code, the "Safety and Environmental Management Manual" specifies the regulations governing the fleet 
safety training programs and drills. Such fleet safety training programs and drills are held in accordance with 
the aforesaid manual and evaluated by the Marinetech Dept. every year.

Assess all known risks of the ships, crew members, and the environment 
to establish appropriate protections; provide safe operating procedures 
and work environment for shipboard operations; and maintain effective 
communication among all employees across the Company so that 
everyone can be aware of their safety and environment appropriately.

1

2

3

4

Protect the environment, including pollution prevention and other 
company-related commitments.

Continuously improve the skill to manage the safety and environment 
onshore and onboard, including responses to safety and environmental 
emergencies.

Fully comply with domestic and international laws and obligations 
regarding safety and pollution prevention, including air, water and the 
general environment, as well as the expectations of the stakeholders.
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5.3.2 Personnel Safety

Evergreen Marine is committed to maintaining workplace safety, preventing occupational disasters, and 

ensuring the safety and health of employees. Based on the established "Occupational Safety and Health 

Policy," we review the implementation of occupational safety and health, conduct internal audits, and share 

safety and health information on a regular basis.

Kaohsiung Container Terminal has achieved both ISO45001 and CNS45001 certification and received 

the "CPR+AED" certificate and "Badge of Accredited Healthy Workplace" from the Ministry of Health and 

Welfare.

In readiness for the transition, Evergreen Marine has amended the Occupational Safety and Health Policy in 

accordance with ISO 45001. The amendment was submitted to the President for approval and announcement 

after being passed unanimously by the "Occupational Safety and Health Committee."

Evergreen Marine has set up the Occupational Safety and Health Committee, which conducts meetings 

every quarter to give opinions on the Company's occupational safety and health policies and review safety 

and health proposals, training courses, and work environment monitoring plans (monitoring results). Elected 

by the labor representatives of the labor-management council, labor representatives account for one third of 

VJG�1EEWRCVKQPCN�5CHGV[�CPF�*GCNVJ�%QOOKVVGG��6JG�RTKOCT[�TGUQNWVKQP�KP������YCU�VQ�QDVCKP�VJG�EGTVKſECVKQP�

of ISO 45001.

To maintain workplace safety and prevent occupational disasters, Evergreen Marine organizes workplace 

safety training on a regular basis, including refresher training for OHS management personnel, dangerous 

goods training, fire prevention manager training, firefighting training (evacuation), operational manager 

training, self-inspection before, during, and after the operation, and emergency response.

*C\CTF�KFGPVKſECVKQP�CPF�TKUM�CUUGUUOGPV�CTG�EQPFWEVGF�HQT�VJG�YQTM�CPF�YQTMRNCEG�HQT�JKIJ�TKUM�GORNQ[GGU�

and pregnant employees. Potential hazards are discovered through hazard identification then SOPs and 

OCPCIGOGPV�OGCUWTGU�GUVCDNKUJGF�DCUGF�QP�VJG�ſPFKPIU��+P�VJG�GXGPV�QH�RGTUQPCN�KPLWT[��GCEJ�FGRCTVOGPV�

KU�TGSWKTGF�VQ�FGENCTG�CPF�ſNN� KP� VJG�CEEKFGPV� KPXGUVKICVKQP�TGRQTV�CEEQTFKPI�VQ� NCY��6JG�QEEWRCVKQPCN�UCHGV[�

unit is responsible for synthesis and management.

Evergreen Marine

#EJKGXGF�+51������CPF�%05������EGTVKſECVKQP

Award from Ministry of Health and Welfare
�%24#'&��EGTVKſECVG�CPF�

"Badge of Accredited Healthy Workplace"
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 In response to occupational accidents, we have taken the following corrective measures

Assess operational hazards and risks, and take preventive measures such as fall prevention 
facilities to reduce hazards.

1

Increase the operators' safety awareness at work.

4

Establish standard operating procedures for workers to follow.

2

Implement the mutual protection, self-protection, and guardianship among operators.

5

Strengthen the site managers' inspection and supervision.

3

Organize training courses for employees.

6

Work accidents within the past two years

Note 1：FR and SR are based on one million work-hours.

Note 2：Frequency of disabling injury (FR) = (Number of disabling injuries x 1,000,000) ÷ total person-work hours.

Note 3：Severity of disabling injury (FR) = (Number of lost work days x 1,000,000) ÷ total person-work hours.

Note 4：Frequency Severity Index (FSI) = (FR*SR / 1000)^(1 / 2).

Note 5：No occupational accident was reported in 2019.

Total number of 
working hours

Total number of 
accidents

Frequency of 
fatal accidents

Frequency of 
injuries

Total lost 
work-days

Frequency of 
disabling injury (FR)

Severity of
disabling injury (SR)

Frequency-Severity 
Indicator (FSI)

3,487,537

3,778,669

3

7

3

7

-

-

105

415

0.86

1.85

30

110

0.16

0.45

2018 2019In 2019, Evergreen Marine reported 7 occupational accidents: 2 cases of being rolled or clamped, 2 cases of 
being sliced, cut, or scratched, 1 case of improper action, 1 case of falling; and 1 case of tumble or rolling off. 
6YQ�QH�VJGO�YGTG�ſPGF�D[�VJG�/KPKUVT[�QH�.CDQT��GCEJ�YKVJ�C�ſPG�QH�06���������
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5.3.3 Guardian of Health

Evergreen Marine attaches great importance to the physical and mental health of employees, and has set 

up a dispensary staffed by medical personnel and shared between both the customs and contractors. We 

also provide our employees free regular physical examinations (more frequent than that of relevant laws and 

regulations) and medical advice on the physical examination results. In addition, the Company has installed 

CWVQOCVGF�GZVGTPCN�FGſDTKNNCVQT�
#'&��WPKVU� VJTQWIJQWV� VJG�YQTMRNCEG�VQ� KORTQXG�QWT�ſTUV�CKF�U[UVGO�CPF�

ensure that timely assistance can be rendered in an emergency.

In order to improve employees’ health knowledge and self-health management, the health information section 

of the corporate intranet shares health information with employees through email at various times, as well as 

health promotion courses (e.g., stress relief and common mental illness, treatment and prevention of breast 

cancer, and hazards of high temperature) and screening for four types of cancer are organized by Evergreen 

Marine to provide preventive medicine and healthcare resources.

Medical advice, 
occupational injury and 
disease assessment 
and interview

Health promotion 
courses

Category Implementation

Four hours of medical advice per month in 
North Taiwan
Three hours of on-site medical service per 
week in Kaohsiung

Two sessions in North Taiwan; 87 
attendants
One session in Kaohsiung; 74 attendants, 
including contractors

5.4 Social Engagement

5.4.1 Promotion of Maritime Education

The Evergreen Maritime Museum has a collection of more than 4,000 maritime relics at home and abroad. 
In addition to static exhibitions and multimedia games open to the public, the museum also holds a variety of 
marine-themed activities every year, including winter and summer camps, family activities on holidays, and a 
national elementary school maritime drawing competition. In 2019, the museum launched the "I Am the King 
of the Pirates - Free Tour Project for 12-Year Basic Education," exposing the new generation of Taiwan to 
maritime culture from an early age. In 2020, a new type of guided tours rather than the traditional routine will 
be introduced to add more interaction with the audience.

Evergreen Marine has co-organized the “Paint a Marvelous Ship - National Elementary School Maritime 
Drawing Competition” held by the Evergreen Maritime Museum for three years in a row. The competition is 
divided by high-grade, mid-grade, and low-grade by age, and a special “Angel Team” was also set up for the 
works of students with disabilities nominated by their schools. Our employees performed the "Shark Dance" 
as a warm-up for the awards ceremony. The winning paintings were displayed in the multi-function room on 
the third floor until the end of the summer vacation.

To help marine education take root, senior (vocational) high school, junior high school, or elementary school 
UVWFGPVU�YKVJ�VJG�QHſEKCN�FQEWOGPVU�RTGUGPVGF�YGTG�GPVKVNGF�VQ�HTGG�XKUKVU� VQ�VJG�OWUGWO��GHHGEVKXG� KP�#RTKN�
2019. A series of seminars on maritime culture were also organized, where experts and scholars taught 
marine experience and knowledge to cultivate seed teachers for marine education. For more information on 
the Evergreen Maritime Museum, please visit the website.

Maritime Culture

Evergreen Maritime Museum
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Evergreen Marine and the Chang Yung-Fa Foundation organized 2 career lectures - "Build Your Golden 
Route" for a total of 340 junior and sophomore students of Toucheng Junior High School to help the students 
have a better understanding of the work and life at sea. During the lecture, presents were given to those who 
raised questions. Both of the lectures were well received.

Career lecture - Toucheng Junior High School

5.4.2 Philanthropic Activities

Evergreen Marine has operations and expatriates set up in many countries and cities. They will assist the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs in providing emergency relief for overseas Taiwanese citizens traveling abroad 
when necessary.

In 2019, Evergreen Marine's representative to Colombo, Sri Lanka twice assisted the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs in providing emergency relief for Taiwanese citizens traveling abroad. Evergreen Marine and the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs pulled together to provide family members and expatriates with necessary 
UWRRQTV�UWEJ�CU�VTCPURQTVCVKQP��RCRGTYQTM��OCMKPI�QH�RQNKEG�TGEQTFU��CRRNKECVKQP�HQT�FGCVJ�EGTVKſECVGU��CPF�
transportation of the deceased to Taiwan.

Overseas emergency relief

Evergreen Marine and the Department of Marine Engineering, National Kaohsiung University of Science and 
Technology (NKUST) held a career lecture at the Taipei Municipal Da-An Vocational High School. A total 
of 60 automotive technology students attended the lecture. The lecture first covered Evergreen Marine's 
shipboard culture, modern equipment, and life at sea; then, the Department of Marine Engineering, NKUST 
proceeded with the syllabus, internship program on Yu-Ying No. 2 and career plans for marine engineering 
students after graduation. At the end of the lecture, the automotive technology students raised all kinds of 
questions such as how to apply for studying at the NKUST, opportunities for service on board, and a job 
description of marine engineers.

Career lecture - Taipei Municipal Da-An Vocational High School

Since 2013, the Chang Yung-Fa Foundation has organized many career lectures, where Evergreen Marine's 
captains and chief engineers shared their work experience at sea with the students. The purpose of the 
lectures was to broaden the students' international horizons and help the disadvantaged students in remote 
areas overcome poverty by building their golden route.

Lecture on poverty alleviation - "Build Your Golden Route" for maritime talent development

From August 15 2019 to August 16, 2019, Evergreen Marine and the Evergreen Maritime Museum held the 
summer camp for 30 elementary school and junior high school students from disadvantaged families free 
of charge. During the event, the students had an opportunity to learn the maritime relics collected by the 
museum; in addition, the ESTC was especially open to the students to learn the shipping knowledge such as 
VJG�HWPFCOGPVCNU�QH�UJKR�UVTWEVWTG�CPF�ſTUV�CKF�HQT�UVCTVGTU��6JG�UVWFGPVU�EQWNF�CNUQ�UGG�VJG�GNGEVTQPKE�EJCTV�
room, engine room training control room, and marine engine simulation cabin with their own eyes.

Summer camp

#�DNQQF�FQPCVKQP�FTKXG�YCU�QTICPK\GF�CV�'XGTITGGP�/CTKPG	U�QHſEG�DWKNFKPI�KP�VJG�ſTUV�JCNH�CPF�VJG�UGEQPF�
half of 2019 respectively, and a total of 121 and 147 bags of blood were collected. The Hsinchu Blood Center 
QH�6CKYCP�$NQQF�5GTXKEGU�(QWPFCVKQP�KUUWGF�VJG�EGTVKſECVGU�QH�CRRTGEKCVKQP�VQ�TGEQIPK\G�VJG�FTKXG�

Blood donation drive

Since January 2008, the Chang Yung-Fa Foundation has published the 
"Morals Monthly" to the readers for free. The monthly promotes moral 
education through the "Twelve Moral Courses in Life." The "Twelve Moral 
Courses in Life" cover the following topics: filial piety, fraternity, harmony 
between couples, mutual trust among friends, humility, philanthropy, learning, 
intellectual inspiration, achievement in virtues, public welfare, legal compliance, 
and justice and courage. With the maximum circulation of 360,000 copies, the 
"Morals Monthly" is requested by nearly 1,700 academic institutions in Taiwan 
and accessed by readers in 33 countries around the world. In response to the 
paperless initiative, the online version of the "Morals Monthly" is also available 
HQT�FQYPNQCFKPI�CV�VJG�QHſEKCN�YGDUKVG�

Publishing the "Morals Monthly" to promote moral education

5.4.3 Social Engagement

With an eye to the international market, Evergreen Marine has signed a lease contract with the Port of 
Kaohsiung for the seventh container terminal, deeply cultivating the Port of Kaohsiung as a transshipment 
hub for Southeast Asia. The terminal is designed with an annual capacity of up to 6 million TEU, and will 
provide facilities such as automatic terminal operation system in the future. Evergreen Marine will reduce 
emissions from ships during ship turnaround in accordance with the Green Port Policy of the Ministry of 
Transportation and Communications, in order to improve air quality near ports and create an environmentally 
friendly green port.

Supporting the development of Port of Kaohsiung

Chang Yung-Fa Foundation
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Experience sharing on International Coastal CleanUp Day

Grade 8 student Han from
Xingya Junior High School

After two hours of hard work, the beach took on an 
entirely new look. Through this event, I realize that 
if humans continue to litter at will, it will not only 
endanger the surroundings, but also cause damage 
to humans themselves in a food chain.

Grade 7 student Huang from
Dazhu Junior High School

I hope people will stop littering and work together to 
protect the environment.

Evergreen Marine continuously sponsored the Evergreen Symphony Orchestra on five "Classical Music 
Banquet" concerts in 2019, with a total of 2,000 concert tickets provided for the Company’s employees and 
their families for free. We also invited customers, charities, and social welfare groups to hear the concerts. All 
QH�VJG�ſXG�EQPEGTVU�YGTG�JKIJN[�CEENCKOGF�D[�VJG�CWFKGPEG�

Concerts of Evergreen Symphony Orchestra

Date Name of concert Social welfare group

January 5 
( Saturday)

Nordic Passion

Music Foundation for the Blind in Taipei
Arts Promotion for the Disabled R.O.C.
Zayin, Huashan Social Welfare Foundation
Holy Word Children and Youth Foundation, and Xizhi 
Charity

April 27 
(Saturday)

Romance and Pathetique
Music Foundation for the Blind in Taipei
Zenan Homeless Social Welfare Foundation

June 7 
(Friday)

Norwegian Forest vs.
Pini di Roma

Music Foundation for the Blind in Taipei

August 31 
(Saturday)

Midsummer Dream Music Foundation for the Blind in Taipei

November 7 
( Thursday)

One Thousand and One Nights Employees and families and customers

In response to the International Coastal CleanUp Day on September 21, 2019, President Hsieh led 71 
employees and their family members to turn out for the coastal cleanup activity, "Ocean Cleanup for Better 
Hometown," at Zhuwei Fishing Harbor (south bank) in Taoyuan City. On that day, over 229.4 kg of garbage 
was cleared. On November 3, 2019, employees in Kaohsiung turned out for the coastal cleanup activity 
at Zhongyun Beach, Linyuan District, Kaohsiung City. Over 108.9 kg of garbage was cleared. The coastal 
cleaning event enabled employees and family members to get closer to the local community where the 
Company operates, and contributed to environmental protection.

+P�QXGTUGCU�QHſEGU��%JCKTOCP�/QM�CPF�2TGUKFGPV�6UCK�HTQO�'XGTITGGP�/CTKPG�
5KPICRQTG��NGF����GORNQ[GGU�
to turn out for the coastal cleanup event organize by the International Coastal Cleanup Singapore at Changi 
Beach on September 21, 2019. On the same day, 74 employees from Evergreen Shipping Agency (India) and 
KVU�QHſEGU�KP�/WODCK��%JGPPCK��6WVKEQTKP��CPF�-QEJK�CNUQ�RCTVKEKRCVGF�KP�VJG�GXGPV�HQT�VJG�ſTUV�VKOG�

Coastal cleanup
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Evergreen Group started out as a shipping company. Evergreen Marine and companies under Evergreen 
Group sponsored the publication of "Ocean Dream Taiwan," CommonWealth Magazine's special issue that 
uses text and images to record how Taiwan has embarked on a path toward equal distribution of wealth in a 
small open economy and further explores Taiwan's value and development and reinterprets the future path 
for Taiwan.

Having cared for the development of Taiwan’s industry, Evergreen Marine sponsored the "Greater Kaohsiung 
Forum" organized by the Economic Daily News. Experts from the industry, government, and academia were 
invited to give advice on the development of Kaohsiung City, which was centered on potential for growth.

Evergreen Marine has been operating in Vietnam for many years. As 2019 marked the Evergreen Symphony 
Orchestra performed symphonies and classic sketches at 3 concerts in Ho Chi Minh and Hanoi, Vietnam. 
4KEJCTF�.KP��C�6CKYCPGUG�#OGTKECP�XKQNKPKUV�YJQ�YQP�VJG�ſTUV�RTK\G� KP� VJG���VJ�3WCFTGPPKCN� +PVGTPCVKQPCN�
Violin Competition of Indianapolis, and Dong Nhi, a Vietnamese singer, were invited to perform together to 
promote the cultural exchanges between Taiwan and Vietnam through music.

Sponsoring CommonWealth Magazine's "Ocean Dream Taiwan"

Sponsoring Economic Daily News' "Greater Kaohsiung Forum"

Overseas concerts of Evergreen Symphony Orchestra

Evergreen Marine sponsored the "Spread the Love" campaign organized by Anue, a well-known business 
CPF�ſPCPEKCN�PGYU�OGFKC�QPNKPG�KP�6CKYCP��%GPVGTGF�QP��6CMG�#EVKQP�CPF�%CTG�HQT�%JKNFTGP���VJG�ECORCKIP�
gathered the materials and donations required by social welfare organizations and distributed them to each 
DGPGſEKCT[�QTICPK\CVKQP��'XGTITGGP�/CTKPG�VQQM�VJG�NGCF�KP�TGURQPUG�VQ�VJG�ECORCKIP�KP�JQRGU�QH�CVVTCEVKPI�
more companies to spread the love and pay it forward.

Sponsoring Anue's "Spread the Love" campaign

In response to the "Marvelous Box-50 Years of Container Shipping in Kaohsiung" organized by the 
Kaohsiung Museum of History, Evergreen Marine provided photos and videos that represented the 
milestones of the Company; objects such as ship models and books (e.g., "Evergreen Ship Collection" and 
"50th Anniversary Special Issue") were also displayed on site to demonstrate Evergreen Marine's evolution 
and influence on international trade.

Exhibition - "Marvelous Box-50 Years of Container Shipping in Kaohsiung"

Upholding the business philosophy of giving 
back to society, Evergreen Marine donated 
a total of 12 20-foot containers to the 
Adolescents' Home, Taoyuan as temporary 
houses, storage, and talent classrooms. 
The Evergreen International Storage & 
Transport Corp. also assisted in removing 
the markings and hanging and hauling the 
containers.

Donating 12 20-foot containers to

Adolescents' Home, Taoyuan
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Chapter 06
Stakeholders and Issue Management

Evergreen Marine identified 9 important types of stakeholders based on past stakeholder communications 
and the disclosure of other international shipping companies. The 21 departments of Evergreen Marine then 
took part in jointly evaluating the extent of each stakeholder’s relationship with the Company based on the 
five principles of Responsibility, Influence, Tension, Diverse Perspectives and Dependency from AA1000 
SES. In 2019, Evergreen Marine reexamined the stakeholders and material issues. The stakeholders 
ranked by the degree of their relationship with Evergreen Marine from high to low are as follows: employee, 
competent authority, customer, supplier, media, shareholder / investor, community and society, other shipping 
EQORCPKGU��CPF�UQEKCN�ITQWR���PQP�RTQſV�QTICPK\CVKQP��6JG�VQR�UKZ�CTG�QWT�OCLQT�UVCMGJQNFGTU��9G�EQPVCEV�CNN�
types of stakeholders through regular / ad hoc channels to ensure full communication of every issue.

Evergreen Marine anticipates smooth operations and will rely on the support and joint efforts of stakeholders. 
Thus, effective communication and interaction are indispensable in the Company’s business operations. As 
a major shipping company in Taiwan, Evergreen Marine is aware of the importance of stakeholder opinions, 
and understands and responds to relevant stakeholders and their concerns after thorough analysis.

6.1 Stakeholder Engagement

Communication with stakeholders

Category
Importance to 

Evergreen Marine
Issue

Communication channel
and frequency

The members and 
assets of the Company

Sustainable strategies and 
their implementation
Compliance
Corporate governance 
and ethical corporate 
management
Work environment safety and 
labor health protection
Risk control

Corporate / departmental 
meetings (every month)
Regular / non-regular meetings
EIP e-Bulletin board ( ad hoc )
Telephone( any time)
Email (any time)

Contact person：Ms. Chen
from Human Resources Dept.
hrd@evergreen-marine.com

Performance in 2019 (number of meetings, number of participants, etc.)
Senior executives held corporate meetings on a monthly basis; department heads held 
departmental meetings every month.
Senior executives held 2 year-end talks at the end of 2019.
A total of 4 labor-management meetings were held.
The learning and adaptation conditions of 104 employees were evaluated and tracked.
In 2019, 12 pieces of information on clubs / activities, 107 on employee purchases / travel 
discounts, and 23 on occupational safety / health education were published on the EIP.
Three health promotion seminars were held and attended by 161 employees.
KCC held a safety committee meeting every quarter to communicate with labor 
representatives on occupational safety and health.

Employee

Category Importance to 
Evergreen Marine Issue Communication channel

and frequency

Communicate with 
the government to 
help it understand 
our operations 
and contribute our 
expertise in shipping 
to the policy and law-
making process

Ship safety
Corporate governance and 
ethical corporate management
Compliance
Shipping management
Protection of customer privacy

Telephone (ad hoc)
Letter (ad hoc)
Visit (ad hoc)
Conference (ad hoc)

Contact person: Mr. Yu
from Project Dept.
csr@evergreen-marine.com

Performance in 2019 (number of meetings, number of participants, etc.)
The Competition Compliance Team, Legal Dept. continued to communicate with the Fair 
Trade Commission about the maritime practices and Evergreen Marine's policies and 
actions in respect of compliance with competition laws.
KCC reported the status of its wastewater treatment plant to the Environmental Protection 
Administration every six months.
KCC attended the occupational safety team meeting of the Kaohsiung Association of 
Shipowners every two months.

Optimize services 
and communications 
to maximize value for 
customers

Product risk
Service quality and customer 
satisfaction
Protection of customer privacy
Shipping management
Operating performance

Email (any time)
Telephone (any time)
Visit (ad hoc)
Company’s website / mobile 
device (any time)
Customer satisfaction survey

  (1-2 times every year)
OCEAN Alliance promotional 
seminar (ad hoc)

Contact person: Mr. Chen
from Auditing Dept.
aud@evergreen-marine.com

Performance in 2019 (number of meetings, number of participants, etc.)
We provided customer inquiries, including inbound / outbound container tracking service, 
through the company website / mobile device. In the fourth quarter of 2019, more than 
1.7 million customer inquiries were made via ShipmentLink. In 2019, 1,059 customer 
satisfaction questionnaires were retrieved, with the overall service performance averaged 
4.85, which was an increase from 4.83 in 2018.

Provide products and 
services that satisfy 
the Company’s 
quality requirements 
and work together to 
build good services

Sustainable strategies and 
their implementation
Supply chain management
Service quality and customer 
satisfaction
Operating performance
Protection of customer privacy

Email (any time)
Meeting (1-2 times every year)
Supplier survey and questionnaire 
(every year)
Supplier evaluation (every year)
'SWKROGPV�GHſEKGPE[�UVCVKUVKEU�
table (every month)
Company’s website (every year)

Contact person：Mr. Chen
from Auditing Dept. 
aud@evergreen-marine.com

Performance in 2019 (number of meetings, number of participants, etc.)
We formulated the Supplier Code of Conduct to establish common values and standards 
that suppliers are required to abide by when doing business with Evergreen Marine.
A total of 129 CSR performance questionnaires were retrieved.
A total of 971 suppliers were evaluated, and only 1 supplier failed.

Supplier

Customer

Competent 
Authority
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Local residents 
and groups closely 
connected to the 
Company’s location 
and services

Emissions and management
Talent recruitment and training
Environmental impact and 
ecological conservation
Social care and philanthropic 
activities
Waste management

Meeting (ad hoc)
Telephone (ad hoc)
Email (ad hoc)
Personal visit (ad hoc)

Performance in 2019 (number of meetings, number of participants, etc.)
Evergreen Marine signed the Container Terminal No. 7 lease with the Taiwan International 
Ports Corporation to transform the Port of Kaohsiung into a transshipment base in 
Southeast Asia, further creating many job opportunities for local residents.

Category
Importance to 

Evergreen Marine
Issue

Communication channel
and frequency

Give the general 
public a better 
understanding 
of the Company 
through positive 
communications 
and release of 
information

Shipping management
Compliance
Talent recruitment and training
Transparency of information 
disclosure
Operating performance

Telephone (any time)
Email (any time)
Shareholders' meeting / investor 
conference (ad hoc)

Contact person: Ms. Yang from
Public Relations Dept.
prd@evergreen-marine.com

Performance in 2019 (number of meetings, number of participants, etc.)
We invited the media to attend the shareholders' meeting and the investor 
conferences, allowing the public to know more about the Company’s operations 
through news release.

Provide the 
necessary funding 
for company 
operations and 
require transparent 
reports on business 
operations

Corporate governance and 
ethical corporate management
Compliance
Transparency of information 
disclosure
Sustainable strategies and 
their implementation
Operating performance

Investor service area on the 
Company's website (any time)
+ORQTVCPV�ſPCPEKCN�CPF�DWUKPGUU�
information on MOPS (as 
URGEKſGF�D[�VJG�EQORGVGPV�
authority)
Respond to investor inquiries

  (ad hoc)
Annual reports in shareholders’ 
meeting (every year)
Investor conference (ad hoc)

Contact person：Ms. Yang
from Stock Dept.
886-2-2500-1668

Performance in 2019 (number of meetings, number of participants, etc.)
We announced 56 and 40 pieces of material information in Chinese and English 
respectively.

We explained company-related information to investors, including general investors and 
institutional investors at home and abroad, from time to time.

Evergreen Marine was invited to attend the investor conference held by SinoPac 
Securities.

Media

Shareholder / 
Investor

Community 
and Society

Category
Importance to 

Evergreen Marine
Issue

Communication channel
and frequency

Satisfy customer 
requirements 
through joint 
services that meet 
the requirements of 
the Company

Shipping management
Sustainable strategies and 
their implementation
Operating performance
Transparency of information 
disclosure
Risk control

Meeting (quarterly)
Telephone (ad hoc)
Email (ad hoc)
Personal visit (ad hoc)

Performance in 2019 (number of meetings, number of participants, etc.)
The Ocean Alliance extended the 5-year partnership to March 2027 to meet the diverse 
needs of customers and market changes and to increase competitiveness.
In 2019, the Ocean Alliance held 5 meetings to establish the route plan for Day 3 Product 
in 2019 and set and discuss the route plan for the following year.

Our partners in 
the engagement 
of public care 
and philanthropic 
activities

Ship safety
Sustainable strategies and 
their implementation
Compliance
Talent recruitment and training
Corporate governance and 
ethical corporate management

Meeting (ad hoc)
Telephone (ad hoc)
Email (ad hoc)
Personal visit (ad hoc)

Contact person：Ms. Chen 
from Human Resources Dept. 
hrd@evergreen-marine.com

Performance in 2019 (number of meetings, number of participants, etc.)
Evergreen Marine worked with the Chang Yung-Fa Foundation to hold a lecture on poverty 
alleviation at Toucheng Junior High School.
'XGTITGGP�/CTKPG�URQPUQTGF�VJG�'XGTITGGP�5[ORJQP[�1TEJGUVTC�QP�ſXG��%NCUUKECN�/WUKE�
Banquet" concerts in 2019, with a total of 2,000 concert tickets provided for the Company’s 
employees and their families, customers, the disabled, and social welfare groups.
Evergreen Marine continued to promote industry-academia collaboration by arranging sea-
going internships for 165 students from local maritime schools and assigning employees 
to lecture on shipboard operations and career development.
The employees of the headquarters, Evergreen Marine (Singapore), and Evergreen 
Shipping Agency (India) turned out for the International Coastal CleanUp Day on 
September 21, 2019. The coastal cleanup event was also held in Kaohsiung on November 
3, 2019.

Other 
Shipping 

Companies

Social group /
0QP�RTQſV�

Organization
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We developed a questionnaire and surveyed the 9 types of stakeholders and internal executives to 
understand the extent of stakeholder concern on each sustainability issue, as well as the external economic, 
environmental and social impacts of Evergreen Marine operations. The sustainable development of 
an enterprise involves a wide range of issues. We have generalized 25 sustainability issues from the 
characteristics of the industry, international tendency, and important facets of sustainability. These issues 
included corporate governance, economic issue, environmental issue, labor and human rights issue, social 
issue, product liability issue, etc. In 2019, Evergreen Marine reexamined the external stakeholder survey and 
distributed 20 questionnaires about issues of concern to internal executives. Analysis of survey responses 
from the six types of stakeholders with a higher degree of relationship yielded a ranking of 25 issues by 
degree of concern and degree of impact. A materiality matrix was then drawn up using these results. 
%QORCTGF�YKVJ�VJQUG�KP�������VJG�OCLQT�VQRKEU�CPF�VJGKT�DQWPFCTKGU�KP������JCF�PQ�UKIPKſECPV�EJCPIGU�

Evergreen Marine defined material issues as those that ranked highly in terms of stakeholder concern 
or impact or operations, or those that ranked as high in one or moderate in the other, including shipping 
management, compliance, sustainability strategies and their implementation, corporate governance and 
ethical corporate management operating performance, and ship safety. In keeping with the trend on 
sustainability disclosure, risk control and emissions and management were included in material issues in 
terms of industry impact to ensure that all material sustainability issues were properly managed. We have 
established complete management policies as well as measurement and management systems for the 
aforesaid eight material issues. We also follow-up annual performance and set goals for the future in the hope 
to make improvement in all aspects every year. 

6.2 Material Issues Management

Degree of economic, environmental and social impact
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Talent recruitment 
and training

Energy and resource management 
and green shipping 

Work environment safety and 
labor health protection

Emissions and management

Labor-management relations

Public affairs and international participation

Waste management

Risk control 

Human rights and inclusion

Grievance mechanism

Social care and 
philanthropic activities 

Climate-related risk 
and opportunity

Product risk

Transparency of 
information disclosure

Service quality and 
customer satisfaction 

Protection of 
customer privacy

Ship safety

Corporate governance and ethical 
corporate management

Sustainable strategies and 
their implementation

Operating performance 

Compliance

Shipping management 

Compensation, welfare, and employee care

Environmental impact and ecological conservation

Supply chain management 

Management policies and evaluation mechanisms for material issues

Material issue in 2019 Compliance

GRI / internal topic
Compliance related to 
environmental protection

Compliance in society and economics

Meaning to Evergreen 
Marine

Compliance forms the basis of business operations, so a complete system 
has been put in place by Evergreen Marine to ensure full compliance.

Direct impact boundary Evergreen Marine

Indirect impact boundary Competent authority

Management policies

Ensure that the ships of 
Evergreen Group meet the 
international requirements 
and the regulations of the 
port state

Replace the email auditor system to audit 
VJG�QHſEKCN�OCKNDQZGU�QH�VJG�%QORCP[
Conduct educational and training programs 
to strengthen employees' awareness of 
compliance with competition laws
Conduct real-time monitoring of transaction 
counterparties using the automated 
screening system and manual inspections
Strengthen spot checks on highly sensitive 
areas and high-risk cargoes

Evaluation mechanisms 
and performance in 2019

Provided appropriate reports 
to concerned departments 
for further arrangements 
according to the laws and 
regulations. No serious 
violations of environmental 
laws and regulations 
occurred in 2019.

Monthly monitored the utilization 
performance of the email auditor system
A total of 9 training courses on competition 
laws were arranged in 2019 and attended 
by 1,410 employees.
A total of 4 training courses on economic 
sanctions were arranged in 2019 and 
attended by 1,138 employees.
A total of 4 training courses on anti-bribery /
anti-corruption were arranged in 2019 and 
attended by 572 employees.

Future goals
 Achieve zero violation of 
environmental laws and 
regulations

Implement email auditor system to local 
CIGPVU���DTCPEJ�QHſEGU�CTQWPF�VJG�YQTNF
Maintain a good relationship with competent 
authorities in different jurisdictions by 
exchanging opinions on legal compliance
Continue to communicate with employees 
and enhance their awareness of legal 
compliance according to changes in 
relevant regulations and enforcement 
attitude of the competition authorities

Corresponding section 2.6 Compliance
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Material issue in 2019 Shipping management

GRI / internal topic Shipping management

Meaning to Evergreen 
Marine

A flexible business strategy is crucial to the continued operations of a shipping 
company in a changing business environment.

Direct impact 
boundary

Evergreen Marine and customers

Indirect impact 
boundary

Other shipping companies

Management policies
Ensure stable and premium shipping service of the Evergreen Marine on 
every shipping line and conduct a review of shipping performance to optimize 
routes and shipping schedules

Evaluation 
mechanisms and 
performance in 2019

Conducted regular internal and external license reviews and responded to 
stakeholder feedback
Developed joint shipping lines based on line attributes and reviewed the 
performance of shipping lines

Future goals
Satisfy customer demand for service and improve the competitiveness of 
shipping lines through joint operations

Corresponding 
section

1.2 Operating Strategies

Material issue in 2019 Risk control

GRI / internal topic Risk control

Meaning to Evergreen 
Marine

%QORNGVG�KFGPVKſECVKQP�CPF�EQPVTQN�QH�RQVGPVKCN�QRGTCVKQPCN�TKUMU�GPCDNG�
Evergreen Marine to respond to external changes in a timely manner.

Direct impact 
boundary

Evergreen Marine and customers

Indirect impact 
boundary

Shareholder / Investor

Management policies
Follow the policies set by the Board of Directors in identifying, assessing and 
developing measures for mitigating operating risks

Evaluation 
mechanisms and 
performance in 2019

Regular audits were conducted by the Auditing Dept. to ensure that every unit 
is properly managing the risks in their area of responsibility.
Referred to the framework of TCFD to incorporate climate risks into the risk 
management and assessment system

Future goals
Continue to monitor external risks and market intelligence to reduce any 
potential impacts on company operations

Corresponding 
section

2.3 Risk Control

Material issue in 2019 Sustainable strategies and their implementation

GRI / internal topic Sustainable strategies and their implementation

Meaning to Evergreen 
Marine

Evergreen Marine is working actively to integrate sustainable development into 
its operations as a leading international shipping company.

Direct impact 
boundary

Evergreen Marine and shareholders / investors

Indirect impact 
boundary

Suppliers and customers

Management policies

$WKNF�C�HNGGV�VJCV�EQORNKGU�YKVJ�KPVGTPCVKQPCN�GPGTI[�GHſEKGPE[�CPF�GPXKTQPOGPVCN�
protection regulations
Respond to the initiatives and commitments of environmental protection and 
ecological conservation

Evaluation 
mechanisms and 
performance in 2019

Closely monitored the shipbuilding market and built a competitive fleet at 
suitable times

Future goals

Order ships that comply with international environmental regulations in support 
of the fleet renewal program at suitable times
2JCUG�QWV����QNF�UJKRU�KP�ſXG�[GCTU
Incorporate 7 F-type ships and 9 C-type ships into the green fleet in 2020

Corresponding 
section

1.4 Sustainability Strategies / Special column - building a green fleet

Material issue in 2019 Operating performance

GRI / internal topic Economic performance

Meaning to Evergreen 
Marine

Evergreen Marine always strives to deliver a sound operating performance as it 
is our way of responding to shareholders’ expectations.

Direct impact 
boundary

Evergreen Marine, shareholders / investors, and employees

Indirect impact 
boundary

Suppliers

Management policies

Conduct investment and capital management in accordance with internal 
management regulations and processes
'PUWTG�EQORNKCPEG�YKVJ�TGIWNCVQT[�TGSWKTGOGPVU��EQORKNG�ſPCPEKCN�UVCVGOGPVU�
YKVJ�RTQRGT�GZRTGUUKQPU��CPF�FKUENQUG�KORQTVCPV�ſPCPEKCN�CPF�DWUKPGUU�
information

Evaluation 
mechanisms and 
performance in 2019

5WDOKVVGF�VJG�ſPCPEKCN�TGRQTV�CPF�FKUENQUGF�KORQTVCPV�KPHQTOCVKQP�GXGT[�SWCTVGT�
in 2019 according to the relevant laws and regulations

Future goals
5VTKEVN[�QDUGTXG�VJG�TGNGXCPV�NCYU�CPF�TGIWNCVKQPU�CPF�GPUWTG�VJCV�ſPCPEKCN�CPF�
other related information are disclosed in a timely and transparent manner

Corresponding 
section

1.3 Operating Performance
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Material issue in 2019 Ship safety

GRI / internal topic Ship safety

Meaning to Evergreen 
Marine

No compromises on ship safety is Evergreen Marine’s commitment to our 
employees and customers.

Direct impact 
boundary

Evergreen Marine and employees

Indirect impact 
boundary

Other shipping companies and customers

Management policies
Develop and enforce ship safety management systems
Implement two-way ship-shore emergency drills
Adhere to the procedures of the safety 

Evaluation 
mechanisms and 
performance in 2019

Convened safety review meetings to examine performance on safety and 
environmental protection issues
Conducted regular internal / external audits and self-inspections
Conducted ad hoc shipboard inspections
8GTKſGF�VJCV�VJG�TGSWKTGOGPVU�QH�VJG�CPPWCN�UCHGV[�CPF�GPXKTQPOGPVCN�IQCNU�
were met
Reduced the frequency of shipboard accidents

Future goals
Evaluate maritime cases in the fleet and set annual safety goals
%QPVKPWG�VQ�TGſPG�URGEKCNKUV�RGTUQPPGN�VTCKPKPI

Corresponding 
section

5.3 Workplace Safety and Health

Material issue in 2019 Emissions and management

GRI / internal topic Emissions Wastewater / sewage and waste

Meaning to Evergreen 
Marine

Evergreen Marine is keenly aware of the shipping industry’s impact on the 
environment so strict emissions management is enforced.

Direct impact 
boundary

Evergreen Marine

Indirect impact 
boundary

Competent authority and community and society

Management policies
Execute the environmental protection management system
Treat and purify wastewater before discharge
Sort and dispose of water through EPA approved recycling contractors

Evaluation 
mechanisms and 
performance in 2019

Observed all the international safety and environmental conventions to avoid 
pollution of the air, water source and environment
Pushed for pollution prevention, energy conservation and carbon reduction
Ensured all EPA reporting requirements were met
There were no cases of serious environmental pollution or violation of 
environmental regulations in 2019.

Material issue in 2019 Corporate governance and ethical corporate management

GRI / internal topic Anti-corruption

Meaning to Evergreen 
Marine

The building of a sound governance system and ethical corporate culture are 
important business policies at Evergreen Marine.

Direct impact 
boundary

Evergreen Marine, shareholders / investors, suppliers, and customers

Indirect impact 
boundary

Management policies

Set precautionary guidelines on business conduct for company personnel 
using the Ethical Corporate Management Principles and Ethical Corporate 
Management Procedures and Code of Practice
Assign the dedicated HR manager to take charge of an independent whistle-
blower mailbox to ensure that complaints are processed in accordance with the 
relevant regulations
Establish an anti-corruption / anti-bribery system

Evaluation 
mechanisms and 
performance in 2019

The Board resolved to pass the "Ethical Corporate Management Principles" and 
"Ethical Corporate Management Procedures and Code of Practice" on October 
4, 2019; the Chairman signed a commitment on December 24, 2019 and 
uploaded it to the corporate website.
Established the risk assessment on ethical corporate management in November 
2019
Promoted ethical management policies through meetings and internal bulletins 
at various times
Included corporate governance and ethical corporate management in the 
orientation courses for new employees, with a total of 76 new employees that 
completed the training in 2019, and conducted the “Introduction to Corporate 
Governance” online course to all managers, with a total of 349 managers that 
passed the test
Provided the Board of Directors and management with regular reports on 
compliance with ethical corporate management, and presented the report 
on compliance with ethical corporate management at the Board of Directors 
meeting in December 2019

Future goals

Continue to push for rigorous self-review and continuous improvement
Implement the risk assessment on ethical corporate management in 2020
Include corporate governance and ethical corporate management courses for 
new employees and top executives in order to enhance the ethical corporate 
culture

Corresponding 
section

2.2 Ethical Management

Future goals

Conduct regular inspections to ensure that management systems and policies 
accomplish their intended goals
Send a staff member to perform onsite inspections on the Company’s waste tire 
TGE[ENKPI�RNCPV�VQ�EQPſTO�VJCV�VJG�RNCPV�KU�C�NGICN�VKTG�TGE[ENKPI�EQORCP[
Reduce CO2 emissions by 40% by 2030 with 2008 as the baseline

Corresponding 
section

4.3 Emissions Management
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Appendix
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Indicator Disclosure Report Section Page Remarks

General Disclosure

GRI 102: General Disclosure 2016

1TICPK\CVKQPCN�RTQſNG

102-1 Name of the organization 1.1 About Evergreen Marine Corp. 14

102-2
Activities, brands, products 
and services

1.1 About Evergreen Marine Corp. 14

102-3 Location of headquarters 1.1 About Evergreen Marine Corp. 14

102-4 Location of operations 1.1 About Evergreen Marine Corp. 14

102-5 Ownership and legal form 1.1 About Evergreen Marine Corp. 14

Please refer 
to Evergreen 
Marine's 2019 
Annual Report.

102-6 Market served 1.1 About Evergreen Marine Corp. 14

102-7 Scale of the organization
1.1 About Evergreen Marine Corp.
1.3 Operating Performance

14
23

102-8
Information on employees and 
other workers

5.1 Talent Recruitment and 
Retention

106

102-9 Supply chain 3.3 Supplier Management 65

102-10
5KIPKſECPV�EJCPIGU�VQ�VJG�
organization and its supply 
chain

3.3 Supplier Management 65

There were 
PQ�UKIPKſECPV�
changes to 
operations this 
year.

102-11
Precautionary principle or 
approach

2.3 Risk Control 42

102-12 External initiatives 1.1 About Evergreen Marine Corp. 14

102-13 Membership of associations 1.1 About Evergreen Marine Corp. 14

Strategy

102-14
Statement from senior 
decision-maker

A Message from the Chairman 06

Indicator Disclosure Report Section Page Remarks

102-15 Key impacts, risks and opportunities

1.2 Operating Strategies
1.4 Sustainability Strategies
2.1 Corporate Governance
2.3 Risk Control

22
23
30
42

Ethics and integrity

102-16
Values, principles, standards, and 
norms of behavior

A Message from the Chairman
2.6 Compliance

06
56

Governance

102-18 Governance structure 2.1 Corporate Governance 30

102-19 Delegating authority 2.1 Corporate Governance 30

102-20
Executive-level responsibility for economic, 
environmental, and social topics

2.1 Corporate Governance 30

102-22
Composition of the highest governance 
body and its committees

2.1 Corporate Governance 30

102-23 Chair of the highest governance body 2.1 Corporate Governance 30

102-24
Nominating and selecting the highest 
governance body

2.1 Corporate Governance 30

102-25 Conflicts of interest 2.1 Corporate Governance 30

102-26
Role of highest governance body in 
setting purpose, values, and strategy

2.1 Corporate Governance 30

102-27
Collective knowledge of highest 
governance body

2.1 Corporate Governance 30

102-30
Effectiveness of risk management 
processes

2.3 Risk Control 42

102-31
Review of economic, environmental 
and social topics

1.4 Sustainability Strategies 24

102-32
Highest governance body’s role in 
sustainability reporting

2.1 Corporate Governance 30

102-36 Process for determining remuneration 2.1 Corporate Governance 30

Communication with stakeholders

102-40 Stakeholder Groups 6.1 Stakeholder Engagement 144

102-41 Collective bargaining agreements
5.1 Talent Recruitment and 

Retention
106

102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders 6.1 Stakeholder Engagement 144

102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement 6.1 Stakeholder Engagement 144

102-44 Key topics and concerns raised 6.1 Stakeholder Engagement 144
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Indicator Disclosure Report Section Page Remarks

Reporting practice

102-45
Entities included in the consolidated 
ſPCPEKCN�UVCVGOGPVU

Appendix 154
Please refer to 
Evergreen Marine's 
2019 Annual Report.

102-46
&GſPKPI�TGRQTV�EQPVGPV�CPF�UWDLGEV�
boundaries

About the CSR Report
6.2 Material Issues 

Management

04
148

102-47 List of material topics
6.2 Material Issues 

Management
148

102-48 Restatements of information 4.2 Energy Management 85

102-49 Changes in reporting
6.2 Material Issues 

Management
148

102-50 Reporting period About the CSR Report 04

102-51 Date of most recent report About the CSR Report 04

102-52 Reporting cycle About the CSR Report 04

102-53
Contact point for questions 
regarding the report

About the CSR Report 04

102-54
Claims of reporting in accordance 
with the GRI Standards

About the CSR Report 04

102-55 GRI content Index Appendix 154

102-56 External assurance About the CSR Report 04

GRI 103: Management Approach 2016

103-1
Explanation of the material topic 
and its boundary

6.2 Material Issues 
Management

148

103-2
The management approach and its 
components

6.2 Material Issues 
Management

148

103-3
Evaluation of the management 
approach

6.2 Material Issues 
Management

148

GRI 201: Economic Performance

201-1
Direct economic value generated 
and distributed by the organization

1.3 Operating 
Performance

23

Please refer to 
Evergreen Marine's 
2019 Annual Report 
for full disclosure of 
ſPCPEKCN�KPHQTOCVKQP�

201-2
Financial implications and other 
risks and opportunities due to 
climate change

2.3 Risk Control 42

201-3
&GſPGF�DGPGſV�RNCP�QDNKICVKQPU�
and other retirement plans

5.1 Talent Recruitment 
and Retention

106

GRI 204: Procurement Practices 2016

204-1
Proportion of spending on local 
suppliers

3.3 Supplier Management 65

Indicator Disclosure Report Section Page Remarks

GRI 205: Anti-Corruption 2016

205-3
%QPſTOGF�KPEKFGPVU�QH�EQTTWRVKQP�
and actions taken

2.6 Compliance 56

No incidents 
of corruption 
occurred in 
2019.

GRI 206: Anti-Competitive Behaviors 2016

206-1
Legal actions for anti-competitive 
behavior, anti-trust, and monopoly 
practices

2.6 Compliance 56

Environment indicators

GRI 302: Energy 2016

302-1
Energy consumption within the 
organization

4.2 Energy Management 85

302-3 Energy intensity 4.2 Energy Management 85

302-4 Reduction of energy consumption 4.2 Energy Management 85

302-5
Reductions in the energy 
requirements of products and 
services

4.2 Energy Management 85

GRI 303: Water 2016

303-1 Water withdrawal by source 4.4 Water Resource Management 96

GRI 304: Bio-diversity 2016

304-2
5KIPKſECPV�KORCEVU�QH�CEVKXKVKGU��
products, and services on 
biodiversity

4.6 Biodiversity 102

GRI 305: Emissions 2016

305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions 4.2 Energy Management 85

305-2
Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG 
emissions

4.2 Energy Management 85

305-4 GHG emissions intensity 4.2 Energy Management 85

305-5 Reduction of GHG emissions 4.2 Energy Management 85

305-6
Emissions of ozone-depleting 
substances (ODS)

4.3 Emissions Management 93

305-7
Nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur 
QZKFGU�
51Z���CPF�QVJGT�UKIPKſECPV�
air emissions

4.3 Emissions Management 93

GRI 306: Effluents and Waste 2016

306-2
Waste by type and disposal 
method

4.5 Waste Management 97
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Indicator Disclosure Report Section Page Remarks

GRI 307: Compliance with environmental laws and regulations 2016

307-1
Non-compliance with environmental 
laws and regulations

2.6 Compliance 56

No violation of 
environmental 
regulations 
occurred in 2019.

GRI 308: Supplier Environmental Assessment 2016

308-1
New suppliers that were screened 
using environmental criteria

3.3 Supplier Management 65

308-2
Negative environmental impacts in 
the supply chain and actions taken

3.3 Supplier Management 65

Social indicators

GRI 401: Employment 2016

401-1
New employee hires and employee 
turnover

5.1 Talent Recruitment and 
Retention

106

401-2
$GPGſVU�RTQXKFGF�VQ�HWNN�VKOG�
employees that are not provided to 
temporary or part-time employees

5.1 Talent Recruitment and 
Retention

106

401-3 Parental leave
5.1 Talent Recruitment and 

Retention
106

GRI 402: Labor / Management Relations 2016

402-1
Minimum notice periods regarding 
operational changes

5.1 Talent Recruitment and 
Retention

106

GRI 403: Occupational Health and Safety 2016

403-1
Workers representation in formal 
joint management–worker health 
and safety committees

5.3 Workplace Safety and 
Health

129

GRI 404: Training and Education 2016

404-1
Average hours of training per year 
per employee

5.2 Talent Cultivation 119

404-3
Percentage of employees receiving 
regular performance and career 
development reviews

5.1 Talent Recruitment and 
Retention

106

GRI 405: Diversity and Equal Opportunity 2016

405-1
Diversity of governance bodies and 
employees

2.1 Corporate Governance
5.1 Talent Recruitment and 

Retention

30
106

405-2
Ratio of basic salary and 
remuneration of women to men

5.1 Talent Recruitment and 
Retention

106

Indicator Disclosure Report Section Page Remarks

GRI 406: Non-discrimination 2016

406-1
Incidents of discrimination and 
corrective actions taken

5.1 Talent Recruitment and Retention 106

GRI 408: Child Labor 2016

408-1
Operations and suppliers at 
UKIPKſECPV�TKUM�HQT�KPEKFGPVU�QH�
child labor

3.3 Supplier Management
5.1 Talent Recruitment and Retention

65
106

GRI 409: Forced or Compulsory Labor 2016

409-1
Operations and suppliers at 
UKIPKſECPV�TKUM�HQT�KPEKFGPVU�QH�
forced or compulsory labor

5.1 Talent Recruitment and Retention 106
No incidents 
of forced labor 
occurred in 2019.

GRI 412: Human Rights Assessment 2016

412-2
Employee training on human 
rights policies or procedures

5.1 Talent Recruitment and Retention 106

GRI 414: Supplier Social Assessment 2016

414-1
New suppliers that were 
screened using social criteria

3.3 Supplier Management 65

414-2
Negative social impacts in the 
supply chain and actions taken

3.3 Supplier Management 65

GRI 416: Customer Health and Safety 2016

416-2

Incidents of non-compliance 
concerning the health and 
safety impacts of products and 
services

3.2 Cargo Safety 63

GRI 417: Marketing and Labeling 2016

417-1
Requirements for product and 
service information and labeling

3.2 Cargo Safety 63

417-2
Incidents of non-compliance 
concerning product and service 
information and labeling

3.2 Cargo Safety 63

GRI 418: Customer Privacy 2016

418-1

Substantiated complaints 
concerning breaches of 
customer privacy and losses of 
customer data

2.4 Information Security 54

No infringement 
of customer 
privacy or loss 
of customer 
data complaints 
occurred in 2019.

GRI 419: Compliance with social and economic laws and regulations 2016

419-1
Non-compliance with laws and 
regulations in the social and 
economic area

2.6 Compliance
5.3 Workplace Safety and Health

56
129
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